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PATENT

Attorney Docket No.: 080379-0001 l0US

DATA STORAGE AND ACCESS SYSTEMS

CROSS-REFERENCES TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application is a continuation of U.S. Patent Application No. 1 1/33 6,75 8, filed

on January 19, 2006; which is a continuation of U.S. Patent Application No. 10/1 11,716, filed

on September 17, 2002, which application is a national stage application under 35 U.S.C.

371, claiming the priority of international PCT Application No. GB00/04110, filed on

October 25, 2000; which claims priority to UK Application No. 9925227.2 filed on October

25, 1999, each of which is incorporated by reference in its entirety for all purposes.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] This invention is generally concerned with data storage and access systems. More

particularly, it relates to a portable data carrier for storing and paying for data and to

computer systems for providing access to data to be stored. The invention also includes

corresponding methods and computer programs. The invention is particularly useful for I

managing stored audio and Video data, but may also be applied to storage and access of text

and software, including games, as well as other types of data.

[0003] One problem associated with the increasingly wide use of the internet is the growing

prevalence of so—called data pirates. Such pirates obtain data either by unauthorized or

legitimate means and then make this data available essentially world-wide over the internet

without authorization. Data can be a very valuable commodity, but once it has been

published on the internet it is difficult to police access to and use of it by internet users who

may not even realize that it is pirated. This is a particular problem with audio recordings,

and, once the bandwidth becomes available, is also likely to be evident with video.

[0004] Over the past three or four years compressed audio sources have become

increasingly widely available on web pages. One widely used audio data compression format

is MP3 (MPEG - Audio Layer 3 of the MPEG1 compression algorithm), which is an

internationally defined standard including a definition of compressed audio information such

as speech or music. It relies on psycho—acoustic properties of human hearing to achieve very

large data compression factors. It is thus feasible to download usefully long passages of

music in a practically convenient short time. Pirate data suppliers have not been slow to

realize the potential of this, and many unauthorized websites have sprung up offering popular
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industry considerable concern and there is an urgent need to find a way to address the

problem of data piracy.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] According to the present invention there is therefore provided a method of

providing portable data comprising providing a portable data storage device comprising

downloaded data storage means and payment validation means; providing a terminal for

internet access; coupling the portable data storage device to the terminal; reading payment

information from the payment validation means using the terminal; validating the payment

information; and downloading data into the portable storage device from a data supplier.

[0006]

device for retrieving and outputting data such as stored music and/or noise from the data

Another aspect of the invention provides a corresponding mobile data retrieval

storage device.

[0007]

external authority such as a bank or building society. The combination of the payment

The payment validation means is, for example, means to validate payment with an

validation means with the data storage means allows the access to the downloaded data which

is to be stored by the data storage means, to be made conditional upon checked and validated

payment being made for the data. Binding the data access and payment together allows the

legitimate owners of the data to make the data available themselves over the internet without

fear of loss of revenue, thus undermining the position of data pirates.

[0008]

internet purchases. Currently internet users pay for goods and/or services by credit card.

A further advantage of the system is that it allows users under the age of 18 to make

Since credit cards cannot legitimately be used by persons under the age of 18 (at least in the

UK), a significant fraction of adventurous internet users are excluded from e—commerce, one

of the most significant predicted uses of the internet. In one embodiment of the invention,

however, the payment validation means comprises e—cash; that is, the payment validation

means stores transaction value information on a cash value of transactions validatable by the

data storage means. In simple terms, the data storage means can be a card which is charged

up to a desired cash value (if necessary limited to a maximum value) at a suitable terminal.

This might be an internet access terminal but could, more simply, be a device to accept the

data storage card and to receive and count money deposited by the user to charge the card,

writing update cash value information onto the card. More sophisticated ways of updating

the cash value on the card are also possible, such as direct bank transfer. Since, with this type
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of embodiment, the data storage means is, essentially, precharged with cash rather than acting

as a credit card, it can be used by young people without the risk of their incurring large debts.

[0009] In one embodiment the data storage means is powered by the retrieval device when

it is connected to the device and retains a memory of the downloaded data when it is

unpowered. This can be achieved by the use of Flash RAM or, more generally, any form of

programmable read-only memory. Alternatively the data storage means may incorporate a

rechargeable cell or capacitor and store information in battery backed-up static RAM.

[0010] The downloaded data may be entered into the data storage device by means of an

interface such as a magnetically or capacitatively coupled connection or an optical

connection, but preferably the interface comprises contacts for direct electrical connection to

the storage means. The payment validation means may likewise have one of a variety of

interfaces but again preferably comprises a set of electrical contacts. The payment validation

means could, however, comprise a magnetic or holographic data-strip such as is known for

use with credit cards and phone cards. The interface to receive the downloaded data may be

separate from the interface to the payment validation means, to facilitate separate and

simultaneous access to both these systems. In other embodiments a single interface may

serve for both data storage and payment. Advantageously the payment validation means

includes a memory storing information to identify the person who is paying for the

downloaded data.

[0011] For additional security the downloaded data may be encrypted. In this case data

decryption may be necessary at some stage, either in the data storage means or in the retrieval

device or in an information delivering apparatus such as a data access terminal. Alternatively

the data decryption function can be shared amongst one or more of these devices. The skilled

person will be aware of a range of suitable encryption/decryption techniques, including Pretty

Good Privacy (Registered Trade Mark) and PKI (Public Key Infrastructure). Normally when

the downloaded data is encrypted a decryption key must be supplied. This can be generated

automatically by the data access terminal or data access service provider or it can be entered

by the user into the data access terminal or into the mobile data retrieval device.

[0012] The data storage means and/or the retrieval device can be provided with access

control means to prevent unauthorized access to the downloaded data. Additionally or

alternatively, use control means can be provided to stop or provide only limited access of the

user to the downloaded data in accordance with the amount paid. These access and use
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or permitted access controlling use. Thus, for example, a complete set of data information

relating to a particular topic, a particular music track, or a particular software package might

be downloaded, although access to part of the data set might thereafter be controlled by

payments made by a user at a later stage. In this way, a user could pay to enable an extra

level on a game or to enable further tracks of an album.

[0013] In embodiments where the access or use control means is responsive to the payment

validation means, access or use control information may be stored with the downloaded data

or in a separate storage area, for example in the payment validation means. The user’s access

to the downloaded data could advantageously be responsive to the payment validation means,

for example, by means of a control line coupling the payment validation means with a

memory access or decryption control element.

[0014] In one embodiment the data storage means comprises an electronic memory card or

smart card and the mobile data retrieval device is provided with a slot to receive the card.

Preferably the card is a push—f1t within the retrieval device, and retention of the card may be

effected by pressure from electrical interface connections and/or resilience of the housing, or

by using a resilient retaining means. In a preferred embodiment the retrieval device includes

an audio output and a display, to play a downloaded track and to show information about the

track and/or an accompanying video.

[0015] To download data onto the data storage means the user can employ a data access

terminal coupled to the internet. The terminal can directly validate payment; for example in

the case of a smart card charged with electronic cash it can deduct a cash value from the card.

Alternatively it can communicate with a bank or other financial services provider to control

payment. In a preferred embodiment, however, the terminal connects to a data access service

provider which provides a portal to other sites and which validates payment and then

forwards data from a data supplier to the user’s local access terminal. The data access service

provider may alternatively forward payment validation information and/or information from

the payment validation authority to the data supplier for control by the supplier of the data

supplied. Thus, access to the payment validation system and/or data for downloading may be

entirely controlled by the data supplier.

[0016] Data held on the data storage means may advantageously include data relating to the

user’s or payer’s usage of the system. This information may include, for example,
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information on a user’s spending pattern, information on data suppliers used and information

on the downloaded data. This information may be accessed by the data supplier and/or data

access service provider and can be used for targeted marketing or loyalty-based incentive

schemes such as air miles or the like.

[0017]

be a mobile phone. Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) and i—mode allow mobile phones

The data access terminal may be a conventional computer or, alternatively, it may

to efficiently access the internet and this allows a mobile phone to be used to download data

to the data storage means, advantageously, directly. The data storage means can, if desired,

incorporate the functionality of a mobile phone SIM (Subscriber Identity Module) card,

which cards already include a user identification means, to allow user billing through the

phone network operator.

[0018]

data, but the system finds more general application for other data types. For example,

In a preferred embodiment the downloaded data is MP3 or other encoded audio

download data can include software, and particularly games, share price information, current

news information, transport timetable information, weather information and catalog shopping

information. The downloaded information may also include Compressed video data. The

storage capacity of the data storage means is adaptable to suit the type of data intended to be

downloaded; for example, 32 megabytes is sufficient for CD quality music, but for video it is

preferable that the data storage means has a capacity of 128 megabytes or greater.

[0019]

interface for reading and writing data from and to the carrier; non—volatile data memory,

In another aspect, the invention provides a portable data carrier comprising an

coupled to the interface, for storing data on the carrier; non—volatile payment data memory,

coupled to the interface, for providing payment data to an external device.

[0020]

thus providing the advantages outlined above. Depending upon the payment system used, the

These features allow the data carrier to store both payment data and content data,

payment data memory may also store code for validating or confirming a payment to an

external payment system. The payment data will normally be linked to a card or card holder

identification data for payment by the card holder. The non—volatile memory ensures that

stored content and payment data is retained in the data carrier when the data carrier is not

receiving power from an external source. Thus "non-volatile" encompasses, for example,

low-power memory whose contents are retained by a battery back—up system. In one

embodiment the payment data memory comprises EEPROM and the content data memory
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example, holographic, data memory can also be used. The data carrier may also be integrated

into other apparatus, such as a mobile communications device.

[0021]

code implementable by a processor; and a processor, coupled to the content data memory, the

Preferably, the portable data carrier further comprises a program store for storing

payment data memory, the interface and to the program store for implementing code in the

program store, wherein the code comprises code to output payment data from the payment

data memory to the interface and code to provide external access to the data memory.

[0022]

storing and retrieving data, but in some embodiments the content data memory may be read-

Normally, the (content) data memory allows both write and read access for both

only memory (ROM). In such embodiments, content may be pre-loaded onto the carrier and

payment may then be made for permission to access the pre-loaded data.

[0023]

and updates this in response to external access, preferably read access, made to the data

Preferably, the data carrier also stores a record of access made to the content data

memory. The carrier may also store content use rules pertaining to allowed use of stored data

items. These use rules may be linked to payments made from the card to provide payment

options such as access to buy content data outright; rental access to content data for a time

period or for a specified number of access events; and/or rental/purchase, for example where

rental use is provided together with an option to purchase content data at the reduced price

after rental access has expired.

[0024]

may be equivalent to the purchase of a compact disc (CD), preferably with some form of

Thus where the data carrier stores, for example, music, the purchase outright option

content copy protection such as digital watermarking. In this example, the rental or

subscription payment option may be a pay-per—play option, and with this option payment may

either be before or after access to the stored data so that the carrier may operate in either a

debit or credit payment mode.

[0025]

or, in the example, play music without the need to be linked to a communications system or

The portability of the data carrier potentially allows it to be used to access content

to be on—line to the internet. By providing a use record memory on the data carrier, use of the

stored data can be tracked while ff-line and then any necessary payment can be made when

the data carrier is next coupled to a communication system. This allows the data carrier to

operate in a credit mode. In a debit mode, the additional storage of use rules facilitates the
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regulation of access to content data stored on the carrier without the need for further

exchange of payment/use data with an external system to validate the use.

[0026] By combining digital rights management with content data storage using a single

carrier, the stored content data becomes mobile and can be accessed anywhere while retaining

control over the stored data for the data content provider or data copyright owner. Preferably,

the data carrier also stores access control data, such as a user ID and a password, as the stored

data may be valuable. The access control data may be combined with access control to the

payment data, which is typically by means of a PIN (Personal Identification Number) to

simplify access to valued content stored on the carrier.

[0027]

PIN and/or biometric data is required for decryption. The data carrier may be arranged so

In one embodiment the stored content data is encrypted and a unique password or

that the content is erased after a predetermined number of incorrect access attempts.

Additionally or alternatively, a permanently stored flag may be set and/or a hardware

modification (such as a fusable link) may be made to prevent the data carrier from

functioning for further data storage/retrieval. Preferably, however, access to any stored

value/payment data is nevertheless retained.

[0028]

content data. This supplementary data may comprise customer reward management data

Supplementary data may also be stored on the carrier in association with stored

and/or advertising data. The supplementary data may comprise a pointer to an external data

source from which data is downloaded either to the data carrier or to a data access device or

content player, so that advertising or other data can be displayed when reviewing or accessing

the stored content.

[0029]

levels in the data supply chain may be provided using a content synthesis function. The

Additional data security and/or a mechanism for rewarding operators at different

content synthesis function combines partial content information from two or more sources to

provide content data items for storage and/or output. Thus, for example, a first percentage of

a content data item could be provided by a content retailer, while a remaining percentage

could be provided by an on—line data supplier. This would provide an incentive for a user to

register with a content retailer or distributor as well as with an on~line system owner and so

could encourage the use of existing retailers and could provide a mechanism for paying

commission to such retailers. The two portions of data combined to provide a content data

item could comprise encryption data and a key but preferably comprise separate parts of a
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frequencies and low frequencies (for audio). This arrangement also facilitates customer

reward and loyalty management.

[0030]

accessing a mobile communications network, for example to receive content data over the

In one embodiment the data carrier further comprises memory for storing data for

network. For such an embodiment, the data carrier may replace a SIM (Subscriber Identity

Module) card in a mobile communications device, thus providing a single card for both

network access and valued content retrieval and storage. Additionally or alternatively the

card may also store the web address of a data supplier from whom data may be downloaded

onto the carrier.

[0031]

memory, but preferably comprises Flash memory. Preferably, the data memory has a large

The data memory for storing content data may be optic, magnetic or semiconductor

capacity for storing large data files such as compressed video data. Preferably, the data

memory is partitioned for lock access, that is, for read and/or write access to blocks of, for

example, lK, 4K, l6K or 64K databytes for faster data access, particularly where the stored

content data will normally be accessed serially, as is normally the case with audio and video

data. Preferably the card is configured as an IC card or smart card and has a credit card—type

format, although other formats such as the "memory stick" format may also be used. This

provides a small and convenient portable format and facilitates removable interfacing with a

Variety of devices.

[0032]

carrier, the data carrier comprising non—volatile data memory and non-volatile parameter

The invention also provides a related method of controlling access to data on a data

memory storing use status data and use rules, the method comprising receiving a data access

request; reading the use status data and use rules from memory; and evaluating the use status

data using the use rules to determine whether access to the stored data is permitted.

[0033]

for providing data to a data requester, the system comprising a communication interface; a

According to another aspect of the invention, there is provided a computer system

data access data store for storing records of data items available from the system, each record

comprising a data item description and a pointer to a data provider for the data item; a

program store storing code implementable by a processor; a processor coupled to the

communications interface, to the data access data store, and to the program store for

implementing the stored code, the code comprising code to receive a request for a data item
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from the requester; code to receive from the communications interface payment data

comprising data relating to payment for the requested data item; code responsive to the

request and to the received payment data, to read data for the requested data item from a

content provider; and code to transmit the read data to the requester over the communications

interface.

[0034] The computer system is operated by a data supplier or data supply "system owner"

for providing content data to the data carrier described above. The paymentdata received

may either be data relating to an actual payment made to the data supplier, or it may be a

record of a payment made to an e-payment system relating either to a payment to the data

supplier, or to a payment to a third party. The data from the content provider, preferably

without permanent (local) storage of the forwarded data, improves data security as the

content provider retains control over a content data item, and the data supplier, a copy of a

data item, is unable to supply data for the item without the content provider's assistance. The

computer system may provide temporary storage for a requested data item, for example using

a disk cache, but preferably the computer system does not store a complete data item, even

temporarily.

[0035]

when payment is made for a data item, the payment can be distributed for reimbursing

Preferably, the computer system includes payment distribution information so that

royalties and making other payments. Typically a large fraction of the payment for a data

item will be transferred to a copyright owner or "content provider" for the item while smaller

payments will go to the artist and/or publisher and/or retailer/distributor. Payment may be

made directly by the computer system to the computer systems of other relevant parties

using, for example, a signature-transporting type e-payment system. Alternatively, the

computer system can issue appropriate instructions to a third party e-payment system for

making the transfers. The computer system allows automatic distribution of payments either

before, during or after content data download, or after content data access by a user.

Instructions for distributing the payments may be issued substantially simultaneously, thereby

avoiding long delays in the payment of some parties; for example, it can presently take a year

or more for an artist generating content to be paid by conventional methods.

[0036]

downloading in association with a content data item. The rule data may be stored by a

Preferably, the computer system also stores content data item access rule data, for

content provider but is preferably held by the computer system, and links a content identifier
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with an access rule, typically based upon a required payment value, as outlined above in the

context of the data carrier. Normally, each content data item will have an associated access

rule, but a single rule may apply to a large number of data items. The computer system also,

preferably, stores requester reward data for customer reward/loyalty management. This data

may again comprise one or more rules linking a payment value and/or content data item type

to a specified reward, such as a number of air miles or retailer value points. The computer

system preferably also keeps a record of an identified user's or data's carriers content item

downloads and payments for market research purposes.

[0037] The computer system, in one embodiment, also stores access control data, such as

an access request identity and password which can be employed, for example, to create an

extranet of system users, which again can be linked to stored access record data for marketing

purposes. When further linked to content item type data, such an arrangement can be used to

construct a club of users of content data items of a particular type, for example country and

western or rock and roll music. As described in connection with the portable data carrier, the

computer system may also comprise content synthesis code for additional data security and

for more secure management of payment distributions.

[0038]

comprising receiving a request for a data item from the requester; receiving payment data

The invention also provides a related method of providing data to a data requester

from the requester relating to payment for the requested data; reading the requested data from

a content provider responsive to the received payment data; and transmitting the read data to

the requester.

[0039] According to a further aspect of the present invention, there is provided a data

access terminal for retrieving data from a data supplier and providing the retrieved data to a

data carrier, the terminal comprising a first interface for communicating with the data

supplier; a data carrier interface for interfacing with the data carrier; a program store storing

code implementable by a processor; and a processor, coupled to the first interface, the data

carrier interface and to the program store for implementing the stored code, the code

comprising: code to read payment data from the data carrier and to forward the payment data

to a payment Validation system; code to receive payment validation data from the payment

validation system; code responsive to the payment validation data to retrieve data from the

data supplier and to write the retrieved data into the data carrier.

10
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[0040] This terminal can be used for retrieving data from the above-described computer

system and for downloading the retrieved data to the above—described portable data carrier.

As with the data supply computer system, it is preferable that there is no (local) storage of

content item data forwarded from the data supplier to the data carrier. The data access

terminal is not restricted to use with the above—described status supplier and could, for

example, retrieve data for downloading to the data carrier from a local data source, such as a

CD (Compact Disc) or DVD (Digital Versatile Disc), or from a third party such as a cable TV

company.

[0041]

payment validation system for validating the data and authorizing the payment. This may be

The terminal reads payment data from the data carrier and transmits this to a

part of the data supplier's computer system or it may be a separate system such as an e-

payment system. Thus, the terminal operates with a data carrier storing payment (validation)

data and, in some embodiments, additional payment validation code for validating payment to

the payment validation system. Again, the terminal is preferably configured to provide a data

item use rule to the carrier in conjunction with a data item. As before, the data item use rule

will normally be dependent upon payment value information embodied in the payment data

read from the data carrier. The terminal is preferably also configured for user input of access

control data. This access control data may be forwarded to the data carrier for access

permission verification and/or it may be passed to the data supplier computer system for a

similar purpose. The terminal may be configured to warn a user of content access or data

carrier function inhibition after a predetermined number of access requests have been refused.

The terminal may also incorporate content synthesis code as described above.

[0042]

data to the data carrier. Identity data on the data carrier can be used to retrieve the

The terminal may comprise code to output supplementary data when downloading

supplementary data, or a pointer to the supplementary data, from the data supplier computer

system, or the supplementary data or a pointer thereto can be retrieved directly from the data

carrier. Preferably, however, identification data on the card is used to retrieve characterizing

data such as card user preference data from the data supplier computer system, and this

characterizing data is then used by the terminal to retrieve and output supplementary data to a

terminal user. When the terminal is associated with a contact distributor or retailer, the

supplementary data may be retrieved over a network associated with the retailer/distributor

such as a local area network (LAN), wide area network (WAN) or extranet.

11
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[0043] The invention also provides a method of providing data from a data supplier to a

data carrier, the method comprising reading payment data from the data carrier; forwarding

the payment data to a payment validation system; retrieving data from the data supplier; and

writing the retrieved data into the date carrier.

[0044]

or it may be a separate e—payment system. In one embodiment the method further comprises

The payment validation system may be part of the data supplier's computer systems

receiving payment validation data from the payment validation system; and transmitting at

least a portion of the payment validation data to the data supplier. Alternatively the payment

validation system may comprise a payment processor at the data supplier or at a destination

retrieved from the data supplier. The payment processor may also provide payment

distribution data for distributing a payment represented by the payment data.

[0045]

data from a data carrier, the device comprising a user interface; a data carrier interface; a

In a further aspect, the invention provides a data access device for retrieving stored

program store storing code implementable by a processor; and a processor coupled to the user

interface, to the data carrier interface and to the program store for implementing the stored

code, the code comprising code to retrieve use status data indicating a use status of data

stored on the carrier, and use rules data indicating permissible use of data stored on the

carrier; code to evaluate the use status data using the use rules data to determine whether

access is permitted to the stored data; and code to access the stored data when access is

permitted.

[0046] The data access device uses the use status data and use rules to determine what

access is permitted to data stored on the data carrier. As described above, the use rules will

normally be dependent upon payments made for data stored on the data carrier, but may also

comprise access control employing a user identification and password. Since a single data

carrier may have more than one user, the use status and use rules may be selected dependent

upon a user identity. The data access device may also be configured to present

supplementary data when presenting the content data, retrieved as described above, from the

card, from a remote computer system or from some other source such as a cable TV network

or off-air.

[0047] The invention also provides a related method of controlling access to data from a

data carrier, comprising retrieving use status data from the data carrier indicating past use of

the stored data; retrieving use rules from the data carrier; evaluating the use status data using
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the use rules to determine whether access to data stored on the carrier is permitted; and

permitting access to the data on the data carrier dependent on the result of said evaluating.

[0048] According to a further aspect of the invention there is provided a data access system

comprising a data supply computer system for forwarding data from a data provider to a data

access terminal; a electronic payment system for confirming an electronic payment; a data

access terminal for communicating with the data supply system to write data from the data

supply system onto a data carrier; and a data carrier for storing data from the data supply

system and payment data; wherein data is forwarded from the data provider to the data carrier

on validation of payment data provided from the data carrier to the electronic payment

system.

[0049] In a further aspect of the invention, there is provided a portable data carrier

comprising an interface for sending and receiving data from and to the carrier; non-volatile

data memory, coupled to the interface, for storing data on the carrier; and a digital rights

management processor for controlling access to the stored data.

[0050] In a further aspect of the invention, there is provided a portable data carrier

comprising an interface for sending and receiving data from and to the carrier; non-volatile

data memory, coupled to the interface, for storing data on the carrier; and an access control

processor; wherein the data memory is partitioned as data blocks and the access control

processor controls external access to the data blocks.

[0051]

providing data to a data requester, the system comprising a communication interface; a data

In a further aspect of the invention, there is provided a computer system for

access data store for storing records of data items available from the system, each record

comprising a data item description and a resource locator; a data provider for the data item; a

program store storing code implementable by a processor; a processor coupled to the

communications interface, to the data access data store, and to the program store for

implementing the stored code, the code comprising code to receive a request for a data item

from the requester to receive from the communications interface payment data comprising

data relating to payment for the requested data item; code, responsive to the request and to

the received payment data, to output the item data to the requester over the communication

interface; wherein said data access data store further comprises payment distribution

information indicating to whom payments should be made for a data item; and further
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comprising code to output payment data for a data item for making payments for the item

when the item is supplied to a requester.

[0052]

providing data to a data requester, the system comprising a communication interface; a data

In a further aspect of the invention, there is provided a computer system for

access data store for storing records of data items available from the system, each record

comprising a data item description and a printer location data identifying an electronic

address for a provider for the data item; a program store storing code implementable by a

processor; a processor coupled to the communications interface, to the data access data store,

and to the program store for implementing the stored code, the code comprising code to

receive a request for a data item from the requester to receive from the communications

interface payment data comprising data relating to payment for the requested data item; code

responsive to the request and to the received payment data to output the item data to the

requester over the communication interface; wherein the data access data store further

comprises data item access rule data for output to the requester with a data item; and further

comprising code to select access rule data for output with a data item in response to the

payment data.

[0053]

to a data requester comprising receiving a request for a data item from the requester;

In a yet further aspect of the invention, there is provided a method of providing data

receiving payment data from the requester relating to payment for the requested data;

transmitting the requested data to the requester; reading payment distribution information

from a data store; and outputting payment data to a payment system for distributing the

payment for the requested data.

[0054]

data to a data requester comprising receiving a request for a data item from the requester;

In a still further aspect of the invention, there is provided a method of providing

receiving payment data from the requester relating to payment for the requested data;

transmitting the requested data to the requester; and transmitting data access rule data to the

requester with the read data.

[0055]

example only, with reference to the accompanying figures.

These and other aspects of the invention will now be further described, by way of

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0056]

the side;

Figure 1 shows a data access device a) from the top; b) from the front; and c) from
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[0057] Figure 2 shows, conceptually, a portable data carrier;

[0058] Figures 3a and b show exemplary data access terminals;

[0059] Figures 4a and b show, respectively, a logical signal path between elements of a

conceptual data access system; and a physical representation ofa conceptual data access

system;

[0060] Figure 5 shows a content provision system;

[0061] Figure 6 shows a data supply computer system;

[0062] Figure 7 shows a variety of data access terminals;

[0063] Figure 8 shows a schematic diagram of components of a data access terminal;

[0064] Figure 9 shows a schematic diagram of components of a data carrier;

[0065] Figure 10 shows a schematic diagram of components of a data access device;

[0066] Figures 1 la and 1 1b are flow diagrams ofa data carrier registration process;

[0067] Figures 12a-c and l2d—e show, respectively, a flow diagram of data access using a

data access terminal; and a flow diagram of data supply using a data supply computer system;

and

[0068] Figure 13 shows a flow diagram of data retrieval using a data access device.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0069] Referring to Figure 1, this shows a data access device for playing MP3 audio (10)

with operator controls (12) and LCD display (14). The outline ofa smart card data storage

device is shown at (16). The operator controls allow a user to select and play tracks, while

track information and still or video images are provided on display (14). A slot (18) is

provided in the front of the device to receive a smart card-type data storage means. This

smart card occupies space (20) and interfaces with resilient contacts (24); it is held in the

data retrieval device against the contacts, by resilient housing element (22).

[0070]

with the device of Figure l. The data storage means is based on a standard smart card; it is

Referring now to Figure 2, this shows a portable data carrier (30) suitable for use

plastic, about the size of a standard credit card, and has some flexibility. On the card (30) are

two sets of contacts, contacts (32) for interfacing with the payment validation means and
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contacts (34) for interfacing with the memory for storing downloaded data (although in other

embodiments, a single set of contacts may be used for both). The surface of the card can be

embellished with suitable graphics.

[0071]

for standard Electronics Point of Sale Systems (EPOS S) and, if desired, the memory for

In one embodiment the smart card retains all its useable functionality as specified

storing the downloaded data can be electrically separate from this. However, it may be

preferable to provide interaction between the standard smart card device and the data memory

in order to accomplish the access control/decryption functions described above.

[0072]

This has a screen (42) and a slot (44) to receive the data carrier (30). Alternatively the data

Referring now to Figure 3, an example of a data access terminal is shown at (40).

carrier may interface to the terminal via the data access device (10) and an interface (46) to

the terminal (40). In Figure 3b a dedicated terminal (50) has a slot (52) to receive the data

carrier, a display (54) and controls (56). Coins can be inserted into the terminal at (5 8) and

notes at (60) to charge the data carrier with cash.

[0073] Referring now to Figure 4a, this illustrates conceptually the logical connections and

data flow between data processing systems involved in payment validation, and data

download to the carrier (30). A user connects the data carrier (30) to terminal (40) and logs

on to a data web page of data supply service provider (60). Either terminal (40 ) or service

provider (60) then communicates via data paths (62) with a payment validation authority (70)

to check and authorize the user’s or payer’s payment. In the case of electronic cash the

terminal (40) may immediately Validate the payment information, updating the service

provider and/or payment Validation authority (70) at a later stage. The logical connection

(64) between the terminal and the service provider is preferably made over the internet.

[0074]

collect information from data suppliers (80) and provide a “front end” to present data from

The service provider may provide a direct portal to data providers (80) or may

the suppliers to the terminal user. Alternatively, data supply service provider (60) may

regulate direct access between terminal (40) and data providers (80), as shown by links (66),

by communicating with the terminal and the data providers to provide communication

regulation information to, for example, instruct data suppliers about what information the

user of terminal (40) should have access to.

[0075]

for example, 10 pence per track or 10 pence per minute — to a computer system owned by a

In a preferred embodiment, service provider (60) pays royalties at an agreed rate —
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company or entity in the recording industry, such as a content provider or copyright owner, a

content publisher or a content creator, and the user of terminal (40) effectively pays the

service provider. Billing can also be regulated by bandwidth and/or data download time.

[0076] Preferably the service provider (60) monitors the user’s access to the system and

either stores or forwards to data providers (80), or downloads to the data carrier (30), usage

information. In a preferred embodiment the service provider sends information via terminal

(40) to data carrier (30) which can be used to determine incentives to be provided to users of

the system.

[0077] Figure 4b shows a conceptual physical configuration of the system of Figure 4a in

which a plurality of terminals (40), a plurality of service providers (60) and a plurality of data

providers (80) all interact via the internet. The physical embodiment of the system is not

critical and a skilled person will understand that the terminals, data processing systems and

the like can all take a variety of forms.

[0078] Referring now to Figure 5, this shows a conceptual illustration of a content

provision system 100. Content creators 104a, b generate or receive content data from artist

terminals 102a-d and store content data in databases 106a, b. The content data stored in

databases 106a, b may comprise audio data, such as music, video data, such as films or TV

programs, text, such as literary works, software, such as games software, or other data.

Content creators 104a, b are coupled to communications network 101 for communicating

created content data over the network. Also coupled to communications network 101 are

content publishers 1 10a and 110b, each of which is coupled to an associated stored content

database, 1 12a and 1 12b respectively. The content publishers make their stored content

available for controlled access using communications network 101. In some instances, for

example where the content data comprises computer games, the functions of content creator

and content publisher may be provided by a single entity. Also although conceptually

illustrated as blocks in Figure 5, the content creator and content publisher typically each

comprise a client server computer network.

[0079]

such as an extranet, with security controlled access to entities connected to the network.

The communications network 101 is typically a private communications network,

Physically the network may comprise an internet protocol network or it may comprise, or

consist of, dedicated point—to—point links. Thus, for example, a content creator 104 may be
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directly linked to a content publisher 110 and/or to other entities shown in Figure 5 such as a

content provider or content distributor.

[0080]

coupled to the communications network 101. In the illustrated system, the content provider's

The content provision system includes a plurality of content providers 108a-e, each

own copyright in stored content data accessible over communications network 101 and may,

in practice, also perform a content publication function. Five content providers own the

copyright in over 80% of all world~wide music sales. The content providers are coupled to

stored content databases 106 and 1 12 via communications network 101, for supplying stored

content data.

[0081]

communications network to other networks such as the internet and/or mobile

A gateway server 1 14 is also coupled to communications network 101 to link the

communications networks. Gateway server 1 14 provides security and access control

functions and firewalls. A second gateway, content distributor WAN gatewayn 1 16, is also

shown attached to communications network 101. This provides similar security and firewall

functions and coupled communications network 101 to distributor WAN (wide area network)

1 17. Gateway 116 has logical access to one or more of a content creator, content publisher

and content provider for accessing stored content data. Content distributor gateway 1 16 may

be owned by a chain of record stores and provide content access terminals 1 18, coupled to

WAN 1 17, in separate retail outlets. Content access terminals 118 have access, via gateway

1 16, to stored content accessible over communications network 101.

[0082]

embodiment, three content access terminals 1 18a—c, e-payment systems 121a, b, and content

Referring now to Figure 6, this shows a data supply computer system 120. In this

access web server 124 are all coupled to internet 142. Data supply system 120 is coupled to

the content provision system 100 illustrated in Figure 5. Where communications network

101 of Figure 5 is an extranet, this extranet physically operates over internet 142; where

communications network 101 does not partly operate via internet 142, a connection to

internet 142 is established via gateway server 1 14 as shown in Figure 5. In this way content

access terminals 118a-c are provided with controlled access to the stored content data of

content provision system 100.

[0083] E-payment systems 121a and l21b are coupled to banks 122a, b and c, cl

respectively. These provide an e-payment system according to, for example, MONDEX,

Proton, and/or Visa cash compliant standards. Preferably at least one of e-payment systems
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121a, b operates a so—called "open purse" system in which the value is stored as a publicly

verifiable digital signature issued by the e—payment system. In such a signature-transporting

arrangement, payment data may be validated using public keys and thus payment

authentication need not be performed by the e—payment system but may instead be performed

by, for example, a data access terminal or data supply system computer, using payment

management code. The authenticated signatures, which in effect perform a similar role to

checks, are submitted to the relevant e—payment system after authentication for verification

and reimbursement or transfer of monetary value. With such a system payments may be

made anonymously and thus payer identification is not essential. Data carriers, such as data

cards, may be issued with stored value or without value, in which latter case value (that is, a

publicly verifiable digital signature) may be written onto the card during an on—line

transaction.

[0084] In alternative embodiments, a data carrier such as the smart Flash card described

below may be used to create value bearing digital signatures as is well—known to those

familiar with e—money.

[0085] Content access web server 124 is also coupled to internet 142 for providing content

access terminals 118a-c with access to content data. Content access web server 124 is

typically owned by a content data supply "system owner" who acts as an intermediary

between a content access terminal user and a content provider, forwarding content data

provided (directly or indirectly) by a content provider to a content access terminal and then to

a stored content data carrier. Web server 124 is coupled to web server code storage 126

storing Java code for generating web pages for interpretation by web browsers on content

access terminals 11 la-c. The web pages provide the content download, value add, CRM

(customer reward management) value check/spend and website link functions described

below.

[0086]

(DRM) processor 130, access control processor 132, and content distribution processor 134.

Web server 124 is coupled to payment processor 128, Digital Rights Management

Payment processor 128 includes payment management code storage 128a and is coupled to

payment record data store 136. Access control processor 132 includes access control code

storage 132a and is coupled to access control data store 138. DRM processor 130 includes

DRM code storage 130a and is coupled to content access and DRM data store 140. Content

distribution processor 134 includes CRM (customer reward management) and payment
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distribution management code storage 134a and is also coupled to content access and DRM

data store 140. As shown in Figure 6, processors 128-134 are all in communication with one

another.

[0087]

single computer program and may operate on a single physical computer, on which web

Processors 128, 130, 132 and 134 may comprise separate application programs or a

server 124 may also be provided, or may operate on separate computers. Likewise data

stores 136, 138 and 140 may comprise a single physical data store or may be distributed over

a plurality of physical devices and may even be at physically remote locations from

processors 128-134 and coupled to these processors via internet 142.

[0088]

(common gateway interface) script and the code associated with processors 128-134 may be

Web server 124 communicates with processors 128-134 by means of a CGI

written in any conventional computer language such as C, C++, or Perl. However, in other

embodiments one or more of the processors may be coupled to web server 124 via internet

142 and owned and operated by a separate entity, such as a financial institution. In this case

conventional secure web—based communications may be operated between web server 124

and the relevant processor. In particular, payment processor 128 may be operated by one of

the e-payment system providers 128a, b.

[0089]

an audit record in payment record data store 136. Access control code 132a stores

Payment management code 128a issues and authenticates payment data and stores

identification data (of a user or card) together with registration data provided by a user when

registering with the system owner. This data comprises a user password for accessing stored

content and/or payment data; user characterizing data, for example characterizing user

preferences, for marketing purposes; data indicating an e-payment system to use; and in some

embodiments, further general user related data such as card level data for identifying the

provision of "gold" level services to selected users. A copy of the password is stored with the

content data on the portable data carrier, as described further below. Alternatively, one or

both of the access control data store and portable data carrier may simply store data for

verifying a user-entered password.

[0090] Content access and DRM data store 140 stores data related to content access and

content use, but does not itself store content data items; these are instead provided via content

provision system 100 described above. Data store 140 stores a plurality of records each

comprising a data item identifier, a data item description, a data item type or genre, and
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location data comprising one or more pointers to a location or locations from where the data

item can be downloaded. Associated with a data item is also a table of use rule data

comprising a list of values (i.e. content data item prices) and corresponding levels of

permitted usage. Thus a value of £1 might permit ten plays of a music track, while the value

of £10 might permit an unlimited number of plays of the track and copying of the track for

personal use.

[0091]

list of recipients and corresponding fractions of the data item value each is to receive.

Also associated with a data item is a table of payment distribution data comprising a

Typically, the main recipient will be the copyright owner of the data item and other recipients

will be selected from the content creator, the artist or artists, the system owner, the content

publisher, and the retailer/distributor. The payment distribution proportions may be

dependent upon the payment value, in which case a plurality of sets of payment distribution

figures may be associated with each data item, each set of distribution figures corresponding

to a payment value range. The payment data and distribution data is here termed DRM

(Digital Rights Management) data.

[0092]

Management) data, linked to the user rule data, comprising CRM rules to specify, for one or

Further associated with a data item is a table of CRM (Customer Reward

more data item use levels, a quantity of reward points and one or more recipients for the

reward points (the recipients may include the card user and the retailer/distributor).

[0093]

DRM data store 140 to inform a system user ofthe description and value of a data item, to

The CRM and payment distribution code 13421 operates with content access and

access and download a data item from the content provider system to a content access

terminal, to provide content use rules with the data item, and to provide instructions either to

payment processor 128 or to e—payment system 121 to distribute payments for the data item

to the recipients identified by the data store 140 and to distribute CRM reward points.

[0094]

in a public key cryptography system, for the system owner to authenticate its identity to a

The access control data store 138 holds a secure key, such as a secret "public" key

content provider. This data is held securely with other sensitive data in the access control

data store 138. As is described in more detail below, when data supply system 120 receives a

request for a content data item from a content access terminal 118, it looks up a location from

which the data item is available using content access and DRM data store 140 and then

determines the identity of the corresponding content provider. This identity is either stored in
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content access and DRM data store 140 or, as there are relatively few content providers, it

may be hard written in DRM code 130a. DRM code 130 then requests access control

processor 132 to provide the secure system owner identifier from access control data store

138 to the relevant content provider and sets up a trusted connection between the content

provider and content access web server 124 for downloading the data item to a content access

terminal I 18 and then to a portable data carrier.

[0095]

accessing data supply computer system 120 over internet 142. The terminals are provided

Referring now to Figure 7, this shows a variety of content access terminals for

with an interface to a portable data carrier or "smart Flash card" (SFC) as generally described

with reference to Figure 2 and as described in more detail below. In most embodiments of

the terminal the SFC interface allows the smart Flash card data carrier to be inserted into and

removed from the terminal, but in some embodiments the data carrier may be integral with

the terminal.

[0096]

access terminal may comprise a home personal computer 144 with SFC interface 144a. In

Referring now to the specific embodiments illustrated in Figure 7, a simple content

another embodiment, a mobile communications device 152 is provided with a smart Flash

card interface 152a and is coupled to internet 142 via radio tower l50, mobile

communications system 148 and mobile communications internet gateway 146.

[0097]

top box" (STB) 154. The set top box is, in effect, a receiver for television programs received

In another embodiment, a smart Flash card interface is provided to a so—called "set

on video input 154b, which may comprise a satellite TV signal, a cable TV signal or an off—

air TV signal. The video signal is provided from the set top box to television 156 or to some

other home entertainment device such as a personal computer (not shown). In another

embodiment, content access terminals 166 and 168 each with respective SFC interfaces 166a

and 168a are coupled to a retailer local area network (LAN) 160 connected to internet 142 via

retailer LAN server 158. DVD player 164 is also coupled to LAN 160. In a further

embodiment a smart Flash card interface 17021 is provided for a CD/DVD player 170.

[0098]

may be retrieved from broadcast video and/or a CD or DVD. In this case, the computer data

In these latter three embodiments, content data for storage on the smart Flash card

supply system 120 illustrated in Figure 6 may be used to provide use rule data for the content

data stored on the smart Flash card, and to pay for data downloaded onto the card; the content

data may be captured before or after the data supply system 120 is accessed to enable use of
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the stored data, but in a preferred embodiment content data written to the card from a supplier

other than the content data supply computer system is not accessible to a user until

corresponding use rule data has been downloaded from computer system 120, which will

normally be after receiving payment for the downloaded data.

[0099]

data access terminal 170. The terminal comprises a general purpose computer including an

Referring now to Figure 8, this shows a schematic diagram of one embodiment of a

audio/visual interface 184, a keyboard 186 and a pointing device 188 for providing an

interface to the user. The terminal has an internet interface 176, for example a modern, and

optionally a LAN/WAN interface 174 for connecting the terminal to a retailer or distributor

LAN or WAN. The terminal also has an optional video input 178 for receiving broadcast

video data and a media input device 180, such as a CD or DVD drive. Further

communications I/O ports 182 may also be provided. A portable data carrier or smart Flash

card interface 190 is provided for interfacing to a smart Flash card. Optionally, a cash input

and verification system 192, such as is conventionally used in an automatic teller machine

(ATM), may also be incorporated within the content access terminal. The terminal has

working memory 194 such as RAM and program memory 196 which can comprise any

conventional storage device such as RAM, ROM or a disk drive. Program code in program

memory 196 may also be stored on removable disk 198. A processor 200 loads and

implements program code stored in program memory 196. All the components of the

terminal are linked by a data and communications bus 172.

[0100]

code 200a for managing cash input data from cash input and verification system 192, for

More specifically, processor 200 loads and implements cash payment management

adding value to a smart Flash card. Processor 200 also implements a web browser 200b for

accessing system owner web pages and data exchange interface 200e for exchanging data

between a smart Flash card interface to the terminal and data supply system 120.

[0101]

data for storage on a smart Flash card from media input device 180 and/or video input 178

Processor 200 also implements off-line contents retrieval code 200d for retrieving

and/or LAN/WAN interface 174. The processor implements a content sampler 200e for

outputting small extracts of content data items to a user via audio/visual interface 184. Such

data item samples may be stored with the content description data in content access data store

140. The processor also implements a smart Flash card interface driver 200f, user interface
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code 200g and additional communication drivers 200h for driving LAN/WAN interface 174

and/or comms I/O ports 182.

[0102]

portable data carrier 202, in the embodiment shown a so-called "smart Flash card". In this

Referring now to Figure 9, this shows a schematic diagram of components of a

context, "smart Flash card" refers to an IC card similar in size to a plastic payment card

incorporating a processor and Flash data memory, preferably of large capacity. For further

details on smart cards, reference may be made to the ISO (International Standards

Organization) series of standards, including ISO 7810, ISO 7811, ISO 7812, ISO 7813, ISO

7816, ISO 9992 and ISO 10102, which are hereby incorporated by reference.

[0103]

components of the card which include a processor 210, working memory 212, timing and

Referring in more detail to Figure 9, a data and communications bus 204 links

control logic 208 and an external interface which may have contacts (ISO 7816) or be

contactless (ISO 10536) for providing external access to a bus 204 for reading data from and

writing data to the card 202. Also coupled to bus 204 are permanent program memory 216,

non—volatile data memory 218 and non—volatile (Flash) content data memory 214. Non-

volatile data memory 218 may comprise EEPROM and permanent program memory 216 may

comprise ROM, for example, mask-programmed ROM. All the components of Figure 9 are

mounted on a single substrate, in a preferred embodiment bearing contacts for external

interface 206.

[0104]

memory 216. This code comprises operating system code for providing the card with a basic

Processor 200 loads and implements program code from permanent program

operating system for at least external communications; payment management code for

supplying payment data from non—volatile data memory 218 to pay for downloaded content;

DRM (Digital Rights Management) and security code, including code to implement content

data use rules and code for password controlled access to data and program functions; CRM

code for implementing CRM-related rules; and content synthesis code for combining stored

content data with additional data provided via external interface 206 for synthesizing

complete content item data.

[0105]

control data, including password data for validating a user password, access record data for

Non-volatile data memory 218 stores data including card identity data, access

storing a record of access attempts and their outcomes, and content supply data such as

system owner website addresses and retailer/distributor website addresses.
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[0106]

publicly verifiable digital signatures, and payment data for storing a payment audit trail

Data memory 218 further stores card value data comprising e—money such as

including payment amounts and data on to whom payments have been made. The memory

218 also stores RFM (Recency Frequency Monetary) data to provide a record of transactions

for market research and customer reward purposes, and CRM data storing customer reward

points. Data memory 218 also stores an index of content data items stored in Flash memory

214 and associated content use rules, as well as DRM and royalty data for maintaining an

audit trail of use history for rights management tracking. Optionally, data memory 218 may

also store supply chain data specifying a supply chain route through which data has been

obtained from a content provider, which may be used for rewarding supply chain

intermediaries, for example on a commission or reward points basis.

[0107]

partitioned as data blocks ofa size selected to match the stored content type. For storing

Content data memory 214 preferably comprises at least 100 MB of data storage,

video data, Flash memory 214 preferably comprises > 1 GB data storage and the data blocks

into which the data memory is partitioned are larger.

[0108]

220, such as a portable audio/video player. The data access device 220 comprises a

Referring now to Figure 10, this shows a schematic diagram of a data access device

conventional dedicated computer system including a processor 238, permanent program

memory 236, such as ROM, working memory 234, such as RAM, and timing and control

logic 226 all coupled by a data and communications bus 222. Also coupled to the bus are an

audio interface 228, a display 230 and user controls 232, for providing a user interface. A

smart Flash card interface 224 is coupled to bus 222 for interfacing with a smart Flash card

for retrieving and playing stored content data.

[0109]

processor 238; this code may also be provided on a data carrier such as a ROM chip or disk

Permanent program memory 236 stores program code for implementation by

240. Processor 238 implements an SFC interface 238a, a user interface 238b, a content

player 238d for retrieving stored content data from a smart Flash card interfaced to the device

and for outputting audio and/or video data derived from the retrieved content data (which

may comprise compressed audio and/or video data) to a user of the device.

[0110] Processor 238 also implements use control 23 8c for controlling access to and use of

contents stored on the smart Flash card by the content access device user. Use control routine

23 8c and/or DRM and security code in permanent memory 216 on the smart Flash card may
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also implement digital watermarking and other Secure Digital Music Initiative (SDM1)

content protection code as specified in the SDMI portable device specification, part one,

version 1.0 (see www.sdmi.org) which is hereby incorporated by reference.

[0111]

or smart Flash card with a data supplier or system owner operating a data supply system as

Figures 1 la and 1 lb show a flow diagram ofa process for registering a data carrier

illustrated in Figure 6. A smart Flash card may be issued entirely blank, that is, with no

prestored content or value, with prestored value but no prestored content, with prestored

content but not prestored value (the content being provided free) or with both prestored value

and prestored content. Thus, for example, a user may purchase a card with stored value but

no stored content over the counter at a retailer. The process of Figures 1 la and 1 lb illustrates

the registration of a card with neither prestored content nor prestored value. As illustrated the

registration process records user registration data in the access control data store 138 of

Figure 6 and writes value data onto the blank card.

[0112]

card interface. The system owner web page is then loaded onto the content access terminal

At step S10 a smart Flash card is inserted into a content access terminal smart Flash

and displayed to the user (step S11). User registration data is then entered into the content

access terminal (step S12) and transmitted to the system owner (S13). The user registration

data may include a user identity, a preferred e-payment system to use and, optionally, a

content access PIN or password, and a service level (for example bronze, silver or gold). The

optional password may be a password required by the e-payment system for validation of a

payment by the user with the card or it may be a password to protect unauthorized access to

content on a smart Flash card to protect stored data in the event, for example, of the card

being stolen. A single password may serve both these functions. The content access terminal

web browser is configured so that all sensitive data passing between the terminal and the

system owner is securely transmitted, for example by using a conventional encryption system

such as PKI (Public Key Infrastructure).

[0113]

access terminal and displayed to the user. At step S15 the user enters payment data into the

At step S 14 a payment request is received from the system owner at the content

content access terminal and this payment data is transmitted to the system owner, for adding

value to the card. This may, for example, be a credit card transaction as is conventionally

used for purchase over the internet. Card value data and a card value access code is then

received by the content access terminal from the system owner at step S16. The card value
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corresponds to the payment made by the user and the value access code may be a password

entered by the user at step S12 or may comprise a password for PIN created by payment

processor 128 or c-payment system 121 as illustrated in Figure 6. In a preferred embodiment,

the user pays the system owner and the system owner then directly provides digital signature

data representing value to the content access terminal for writing onto the smart Flash card.

[0114]

access terminal and written onto the smart Flash card. This card registration data comprises

At step S17, card registration data is received from the system owner by the content

user identity data, access control data, payment system specifying data, system owner access

data, such as a system owner web page address and other dial—up information. At this stage

other data may be entered by the user and written onto the card, including, for example, user

preference data, retail outlet and CRM data (alternatively user preference data may be

captured at step S12). At step S18 the card value data and card value access code received at

step S16 is written onto the card and output to the user visually and, optionally, as a printed

record. The card is then available for use, at step S19.

[0115]

owner's data supply system 120. At step S20, a request for a smart card registration web page

Figure 11b shows the corresponding registration steps performed by the system

is received from a content access device and, at step S21, transmitted to the device. User

registration data is then received, at step S22, from the content access terminal and stored in

content access control data store 138. The system owner's computer system then transmits, at

step S23, a payment request to the content access terminal and receives, at step S24, payment

data in reply, this payment is then authenticated, at step S25, with an e—payment system such

as payment system 121 a or b illustrated in Figure 6, and after verification the payment

processor 128 of the computer system transmits, at step S26, value data and a value access

code to the content access terminal, for writing onto the smart Flash card. The payment

processor then updates the payment record data store 136 with data relating to the transaction

(step S27) and, at step S28, retrieves card registration data previously written into the access

control data store and transmits this registration data to the content access terminal. At step

S29 the transaction is then complete.

[0116]

a smart Flash card using a data access terminal. At step S30 the smart Flash card is inserted

Referring now to Figures 12a-c, these illustrate a flow chart for downloading data to

into the content access terminal and the user then enters, at step S31, their password for

gaining access to the functionality of the smart Flash card. At step S32, the content access
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terminal transmits the password to the smart card for verification and the terminal checks, at

step S33, whether access is permitted. If access is not permitted a warning is displayed by

the terminal, at step S34, and an access denied count is implemented. A threshold count is

then read from the card together with a count of the total number of times access to the card

has been denied (step S35). At step S36 the terminal checks whether the total number of

denied accesses is within three of the card threshold, and if it is not, returns to step S31, while

if it is, it proceeds to step S37 where the terminal displays a warning that a further denied

access is likely to result in erasure of content stored on the card. At step S38 the terminal

then checks whether its count of denied accesses is greater than its threshold value, returning

to step S31 if not, and displaying an access refused message at step S39 if the total number of

permitted accesses has been exceeded. The system then waits at step S39 for removal of the

smart Flash card from the content access terminal.

[0 1 17]

(step S40) and loads retail data, such as targeted advertising, from the retailer LAN/WAN

If access is permitted at step S33, the terminal loads outline CRM data from the card

(step S41). At step S42, the terminal then displays a menu of options, retail data such as

advertising or CRM—related data and outline CRM data, such as a total number of reward

points earned, on the content access terminal. Many options include download content (from

a system owner), add monetary value (to the card), check/spend CRM value stored on the

card, follow website links, and exit. At step S43, the user inputs a menu option which, in the

illustrated flow chart, is the download option. The system thus passes to step S44 and loads

the system owner's content access web page onto the content access terminal and displays this

to the user.

[0118]

system owner content distributor processor 134. Content search results are received back

At step S45, the user enters a content search request, which is transmitted to the

from the content distribution processor, including a content identifier, a brief description, and

content cost data for at least one payment option, and these results are displayed on the user

on the content access terminal. The user then selects one or more content items at step S47

and the selection is transmitted to the content distribution processor 134 where further

content cost data and purchase option data is retrieved from data store 140. At step S48, this

content cost and purchase data (including use rule data) is received from the system owner

and displayed to the terminal user. The user then selects, at step S49, a purchase option and

confirms a purchase request or, alternatively, selects "exit" to return to the menu display of

step S42. After one or more content items have been selected, together with a purchase
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option, hard value and CRM data is read from the smart Flash card at step S50, and at step

S51 a check is made to determine whether the monetary and/or CRM (reward points) value

stored on the smart Flash card is sufficient to purchase the selected purchase data items. If

the card value is insufficient, a warning is displayed at step S52 and the system returns to the

menu display at step S42. If the card value is sufficient, at step S53 the content access

terminal transmits a payment request to the smart Flash card.

[0119]

system owner or may be made to an e—payment system such as e—payment systems 121a and

Payment for the data item or items requested may either be made directly to the

121b of Figure 6, with these systems then forwarding payment confirmation data to the

system owner computer system. Alternatively, the content access terminal may transmit data

to the card to set up a transaction directly with a content provider who, being the copyright

owner, would normally receive the majority of the payment.

[0120]

from the smart Flash card by the content access terminal and forwarded to an e—payment

At step S54, payment data for making a payment to the system owner is received

system such as e—payment system 121 in Figure 6. Payment record data, validating payment

by the card to the system owner, is then received back from the e—payment system at step S55

by the content access terminal and forwarded to the card for updating payment data on the

card. In alternative embodiments, payment data from the card may be provided directly to

the system owner's data supply computer for authentication and, optionally, further validation

with an e—payment system by the system owner's computer.

[0121]

performed by the system owner's computer system, as described elsewhere. Such payment

Distribution of the payment received by the system owner from the card is

distribution will normally provide a small percentage of the total payment to a "owner" or

operator of the content access terminal, such as a retailer, distributor, or in other

embodiments, mobile communications network operator or cable TV network operator.

[0122]

transmitted to the system owner to confirm payment by the card and thus it is the content

In the presently described embodiment, payment record data received in step S55 is

access terminal, in the described embodiment, which authenticates a payment before

confirming that the payment has been made to the system owner.

[0123]

registration data is transmitted to the system owner to identify one or more content data items

In step S56, together with the payment record data, purchase request and card

for purchase and to identify the purchaser. Then, at step S5 7, the content access terminal sets
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up a transaction between the system owner data supply computer and the smart Flash card for

download of the identified content items requested from the data supplier to the smart Flash

card. The download is preferably arranged so that there is no permanent storage of

downloaded data on the content access terminal (although temporary storage in a disk cache

may be permissible), and there is further preferably no temporary storage on the content

access terminal of complete data for a content data item. This provides data security and

reassurance to the content providers.

[0124]

secure and trusted link is set up between the content access terminal and/or the smart Flash

In the same way as with card registration described with regard to Figure ll, a

card and the data supply computer in a conventional manner as is well known to those skilled

in the art (for example, using public key data encryption). The data transaction may be set up

directly between the smart Flash card and the data supply computer, in which case the content

access terminal has no access to unencrypted content data, or it may be set up between the

content access terminal and the data supply computer, in which case unencrypted data is

written by the content access terminal to the smart Flash card. Standard transmission

protocols are used to ensure complete transmission of a content data item, for example by re-

transmitting blocks of data which are not correctly received.

[0125]

owner data supply computer and written to the smart Flash card so that each content data item

Also at step S57, one or more content access rules is received from the system

has an associated use rule to specify under what conditions a user of the smart Flash card is

allowed access to the content data item.

[0126] At step S58 the content access terminal receives CRM data from the content

distribution processor 134 of the system owner, for example specifying a number of reward

points earned by downloading the selected content items. This CRM data will normally be

written to the smart Flash card (step S59), but may additionally or alternatively be stored in

the content access terminal or in a data store of the content access terminal owner so that the

reward points are held by the distributor/retailer/cable TV operator. Finally, also at step S59,

a complete record of details of the transactions between the smart Flash card and the content

access terminal, the smart Flash card and the system owner, the smart Flash card and the e-

payment system, and the content access terminal and the e-payment system and/or data

supply computer is recorded on the smart Flash card to provide an audit trial. The system

then returns to the menu display at step S42.
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[0127]

manner to that described with regard to steps S15 and S16 of Figure 1 la and steps S24 to S27

The add monetary value menu option provided by the menu operates in a similar

of Figure 1 1b. In embodiments of the system in which the smart Flash card operates either in

a debit (pre—pay) or credit mode, operating mode data may be loaded from the card together

with outlying CRM data at step S40. If the card is operating in a credit mode then, at step

S41, the content access terminal reads content use data records from the card and proceeds

correspondingly to steps S47 and S48 to determine the value of the content accessed and then

proceeds according to steps S15 and S16 of Figure 1 la and steps S24 to S27 of Figure 11b to

retrieve payment for the accessed content from the card owner. Where enhanced access

control features are provided, access control data read from the smart Flash card or entered

into the content access terminal at step S31 is used, in step S44, to access the system owner

content access webpage and, in some embodiments, to set up a secure connection between the

content access terminal and system owner data supply computer at step S44.

[0128]

on the system owner's data supply computer for providing content data to a content access

Referring now to Figures 12d and l2e, these show steps in a process implemented

terminal and thence to a data carrier such as a smart Flash card. At step S60 the system

owner's content access web page is requested by a content access terminal and transmitted to

the requesting terminal. A search request for searching for a content data item is received, at

step S61, from the content access terminal, and at step S62 content distribution processor 134

of the content supply system searches content access and DRM data store 140 and transmits

the search results to the content access terminal. The search results will normally comprise a

content item identifier, a content item description, optionally a content item sample, and at

least one content item price, for example for a default payment option. The search results

may comprise a set of content data items, either selected by type or artist or comprising some

predetermined selection in a similar manner to a compilation of tracks on a CD.

[0129] At step S63 content item selection data identifying one or more content items is

retrieved from the content access terminal, and at step S64 content item purchase data for the

selected content items is retrieved from content access and DRM data store 140. This

purchase data will normally include, for each selected content item, one or more prices and

purchase options. Purchase option data may simply comprise one of a set of standard

options, for example "1" to purchase outright, "2" to rent for a period of time, "3" to rent for a

number of plays, and "4" to rent with a final purchase option. The purchase option data may

also indicate when a content item is available free.
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[0130] At step S65 the content purchase data is transmitted to the content access terminal,

and at step S66 payment record data, indicating a payment made from the smart Flash card to

the system owner, purchase request data, card registration data and, optionally, access control

data, is received from the content access terminal. The payment record data confirms a

payment for the requested data items, the purchase request data specifies the payment option

selected for the selected content items, and the card registration data provides data for

keeping records of the transaction and providing reward points; the access control data may

be required for additional data security. At step S67 the payment record data, in the

described embodiment of the system, is validated with an e-payment system such as e-

payment system 121 of Figure 6. As illustrated in the flow chart, the data supply system

computer checks with the e-payment system that a payment has in fact been made to the

system owner. In other embodiments of the system, payment may be made directly to the

system owner, and either concurrently with the content access and download process, or at

some later stage, payment data received from the smart Flash card may be verified with the e-

payment system for reimbursement of the system owner.

[0131] At step S68, payment distribution data is read from the content access data store

140. This data will indicate how payment made by the card for the data is to be distributed

among recipients. In one embodiment, recipient's payment fractions are specified in general

terms in the content access data store, for example copyright owner 0.90, system owner 0.01,

retailer/distributor 0.02, publisher 0.02, creator 0.05. Identification of who is the relevant

copyright owner is stored in the data store together with the content item identifier, but may

be selected from more than one possible content provider for the data item, and identification

of who is the relevant retailer/distributor may be determined from, for example, content

access identity information received from the content access terminal when the system owner

content access web page is accessed at step S60. At step S69, payments are then distributed

in accordance with the payment distribution data, either by direct distribution of value-

bearing digital signatures to the relevant parties, or by issuing a payment distribution

instruction to e-payment system 121. Preferably the data supply system stores records of

individual card payments and, at intervals, combines the payment distribution data for a

plurality of individual records to output payment data for distributing the total payment

received by the data supply system from a batch of individual payments.

[0132] At step S70, content access rules for the purchased level of service are read from the

content access data store. These rules could, for example, specify that only a predetermined
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number of accesses to the content are permitted, for example 10 plays. Alternatively, the

rules could provide access for, say, one month from the download date. Other rules may

provide unlimited plays but only on specified players, for example set top boxes owned by a

particular cable TV network (as determined by content access device identification data

provided to a smart Flash card from a content access device). A content provider

identification for the requested content data is also read from the content access data store at

step S70 together with CRM data for issuing reward points.

[0133]

from data store 140 and transmitted to the content access terminal. Then, at step S72, DRM

At step S71, content access rules for the requested content data items are retrieved

processor 130 of the data supply system transmits a transaction request and authentication

data to the content provider identified in step S70. This request identifies the system owner

data supply system to the content provider in a secure manner, either by means of physical

security, such as a dedicated connection from the system owner data supply system to the

content provider, or by means of an electronically secure connection such as an encryption

connection. Then, at step S73, the content access web server l24 receives protected content

from the content provider, comprising the data items requested by the content access

terminal, and transmits this protected content to the content access terminal. The content is

preferably protected by data encryption but may be protected in other ways, for example, by

digital watermarking or simply by the large number of other transactions taking place at any

one time over the internet. The data supply system computer, at this point, essentially acts as

a transparent data forwarder, forwarding data from the content provider to the content access

terminal, which itself is preferably effectively transparent, using data exchange interface 2000

to transmit the protected content data directly to the smart Flash card. As described with

regard to Figure l2d, the content download protocol includes error protection and

transmission retry protocols to ensure substantially error-free data transmission.

[0134]

smart Flash card) at step S74 a record of the purchase data and content accessed is written to

Once content has been downloaded to the content access terminal (and, hence, to the

payment record data store 136, to provide an audit trail. Then, at step S75, updated CRM

data is written to the content access data store 140, using rules stored in the content access

data store, in conjunction with a record of the downloaded data items, to calculate the CRM

data (i.e. reward points). The updated CRM data is then also transmitted to the content

access terminal, where it can be forwarded to the smart Flash card. Then, at step S76, the

process ends.
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[0135] Referring now to Figure 13, this shows a flow chart for user access of stored data on

a smart Flash card using a data access device such as the MP3 player of Figure 1. At step

S77 the smart Flash card is inserted into the player and, at step S78, the user enters a

password into the player, which is transmitted to the smart Flash card for validation (this step

is optional). If access to stored data on the card is permitted, the process proceeds to step S79

where an index of content data items stored on the card is loaded from the card and displayed

together with a menu. The menu provides options including access content, check value

(stored on the card), check CRM data (such as reward points) stored on the card, and play

options (such as no video, repeat play, random play, and the like). If the user wishes to

access content data items stored on the smart Flash card, a user selection of such items is

entered into the player at step S80, for example using cursor keys or a pointer; additionally or

alternatively a default play option may be provided to, for example, play the most recently

downloaded data.

[0136] At step S81 content use status data for the selected content items is loaded from the

smart Flash card together with associated content use rules. Then, at step S82, the use rules

and present use status for each selected content item are compared and the result is displayed

together with a content play menu. The content play menu may comprise a simple list of the

selected content items with items not available for access highlighted in, for example, red.

Alternatively, more detailed content access permission data may be displayed such as the

purchased contents use for a content data item, the actual use of the data item made so far,

and the available remaining use. Then, at step S83, the player determines whether content

use is permitted. If use is not permitted, the process returns to step S79 to re—display the

menu; if content use is permitted the system proceeds to step S84.

[0137] At step S84 the selected content data items whose use is permitted are retrieved

sequentially from the card, decoded as necessary, and the decoded audio and/or video data is

made available to the user, for example, by providing audio output at a headphone socket on

the player and displaying video output on the player display. Preferably, the player also

retrieves supplementary data stored in association with a content data item, such as

advertising data, or for a web-enabled player, hot links to web sites for sale of goods or

services, particularly those related to the accessed content data item or those identified to

appeal to users accessing the data item (such as pop group merchandizing or Harley Davidson

(trade mark) motor bikes for rock music/video).
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[0138] Preferably, the player is provided with "pause" and "continue" functions and

corresponding user controls. When "pause" is selected the process passes to step S85 and

writes a record to the smart Flash card comprising data specifying how much use has been

made ofthe accessed content data item. In the case of music or video data, this may

comprise start and end time markers or simply a play duration time (the start time being

predetermined, for example at the start of the data item). In the case of a game the partial use

data may comprise an elapsed play time or a number of lives left. In the case ofa data item

providing a service such as access to stock and share prices, or weather information, or a

share dealing service, the partial use information may comprise a status record indicating the

status of an interrupted transaction. When the "continue" function is selected on the player

the process returns to step S84.

[0139]

continue events, a check may be made at step S78, by reading a partial use status data from

To allow for the smart Flash card being removed from the player between pause and

the card, to determine whether a content data item was left in a pause state when the card was

last used. If such a pause state is determined to exist for a content data item, the process may

then jump directly to step S85 to allow a user to resume or continue with the content data

item and proceed directly to step S84.

[0140]

data is written to the smart Flash card. This updated use data provides a record of the use ofa

Once play is complete the process moves to step S85 where updated content use

content made in step S84. This record can then be used in steps S81 to S83 to determine, on

a subsequent occasion, whether further use of the content data item is permitted. Finally, at

step S86, customer reward management reward rules are loaded from the smart Flash card

together with CRM data stored on the card. The CRM data is then updated, using the CRM

reward rules, to reflect the use of content data items made in step S84 and the updated data is

written back to the smart Flash card.

[0141] In one embodiment the CRM reward rules are determined by the content access

terminal owner (retailer/distributor/cable or mobile network operator) and are written onto

the card when registering the card. The updated CRM data may then be accessed by a

content access terminal for spending or other use when the smart Flash card is next inserted

into a content access terminal. Once the CRM data has been updated, the process returns to

step S79 to display the content index and menu.
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[0142] The specific embodiments of the invention described above use communication

over the internet and web-based technology but this is not essential, and the invention may be

implemented using any electronic communications network, such as a wide area network,

local area network, wireless network, or conventional land line network. Likewise, the

invention is applicable to the internet, intranets, extranets, and other internet protocol

networks.

[0143] The skilled person will understand that many variants to the system are possible and

the invention is not limited to the described embodiments but encompasses modifications

which lie within the spirit and scope of the present invention.
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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A method of providing portable data comprising:

providing a portable data storage device comprising downloaded data storage

means and payment validation means;

providing a terminal for internet access;

coupling the portable data storage device to the terminal;

reading payment information from the payment validation means using the

terminal;

validating the payment information; and

downloading data into the portable storage device from a data supplier.

2. A method as claimed in claim 1 further comprising

writing updated payment information into the payment validation means.

'1

3. A method as claimed in claim 1 or 2 further comprising

communicating a result of the payment information validating to the data supplier.

4. A method as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 3 further comprising

controlling access by the terminal to data from the data supplier using a control data

processing system coupled to the Internet.

5. A method as claimed in claim 4 wherein the control data processing

system performs said validating of the payment information.

6. A method as claimed according to any one of claims 1 to 5 wherein

said coupling is performed by a mobile data retrieval device comprising:

a removable data storage means;

data access means, to access downloaded data on the data storage means;

storage interface means adapted to couple the data storage and data access

means; and

data output means to output data derived from the downloaded data, to a user

of the device.

7. A method as claimed in claims 1 to 6 further comprising
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writing into the data storage device data relating to past use made of the

downloaded data including data identifying downloaded data items; and/or data identifying

data suppliers used; and/or data characterizing a user spending pattern.

8. A method as claimed in claims 1 to 7 wherein said portable data

storage device comprises an electronic memory card or smart card.

9. A method as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 8 wherein the

downloaded data comprises compressed audio and/or video data.

10. A portable data carrier comprising:

an interface for reading and writing data from and to the carrier;

non—volatile data memory, coupled to the interface, for storing data on the

carrier;

non—vo1atile payment data memory, coupled to the interface, for providing

payment data to an external device.

1 1. A portable data carrier as claimed in claim 10, further comprising a

program store storing code implementable by a processor; and

a processor, coupled to the content data memory, the payment data memory,

the interface and to the program store for implementing code in the program store,

wherein the code comprises code to output payment data from the payment

data memory to the interface and code to provide external access to the data memory.

12. A portable data carrier as claimed in claim 1 1, further comprising non-

volatile use record memory, coupled to the processor, for storing a record of access made to

the data memory and code to update the use record memory in response to external access

made to the data memory.

13. A portable data carrier as claimed in claim 12, further comprising non-

volatile use rule memory, coupled to the processor for storing data use rules, and wherein the

code further comprises code for storing at least one data item in the data memory and at least

one corresponding use rule in the use rule memory and code to provide external access to the

data item in accordance with the use rule.
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14. A portable data carrier as claimed in claim 1 1, 12 or 13, further

comprising a non—volatile access control memory coupled to the processor, for storing access

control data and wherein said code to provide external access to the data memory includes

code to receive access request data from the interface, code to determine access permission

using the stored access control data and code to provide external access to the data memory in

response to the result of the determination.

15. A portable data carrier as claimed in claim 14, further comprising non—

volatile access record data memory, coupled to the processor, for storing a record of requests

for external access to the data memory and wherein said code further comprises code to

compare said access record data and said access request data and to erase stored content data

in response to a result of said comparison.

16. A portable data carrier as claimed in any one of claims 1 1 to 15,

configured for storing supplementary data in said data memory and further comprising code

to output the supplementary data from the interface in addition to the stored data, in response

to an external request to read the data memory.

17. A portable data carrier as claimed in any one of claims 1 1 to 16 further

comprising data synthesis code to receive a first portion of data from the interface and to

combine the first portion with a second portion of data stored in the data memory and to store

the result in the data memory.

18. A portable data carrier as claimed in any one of claims 10 to 17,

further comprising non—volatile communications parameter memory for storing data for

accessing a communications network to receive data from the communications network for

storage in the data memory.

19. A portable data carrier as claimed in any one of claims 10 to 18,

wherein the data memory is partitioned for access on a block—by—block basis, each block

comprising a plurality of data bytes read or written as a set.

20. A portable data carrier as claimed in any one of claims 10 to 19

wherein said data memory has a capacity of greater than 1 MByte, more preferably > 100

MB)/tes, and most preferably > 1 GByte.
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21. A portable data carrier as claimed in any one of claims 10 to 20

substantially configured as an IC card or smart card.

22. A method of controlling access to data on a data carrier, the data

carrier comprising non—volatile data memory and non-volatile parameter memory storing use

status data and use rules, the method comprising:

receiving a data access request;

reading the use status data and use rules from memory; and

evaluating the use status data using the use rules to determine whether access

to the stored data is permitted.

23. A method as claimed in claim 22 wherein said parameter memory

further stores payment data and further comprising selecting a said use rule dependent upon

said payment data.

24. A computer system for providing data to a data requester, the system

comprising:

a communication interface;

a data access data store for storing records of data items available from the

system, each record comprising a data item description and a pointer to a data provider for

the data item;

a program store storing code implementable by a processor;

a processor coupled to the communications interface, to the data access data

store, and to the program store for implementing the stored code, the code comprising:

code to receive a request for a data item from the requester;

code to receive from the communications interface payment data comprising

data relating to payment for the requested data item;

code responsive to the request and to the received payment data, to read data

for the requested data item from a content provider; and

code to transmit the read data to the requester over the communications

interface.

25. A computer system as claimed in claim 24, wherein said data access

data store further comprises payment distribution information indicating to whom payments
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should be made for a data item; and further comprising code to output payment data for a

data item for making payments for the item when the item is supplied to a said requester.

26. A computer system as claimed in claim 24 or 25, wherein said data

access data store further comprises data item access rule data for output to the requester with

said data item.

27. A computer system as claimed in claim 26, further comprising code to

select access rule data for output with a data item in response to said payment data.

28. A computer system as claimed in claim 27, wherein said data access

data store further comprises requester reward data associated with a said data item, and said

code further comprises code to update said reward data in response to said payment data.

29. A computer system as claimed in any one of claims 24 to 28, further

comprising an access control data store coupled to said processor for storing access control

data comprising a requester identifier, corresponding requester system access data and

payment system data for identifying a payment system for use by the requester.

“'7

30. A computer system as claimed in any one of claims 24 to 29, further

comprising content synthesis code to generate substantially complete item data from partial

item data provided from two or more sources.

3 l. A method of providing data to a data requester comprising:

receiving a request for a data item from the requester;

receiving payment data from the requester relating to payment for the

requested data;

reading the requested data from a content provider responsive to the received

payment data; and

transmitting the read data to the requester.

32. A method of providing data to a data requester as claimed in claim 31

further comprising:

reading payment distribution information from a data store; and

outputting payment data to a payment system for distributing the payment for

the requested data.
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33. A method of providing data to a data requester as claimed in claim 31

or 32 further comprising:

transmitting data access rule data to requester with the read data.

34. A method of providing data to a data requester as claimed in claim 33

further comprising:

selecting said access rule data dependent upon said payment data.

35. A data access terminal for retrieving data from a data supplier and

providing the retrieved data to a data carrier, the terminal comprising:

a first interface for communicating with the data supplier;

a data carrier interface for interfacing with the data carrier;

a program store storing code implementable by a processor; and

a processor, coupled to the first interface, the data carrier interface and to the

program store for implementing the stored code, the code comprising:

code to read payment data from the data carrier and to forward the payment

data to a payment validation system;

code to receive payment validation data from the payment validation system;

code responsive to the payment validation data to retrieve data from the data

supplier and to write the retrieved data into the data carrier.

'$

36. A data access terminal as claimed in claim 35 further comprising code

to transmit at least a portion of the payment validation data to the data supplier or to a

destination received from the data supplier.

37. A data access terminal as claimed in claim 35 or 36 further comprising

code to retrieve from the data supplier and output to a user stored data identifier data and

associated value data and use rule data for a data item available from the data supplier.

'3

38. A data access terminal as claimed in claim 37 further comprising code

to write use rule data for a data item into the data carrier with the associated data item.

39. A data access terminal as claimed in claim 37 or 38 further comprising

code to read a stored value from the data carrier, code to compare said stored value with said

value data; and code to provide a modified output to a user of one or more of said stored data
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identifier data, said value data and said use rule data, in response to a result of the

comparison.

40. A data access terminal according to any one of claims 35 to 39 further

comprising code for user input of access control data, code to output the access control data

to the data carrier, code to receive access permission data from the card, and code to output

data to the user in response to the received access permission data.

41. A data access terminal as claimed in claim 40 further comprising code

to output a data erasure warming in response to the received access permission data.

42. A data access terminal according to any one of claims 35 to 41 further

comprising code to read reward data from the data carrier and to write modified reward data

to the data carrier in response to said retrieval of data from the data supplier.

43. A data access terminal according to any one of claims 35 to 42 further

comprising:

code to read identity data from the data carrier;

code to transmit the identity data to the data supplier;

code to receive user characterizing data from the data supplier;

code to retrieve supplementary data in response to said characterizing data;

and

code to output the supplementary data.

44. A data access terminal according to any one of claims 35 to 43 further

comprising a cash input device coupled to the processor, to provide cash input value data; and

code to update payment data in the data carrier, in accordance with the cash input value data.

45. A data access terminal according to any one of claims 35 to 44

integrated with a mobile communication device, a personal computer, an audio/video player,

and/or a cable or satellite television interface device.

46. A method of providing data from a data supplier to a data carrier, the

method comprising:

reading payment data from the data carrier;

forwarding the payment data to a payment validation system;
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retrieving data from the data supplier; and

writing the retrieved data into the date carrier.

47. A method of providing data from a data supplier according to claim 46

further comprising:

receiving payment validation data from the payment validation system; and

transmitting at least a portion of the payment validation data to the data

supplier.

48. A method of providing data as claimed in claim 47, wherein the

payment validation system comprises a payment processor at the data supplier.

49. A method of providing data as claimed in claim 46, 47 or 48, further

comprising:

retrieving from the data supplier a stored data item identifier and associated

value data and use rule data; and

writing use rule data for the data item into the data carrier.

50. A method of providing data as claimed in claim 48 or 49, further

comprising:

reading a stored value from the data carrier;

comparing the stored value with said value data; and

outputting to a user information indicating the result of said comparing.

51. A data access device for retrieving stored data from a data carrier, the

device comprising:

a user interface;

a data carrier interface;

a program store storing code implementable by a processor; and

a processor coupled to the user interface, to the data carrier interface and to the

program store for implementing the stored code, the code comprising:

code to retrieve use status data indicating a use status of data stored on the

carrier, and use rules data indicating permissible use of data stored on the carrier;

code to evaluate the use status data using the use rules data to determine

whether access is permitted to the stored data; and

code to access the stored data when access is permitted.
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52. A data access device according to claim 51, further comprising code to

write updated use status data to the carrier after user access to the stored data.

53. A data access device as claimed in claim 51 or 52, further comprising

user access control code to input user access data, to transmit the user access data to the

carrier, and to receive from the carrier user access permission data.

54. A data access device according to claim 53, further comprising code to

select the use status and use rules data using the user access data.

55. A data access device as claimed in claim 53 or 54, further comprising

code to retrieve and output supplementary data to the user.

56. A data access device according to any one of claims 51 to 55 wherein

said use rules permit partial use of a data item stored on the carrier and further comprising

code to write partial use status data to the data carrier when only part of a stored data item has

been accessed.

57. A data access device according to any one of claims 51 to 56 wherein

the device is portable and the data carrier interface is configured for interfacing with a

removable data carrier.

58. A data access device according to claim 57 configured to interface

with the data carrier of any one of claims 10 to 21.

59. A method of controlling access to data from a data carrier, comprising:

retrieving use status data from the data carrier indicating past use of the stored

data;

retrieving use rules from the data carrier;

evaluating the use status data using the use rules to determine whether access

to data stored on the carrier is permitted; and

permitting access to the data on the data carrier dependent on the result of said

evaluating.

60. A method of controlling access according to claim 59, further

comprising:
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writing updated use status data to the carrier after an access attempt.

61. A method of controlling access according to claim 60, wherein said use

rules permit partial access to a data item and wherein said writing writes a record of what part

of the data item has been accessed when only part ofthe data item has been accessed.

62. A method of controlling access according to any one of claims 59 to

61, further comprising:

inputting a user access data;

selecting the use rules dependent upon the user access data.

63. A data access system comprising a data supply computer system for

forwarding data from a data provider to a data access terminal; a electronic payment system

for confirming an electronic payment; a data access terminal for communicating with the data

supply system to write data from the data supply system onto a data carrier; and a data carrier

for storing data from the data supply system and payment data; wherein data is forwarded

from the data provider to the data carrier on validation of payment data provided from the

data carrier to the electronic payment system.

64. A data access system according to claim 63 further comprising a

payment distribution store and wherein the electronic payment system makes payments

according to data in the payment distribution store associated with the forwarded data on

confirmation of the payment and/or provision of the forwarded data to the card.

65. A data access system according to claim 63 or 64 further comprising a

data use rule data store and wherein data use rule data is provided to the data carrier with the

forwarded data for controlling user access to the forwarded data.

66. A data access system according to claim 65 wherein the data use rule

data is selected dependent upon the payment data.

67. A portable data carrier comprising:

an interface for sending and receiving data from and to the carrier;

non-volatile data memory, coupled to the interface, for storing data on the

carrier; and

a digital rights management processor for controlling access to the stored data.
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68. A portable data carrier comprising:

an interface for sending and receiving data from and to the carrier;

non-volatile data memory, coupled to the interface, for storing data on the

carrier; and

an access control processor;

wherein the data memory is partitioned as data blocks and the access control

processor controls external access to the data blocks.

69. A computer system for providing data to a data requester, the system

comprising:

a communication interface;

a data access data store for storing records of data items available from the

system, each record comprising a data item description and a resource locator a data provider

for the data item;

a program store storing code implementable by a processor;

a processor coupled to the communications interface, to the data access data

store, and to the program store for implementing the stored code, the code comprising:

code to receive a request for a data item from the requester to receive from the

communications interface payment data comprising data relating to payment for the

requested data item;

code, responsive to the request and to the received payment data to output the

item data to the requester over the communication interface; wherein

said data access data store further comprises payment distribution information

indicating to whom payments should be made for a data item; and

further comprising code to output payment data for a data item for making

payments for the item when the item is supplied to a said requester.

70. A computer system for providing data to a data requester, the system

comprisin g:

a communication interface;

a data access data store for storing records of data items available from the

system, each record comprising a data item description and location data identifying an

electronic address for a provider for the data item;

a program store storing code implementable by a processor;
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a processor coupled to the communications interface, to the data access data

store, and to the program store for implementing the stored code, the code comprising:

code to receive a request for a data item from the requester to receive from the

communications interface payment data comprising data relating to payment for the

requested data item;

code responsive to the request and to the received payment data to output the

item data to the requester over the communication interface; wherein

said data access data store further comprises data item access rule data for

output to the requester with a said data item; and

further comprising code to select access rule data for output with a data item in

response to said payment data.

71. A method of providing data to a data requester comprising:

receiving a request for a data item from the requester;

receiving payment data from the requester relating to payment for the

requested data;

transmitting the requested data to the requester;

reading payment distribution information from a data store; and

outputting payment data to a payment system for distributing the payment for

the requested data.

72. A method of providing data to a data requester comprising:

receiving a request for a data item from the requester;

receiving payment data from the requester relating to payment for the

requested data;

transmitting the requested data to the requester; and

transmitting data access rule data to requester with the read data.

73. A computer program to, when running, carry out the method of any

preceding method claim.

74. A computer readable medium carrying the computer program of claim
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DATA STORAGE AND ACCESS SYSTEMS

ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

Data storage and access systems are described for downloading and paying for

data such as audio and video data, text, software, games and other types of data. A portable

data carrier has an interface for sending and receiving data, non—volati1e data memory for

storing received content data and non—volatile payment validation memory for providing

payment validation data to an external device. The carrier may also store a record of access

made to the stored content, and content use rules for controlling access to the stored content.

Preferred embodiments store further access control data and supplementary data such as hot

links to web sites and/or advertising data. A complementary data access terminal, data

supply computer system and data access device are also described. The combination of

payment data and stored content data and, in preferred embodiments, use rule data, helps

reduce the risk of unauthorized access to data such as compressed music and video data,

especially over the Internet.
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Attorney Docket Number:
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Status:
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Country of mailing address:: Jersey
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Domestic Priority Information

Application: Continuity Type: Parent Application: Parent Filing Date::
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Assignee Information
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File Listing:
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Multipart Description/PDF files in .zip description

Document Description E

Transmittal of New Application 1
Specification 38

Claims 50
Abstract 51

Drawings—only black and white line drawings
3 70Application Data Sheet

Warnings:

Information:

Total Files Size (in bytes): 3299253

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt
similar to a Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see

37 CFR 1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date

shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions

of 35 U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the

application as a national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt,
in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary

components for an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the

International Application Number and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due

course, subject to prescriptions concerning national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement

Receipt will establish the international filing date of the application.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTSP.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, Vi.rgLnia 22313-1450
WvWv.uspto.gov

APPLICATION NUMBER E ING OR 371 (C) DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET NO./TITLE

 
12/014,558 01/15/2008 Patrick RACZ 080379—000110US

CONFIRMATION NO. 1812

20350 FORMALITIES LETTER

TOWNSEND AND TOWNSEND AND CREW, LLP

TWO EMBARCADERO CENTER lllllllllIllIllm1ll,illl,illl,ulllllglllllllllllllllllllll
EIGHTH FLOOR

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94111-3834

Date Mailed: 02/06/2008

NOTICE TO FILE MISSING PARTS OF NONPROVISIONAL APPLICATION

FILED UNDER 37 CFR1.53(b)

Filing Date Granted

Items Required To Avoid Abandonment:

An application number and filing date have been accorded to this application. The item(s) indicated below,

however, are missing. Applicant is given TWO MONTHS from the date of this Notice within which to file all

required items and pay any fees required below to avoid abandonment. Extensions of time may be obtained by

filing a petition accompanied by the extension fee under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a).

- The statutory basic filing fee is missing.

Applicant must submit $75 to complete the basic filing fee for a small entity.

- The oath or declaration is missing.

A properly signed oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63, identifying the application by the above

Application Number and Filing Date, is required.

Note: If a petition under 37 CFR 1.47 is being filed, an oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63

signed by all available joint inventors, or if no inventor is available by a party with sufficient proprietary interest,

is required.

The applicant needs to satisfy supplemental fees problems indicated below.

The required item(s) identified below must be timely submitted to avoid abandonment:

- Additional claim fees of $3350 as a small entity, including any required multiple dependent claim fee, are

required. Applicant must submit the additional claim fees or cancel the additional claims for which fees are
due.

- To avoid abandonment, a surcharge (for late submission of filing fee, search fee, examination fee or oath or

declaration) as set forth in 37 CFR 1.16(f) of $65 for a small entity in compliance with 37 CFR 1.27, must be

submitted with the missing items identified in this notice.

SUMMARY OF FEES DUE:

Total additional fee(s) required for this application is $3850 for a small entity

- $75 Statutory basic filing fee.

' $65 Surcharge.

- The application search fee has not been paid. Applicant must submit $255 to complete the search fee.

page 1 of 2
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- The application examination fee has not been paid. Applicant must submit $105 to complete the examination

fee for a small entity in compliance with 37 CFR 1.27.

- Total additional claim fee(s) for this application is $3350

- $1365 for 13 independent claims over 3.
- $1800 for 72 total claims over 20.

- $185 for multiple dependent claim surcharge.

Replies should be mailed to:

Mail Stop Missing Parts
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria VA 22313-1450

Registered users of EFS-Web may alternatively submit their reply to this notice via EFS-Web.

https://sportal.uspto.gov/authenticate/AuthenticateUserLoca|EPF.html

For more information about EFS-Web please call the USPTO Electronic Business Center at 1-866-217-9197 or

visit our website at http://www.uspto.gov/ebc.

If you are not using EFS-Web to submit your reply, you must include a copy of this notice.

/fly/

Office of Initial Patent Examination (571) 272-4000 or 1-800-PTO-9199
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTSP.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, Vi.rgLnia 22313-1450
WvWv.uspto.gov

APPLICATION FILING or GRP ART
NUMBER 371(c) DATE UNIT F FEE REC'D ATTY.DOCKET.NO TOT CLAIIVIS IND CLAIMS

12/014,558 01/15/2008 2876 0.00 080379—000110US 74 16

CONFIRMATION NO. 1812

20350 FILING RECEIPT

TOWNSEND AND TOWNSEND AND CREW, LLP

Two Emsmoeao cam llllllllllllllllllllllIllWIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlllllllllllllllllllllllEIGHTH FLOOR

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94111-3834

 

Date Mailed: 02/06/2008

Receipt is acknowledged of this non-provisional patent application. The application will be taken up for examination

in due course. Applicant will be notified as to the results of the examination. Any correspondence concerning the

application must include the following identification information: the U.S. APPLICATION NUMBER, FILING DATE,

NAME OF APPLICANT, and TITLE OF INVENTION. Fees transmitted by check or draft are subject to collection.

Please verify the accuracy of the data presented on this receipt. If an error is noted on this Filing Receipt, please

write to the Office of Initial Patent Examination's Filing Receipt Corrections. Please provide a copy of this

Filing Receipt with the changes noted thereon. If you received a "Notice to File Missing Parts" for this

application, please submit any corrections to this Filing Receipt with your reply to the Notice. When the

USPTO processes the reply to the Notice, the USPTO will generate another Filing Receipt incorporating the

requested corrections

App|icant(s)
Patrick RACZ, Residence Not Provided;

Power of Attorney: None

Domestic Priority data as claimed by applicant

This application is a CON of 11/336,758 01/19/2006 PAT 7,334,720

which is a CON of 10/111,716 09/17/2002 ABN
which is a 371 of PCT/GB00/04110 10/25/2000

Foreign Applications
UNITED KINGDOM 9925227.2 11/25/1999

If Required, Foreign Filing License Granted: 02/04/2008

The country code and number of your priority application, to be used for filing abroad under the Paris Convention,

is US 12/014,558

Projected Publication Date: To Be Determined — pending completion of Missing Parts

Non-Publication Request: No

Early Publication Request: No
** SMALL ENTITY **

page 1 of 3
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Title

DATA STORAGE AND ACCESS SYSTEMS

Preliminary Class

235

PROTECTING YOUR INVENTION OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

Since the rights granted by a U.S. patent extend only throughout the territory of the United States and have no

effect in a foreign country, an inventor who wishes patent protection in another country must apply for a patent

in a specific country or in regional patent offices. Applicants may wish to consider the filing of an international

application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). An international (PCT) application generally has the same

effect as a regular national patent application in each PCT-member country. The PCT process simplifies the filing

of patent applications on the same invention in member countries, but does not result in a grant of "an international

patent" and does not eliminate the need of applicants to file additional documents and fees in countries where patent

protection is desired.

Almost every country has its own patent law, and a person desiring a patent in a particular country must make an

application for patent in that country in accordance with its particular laws. Since the laws of many countries differ

in various respects from the patent law of the United States, applicants are advised to seek guidance from specific

foreign countries to ensure that patent rights are not lost prematurely.

Applicants also are advised that in the case of inventions made in the United States, the Director of the USPTO must

issue a license before applicants can apply for a patent in a foreign country. The filing of a U.S. patent application

serves as a request for a foreign filing license. The application's filing receipt contains further information and

guidance as to the status of applicant's license for foreign filing.

Applicants may wish to consult the USPTO booklet, "General Information Concerning Patents" (specifically, the

section entitled "Treaties and Foreign Patents") for more information on timeframes and deadlines for filing foreign

patent applications. The guide is available either by contacting the USPTO Contact Center at 800-786-9199, or it

can be viewed on the USPTO website at http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/doc/general/index.html.

For information on preventing theft of your intellectual property (patents, trademarks and copyrights), you may wish

to consult the U.S. Government website, http://www.stopfakes.gov. Part of a Department of Commerce initiative,

this website includes se|f—he|p "too|kits" giving innovators guidance on how to protect intellectual property in specific

countries such as China, Korea and Mexico. For questions regarding patent enforcement issues, applicants may

call the U.S. Government hotline at 1-866-999-HALT (1—866-999-4158).

LICENSE FOR FOREIGN FILING UNDER

Title 35, United States Code, Section 184

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, 5.11 & 5.15

GRANTED

The applicant has been granted a license under 35 U.S.C. 184, if the phrase "|F REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING

LICENSE GRANTED" followed by a date appears on this form. Such licenses are issued in all applications where

the conditions for issuance of a license have been met, regardless of whether or not a license may be required as

page 2 of 3
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set forth in 37 CFR 5.15. The scope and limitations of this license are set forth in 37 CFR 5.15(a) unless an earlier

license has been issued under 37 CFR 5.15(b). The license is subject to revocation upon written notification. The

date indicated is the effective date of the license, unless an earlier license of similar scope has been granted under
37 CFR 5.13 or 5.14.

This license is to be retained by the licensee and may be used at any time on or after the effective date thereof unless

it is revoked. This license is automatically transferred to any related applications(s) filed under 37 CFR 1.53(d). This
license is not retroactive.

The grant of a license does not in any way lessen the responsibility of a licensee for the security of the subject matter

as imposed by any Government contract or the provisions of existing laws relating to espionage and the national

security or the export of technical data. Licensees should apprise themselves of current regulations especially with

respect to certain countries, of other agencies, particularly the Office of Defense Trade Controls, Department of

State (with respect to Arms, Munitions and Implements of War (22 CFR 121-128)); the Bureau of Industry and

Security, Department of Commerce (15 CFR parts 730-774); the Office of Foreign AssetsControI, Department of

Treasury (31 CFR Parts 500+) and the Department of Energy.

NOT GRANTED

No license under 35 U.S.C. 184 has been granted at this time, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING

LICENSE GRANTED" DOES NOT appear on this form. Applicant may still petition for a license under 37 CFR 5.12,

if a license is desired before the expiration of 6 months from the filing date of the application. If 6 months has lapsed

from the filing date of this application and the licensee has not received any indication of a secrecy order under 35

U.S.C. 181, the licensee may foreign file the application pursuant to 37 CFR 5.15(b).
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I hereby certify that this correspondence is being filed via . PATENT

(E58-Web V;/letht:l:r€:bI£1l5t6g()S()t;tCS Patent and Trademark Office ‘ AttomI::cI1:N: 01%61' I106 0.2

TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND and REW LLP

By: '

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re application of: Confirmation No.: 1812

Patrick RACZ Examiner:

Application No.: 12/014,558 Art Unit: 2876

Filed: January 15, 2008 TRANSMITTAL LETTER —
RESPONSE TO NOTICE OF MISSING

For: DATA STORAGE AND ACCESS PARTS

SYSTEMS

Customer No.: 20350

 

Mail Stop Missing Parts
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

Pursuant to the Notice to File Missing Parts ofNonprovisional Application, dated

February 6, 2008, enclosed are the following to be made of record in the above-identified

application:

1) Executed Declaration \

2) Petition to Extend Time

3) Preliminary Amendment

Please charge Deposit Account No. 20-1430 for the following fees:

Small Entity: (a) Utility Filing Fee $155
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Patrick RACZ

Application No.: 12/014,558
Page 2

(b) Utility Search Fee

(c) Utility Examination Fee

(d) Application Size Fee

(e) Excess Claims Fees (§ 1.l6(b), (c)):

71-20=5l x$25=

16-3=13 x$105=

(1) Multiple Dependent Claims

(g) Missing Parts Surcharge

TOTAL FEES TO BE CHARGED

$255

$105

$0

$1,275

$1,365

$65

$3220

PATENT

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any additional fees associated

with this paper or during the pendency of this application, or credit any overpayment, to Deposit

Account No. 20-1430.

Customer N0.

 
20350

TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND and CREW LLP

Two Embarcadero Center, Eighth Floor
San Francisco, California 94111-3834
Tel: 925-472-5000

Fax: 415 576-0300

JDL:slh

61494098 V1
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PTO/SB/22 (O8-O8)

PETITION FOR EXTENSION OF TIMEUNDER 37 CFR 1.136(a) D°0ket NUmbef(0P1i0na|)

Fy 2003 080379-000110US
Fees - ursuant to the Consolidated A - ro riations Act 2005 H.R. 4818 .

Application Number 12/014,558 Filed January 15, 2008

For DATA STORAGE AND ACCESS SYSTEMS

Art Unit 2876 Examiner

This is a request under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a) to extend the period for filing a reply in the above identified
application.

The requested extension and fee are as follows (check time period desired and enter the appropriate fee below):

3 Small Entity Fee

|:l One month (37 CFR 1.17(a)(1)) $120 $00

I:| Two months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(2)) $400 $230

E] Three months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(3)) $1050 $525

[:1 Four months (37 CFR1.17(a)(4)) $1640 $820

E Five months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(5)) $2230

Applicant claims small entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27.

A ch_eck in the amount of the fee is enclosed.

Payment by credit card. Form PTO-2038 is attached.

The Director has already been authorized to charge fees in this application to a Deposit Account.

The Director is hereby authorized to charge any fees which may be required, or credit any overpayment, to

Deposit Account Number 20-1430 . I have enclosed a duplicate copy of this sheet.
WARNING: lnfonnation on this form may become public. Credit card information should not be included on this form.
Provide credit card information and authorization on PTO-2038.

I am the D applicant/inventor.
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Amendments to the Claims:

This listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and listings of claims in the application:

Listing of Claims:

1. (Original) A method of providing portable data comprising:

providing a portable data storage device comprising downloaded data storage

means and payment validation means;

providing a terminal for intemet access;

coupling the portable data storage device to the terminal;

reading payment information from the payment validation means using the

terminal;

validating the payment information; and

downloading data into the portable storage device from a data supplier.

2. (Original) A method as claimed in claim 1 further comprising

writing updated payment information into the payment validation means.

3. (Currently Amended) A method as claimed in claim 1 erél further

comprising communicating a result of the payment information validating to the data supplier.

4. (Currently Amended) A method as claimed in angyLene—of—elaims claim 1 to

3 further comprising controlling access by the terminal to data from the data supplier using a

control data processing system coupled to the lntemet.

5. (Original) A method as claimed in claim 4 wherein the control data

processing system performs said validating of the payment information.

6. (Currently Amended) A method as claimed according to any—en<.Lef-e-l-aims

claim 1 teé wherein said coupling is performed by a mobile data retrieval device comprising:
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a removable data storage means;

data access means, to access downloaded data on the data storage means;

storage interface means adapted to couple the data storage and data access means;

and

data output means to output data derived from the downloaded data, to a user of

the device.

7. (Currently Amended) A method as claimed in claims claim 1 te—6 further

comprising

writing into the data storage device data relating to past use made of the

downloaded data including data identifying downloaded data items; and/or data identifying data

suppliers used; and/or data characterizing a user spending pattern.

8. (Currently Amended) A method as claimed in elaims claim 1 te—7 wherein

said portable data storage device comprises an electronic memory card or smart card.

9. (Currently Amended) A method as claimed in anJyLene-ef—el-aims claim 1—te

8 wherein the downloaded data comprises compressed audio and/or video data.

10. (Original) A portable data carrier comprising:

an interface for reading and writing data from and to the carrier;

non-volatile data memory, coupled to the interface, for storing data on the carrier;

non-volatile payment data memory, coupled to the interface, for providing

payment data to an external device.

11. (Original) A portable data carrier as claimed in claim 10, further

comprising a program store storing code implementable by a processor; and

a processor, coupled to the content data memory, the payment data memory, the

interface and to the program store for implementing code in the program store,

wherein the code comprises code to output payment data from the payment data

memory to the interface and code to provide external access to the data memory.
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12. (Original) A portable data carrier as claimed in claim 11, further

comprising non-volatile use record memory, coupled to the processor, for storing a record of

access made to the data memory and code to update the use record memory in response to

external access made to the data memory.

13. (Original) A portable data carrier as claimed in claim 12, further

comprising non-volatile use rule memory, coupled to the processor for storing data use rules, and

wherein the code further comprises code for storing at least one data item in the data memory

and at least one corresponding use rule in the use rule memory and code to provide external

access to the data item in accordance with the use rule.

14. (Currently Amended) A portable data carrier as claimed in claim 11, 1-2-9;

4%; further comprising a non-volatile access control memory coupled to the processor, for storing

access control data and wherein said code to provide external access to the data memory includes

code to receive access request data from the interface, code to determine access permission using

the stored access control data and code to provide external access to the data memory in response

to the result of the determination.

15. (Original) A portable data carrier as claimed in claim 14, further

comprising non-volatile access record data memory, coupled to the processor, for storing a

record of requests for external access to the data memory and wherein said code filrther

comprises code to compare said access record data and said access request data and to erase

stored content data in response to a result of said comparison.

16. (Currently Amended) A portable data carrier as claimed in any—ene—e£

elaims claim 1 1, te—l5; configured for storing supplementary data in said data memory and

further comprising code to output the supplementary data from the interface in addition to the

stored data, in response to an external request to read the data memory.

17. (Currently Amended) A portable data carrier as claimed in an§Lene—e£

elaims claim 11 159-16 further comprising data synthesis code to receive a first portion of data
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from the interface and to combine the first portion with a second portion of data stored in the

data memory and to store the result in the data memory.

18. (Currently Amended) A portable data carrier as claimed in a:n=_§Lene—e£

elaims claim 10, te—l—7—, further comprising non-volatile communications parameter memory for

storing data for accessing a communications network to receive data from the communications

network for storage in the data memory.

19. (Currently Amended) A portable data carrier as claimed in an=y—ene~ef

elaims claim 10, te—1—8; wherein the data memory is partitioned for access on a block-by-block

basis, each block comprising a plurality of data bytes read or written as a set.

20. (Currently Amended) A portable data carrier as claimed in any—ene—ef

elaims claim 10 te—1—9 wherein said data memory has a capacity of greater than 1 MByte, more

preferably > 100 MBytes, and most preferably > 1 GByte.

21. (Currently Amended) A portable data carrier as claimed in any-ene—e£

elaims claim 10 te—20 substantially configured as an IC card or smart card.

22. (Original) A method of controlling access to data on a data carrier, the

data carrier comprising non-volatile data memory and non-volatile parameter memory storing

use status data and use rules, the method comprising:

receiving a data access request;

reading the use status data and use rules from memory; and

evaluating the use status data using the use rules to determine whether access to

the stored data is permitted.

23.- (Original) A method as claimed in claim 22 wherein said parameter

memory further stores payment data and further comprising selecting a said use rule dependent

upon said payment data.
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24. (Original) A computer system for providing data to a data requester, the

system comprising:

a communication interface;

a data access data store for storing records of data items available from the

system, each record comprising a data item description and a pointer to a data provider for the

data item;

a program store storing code implementable by a processor;

a processor coupled to the communications interface, to the data access data store,

and to the program store for implementing the stored code, the code comprising:

code to receive a request for a data item from the requester;

code to receive from the communications interface payment data comprising data

relating to payment for the requested data item;

code responsive to the request and to the received payment data, to read data for

the requested data item from a content provider; and

code to transmit the read data to the requester over the communications interface.

25. (Original) A computer system as claimed in claim 24, wherein said data

access data store further comprises payment distribution information indicating to whom

payments should be made for a data item; and fiirther comprising code to output payment data

for a data item for making payments for the item when the item is supplied to a said requester.

26. (Currently Amended) A computer system as claimed in claim 24, er—25;

wherein said data access data store further comprises data item access rule data for output to the

requester with said data item.

27. (Original) A computer system as claimed in claim 26, further comprising

code to select access rule data for output with a data item in response to said payment data.
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28. (Original) A computer system as claimed in claim 27, wherein said data

access data store further comprises requester reward data associated with a said data item, and

said code further comprises code to update said reward data in response to said payment data.

29. (Currently Amended) A computer system as claimed in an=y—ene—e«f—elairns

claim 24, $928; further comprising an access control data store coupled to said processor for

storing access control data comprising a requester identifier, corresponding requester system

access data and payment system data for identifying a payment system for use by the requester.

30. (Currently Amended) A computer system as claimed in anyheneeilelaims

claim 24, te€—9; further comprising content synthesis code to generate substantially complete

item data from partial item data provided from two or more sources.

31. (Original) A method of providing data to a data requester comprising:

receiving a request for a data item from the requester;

receiving payment data from the requester relating to payment for the requested

data;

reading the requested data from a content provider responsive to the received

payment data; and

transmitting the read data to the requester.

32. (Original) A method of providing data to a data requester as claimed in

claim 31 further comprising:

reading payment distribution information from a data store; and

outputting payment data to a payment system for distributing the payment for the

requested data.

33. (Currently Amended) A method of providing data to a data requester as

claimed in claim 31 er—32 fu.rther comprising:

transmitting data access rule data to requester with the read data.
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34. (Original) A method of providing data to a data requester as claimed in

claim 33 further comprising:

selecting said access rule data dependent upon said payment data.

35. (Original) A data access terminal for retrieving data from a data supplier

and providing the retrieved data to a data carrier, the terminal comprising:

a first interface for communicating with the data supplier;

a data carrier interface for interfacing with the data carrier;

a program store storing code implementable by a processor; and

a processor, coupled to the first interface, the data carrier interface and to the

program store for implementing the stored code, the code comprising:

code to read payment data from the data carrier and to forward the payment data

to a payment validation system;

code to receive payment validation data from the payment validation system;

code responsive to the payment validation data to retrieve data from the data

supplier and to write the retrieved data into the data carrier.

36. (Original) A data access terminal as claimed in claim 35 further

comprising code to transmit at least a portion of the payment validation data to the data supplier

or to a destination received from the data supplier.

37. (Currently Amended) A data access terminal as claimed in claim 35 oréé

further comprising code to retrieve from the data supplier and output to a user stored data

identifier data and associated value data and use rule data for a data item available from the data

supplier.

38. (Original) A data access terminal as claimed in claim 37 further

comprising code to write use rule data for a data item into the data carrier with the associated

data item.
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39. (Currently Amended) A data access terminal as claimed in claim 37 er%8

further comprising code to read a stored value from the data carrier, code to compare said stored

value with said value data; and code to provide a modified output to a user of one or more of said

stored data identifier data, said value data and said use rule data, in response to a result of the

comparison.

40. (CurrentlyAmended) A data access terminal according to anfyhone-of

elaims claim 35 te—39 further comprising code for user input of access control data, code to

output the access control data to the data carrier, code to receive access permission data from the

card, and code to output data to the user in response to the received access permission data.

41. (Original) A data access terminal as claimed in claim 40 further

comprising code to output a data erasure warming inresponse to the received access permission

data.

42. (Currently Amended) A data access terminal according to aaay—ene—o£

elaims claim 35 to4-1- further comprising code to read reward data from the data carrier and to

write modified reward data to the data carrier in response to said retrieval of data from the data

supplier.

43. (Currently Amended) A data access terminal according to any—ene-of

elairns claim 35 159-42 further comprising:

code to read identity data from the data carrier;

code to transmit the identity data to the data supplier;

code to receive user characterizing data from the data supplier;

code to retrieve supplementary data in response to said characterizing data; and

code to output the supplementary data.

44. (Currently Amended) A data access terminal according to a:ny—ene—ef

claims claim 35 to-43 further comprising a cash input device coupled to the processor, to provide
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cash input value data; and code to update payment data in the data carrier, in accordance with the

cash input value data.-

45. (Currently Amended) A data access terminal according to anyheneef

elairns claim 35 199-44 integrated with a mobile communication device, a personal computer, an

audio/video player, and/or a cable or satellite television interface device.

46. (Original) A method of providing data from a data supplier to a data

carrier, the method comprising:

reading payment data from the data carrier;

forwarding the payment data to a payment validation system;

retrieving data from the data supplier; and

writing the retrieved data into the date carrier.

47. (Original) A method of providing data from a data supplier according to

claim 46 fiarther comprising:

receiving payment validation data from the payment validation system; and

transmitting at least a portion of the payment validation data to the data supplier.

48. (Original) A method of providing data as claimed in claim 47, wherein the

payment validation system comprises a payment processor at the data supplier.

49. (Currently Amended) A method of providing data as claimed in claim 46,

47-91‘-48; further comprising:

retrieving from the data supplier a stored data item identifier and associated value

data and use rule data; and

writing use rule data for the data item into the data carrier.

50. (Currently Amended) A method of providing data as claimed in claim 48,

er—49; further comprising:

reading a stored value from the data carrier;
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comparing the stored value with said value data; and

outputting to a user information indicating the result of said comparing.

51. (Original) A data access device for retrieving stored data from a data

carrier, the device comprising:

a user interface;

a data carrier interface;

a program store storing code implementable by a processor; and

a processor coupled to the user interface, to the data carrier interface and to the

program store for implementing the stored code, the code comprising:

code to retrieve use status data indicating a use status of data stored on the carrier,

and use rules data indicating permissible use of data stored on the carrier;

code to evaluate the use status data using the use rules data to determine whether

access is permitted to the stored data; and

code to access the stored data when access is permitted.

52. (Original) A data access device according to claim 51, further comprising

code to write updated use status data to the carrier after user access to the stored data.

53. (Currently Amended) A data access device as claimed in claim 51, eré2-,

fiirther comprising user access control code to input user access data, to transmit the user access

data to the carrier, and to receive from the carrier user access permission data.

54. (Original) A data access device according to claim 53, further comprising

code to select the use status and use rules data using the user access data.

55. (Currently Amended) A data access device as claimed in claim 53, oré4;

further comprising code to retrieve and output supplementary data to the user.

56. (Currently Amended) A data access device according to an=yLene—ef—elai~ms

claim 51 to—§5—wherein said use rules permit partial use of a data item stored on the carrier and
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further comprising code to write partial use status data to the data carrier when only part of a

stored data item has been accessed.

57. (Currently Amended) A data access device according to any—ene—ef—elai-ms

claim 51 teéé wherein the device is portable and the data carrier interface is configured for

interfacing with a removable data carrier.

58. (Cancel)

59. (Original) A method of controlling access to data from a data carrier,

comprising:

retrieving use status data from the data carrier indicating past use of the stored

data;

retrieving use rules from the data carrier;

evaluating the use status data using the use rules to determine whether access to

data stored on the carrier is permitted; and

permitting access to the data on the data carrier dependent on the result of said

evaluating.

60. (Original) A method of controlling access according to claim 59, further

comprising:

writing updated use status data to the carrier after an access attempt.

61. (Original) A method of controlling access according to claim 60, wherein

said use rules permit partial access to a data item and wherein said writing writes a record of

what part of the data item has been accessed when only part of the data item has been accessed.

62. (Currently Amended) A method of controlling access according to anyone

eflelaims claim 59, te—6-1-, further comprising:

inputting a user access data;

selecting the use rules dependent upon the user access data.
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63. (Original) A data access system comprising a data supply computer

system for forwarding data from a data provider to a data access terminal; a electronic payment

system for confirming an electronic payment; a data access terminal for communicating with the

data supply system to write data from the data supply system onto a data carrier; and a data

carrier for storing data from the data supply system and payment data; wherein data is forwarded

from the data provider to the data carrier on validation of payment data provided from the data

carrier to the electronic payment system.

64. (Original) A data access system according to claim 63 further comprising

a payment distribution store and wherein the electronic payment system makes payments

according to data in the payment distribution store associated with the forwarded data on

confirmation of the payment and/or provision of the forwarded data to the card.

65. (Currently Amended) A data access system according to claim 63 er—64

further comprising a data use rule data store and wherein data use rule data is provided to the

data carrier with the forwarded data for controlling user access to the forwarded data.

66. (Original) A data access system according to claim 65 wherein the data

use rule data is selected dependent upon the payment data.

67. (Original) A portable data carrier comprising:

an interface for sending and receiving data from and to the carrier;

non-volatile data memory, coupled to the interface, for storing data on the carrier;

and

a digital rights management processor for controlling access to the stored data.

68. (Original) A portable data carrier comprising:

an interface for sending and receiving data from and to the carrier;

non-volatile data memory, coupled to the interface, for storing data on the carrier;

and

an access COI1tI‘0l p1'OCCSSOI' ;
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wherein the data memory is partitioned as data blocks and the access control

processor controls external access to the data blocks.

69. (Original) A computer system for providing data to a data requester, the

system comprising:

a communication interface;

a data access data store for storing records of data items available from the

system, each record comprising a data item description and a resource locator a data provider for

the data item;

a program store storing code implementable by a processor;

a processor coupled to the communications interface, to the data access data store,

and to the program store for implementing the stored code, the code comprising:

code to receive a request for a data item from the requester to receive from the

communications interface payment data comprising data relating to payment for the requested

data item;

code, responsive to the request and to the received payment data to output the

item data to the requester over the communication interface; wherein

said data access data store further comprises payment distribution information

indicating to whom payments should be made for a data item; and I

further comprising code to output payment data for a data item for making

payments for the item when the item is supplied to a said requester.

70. (Original) A computer system for providing data to a data requester, the

system comprising:

a communication interface;

a data access data store for storing records of data items available from the

system, each record comprising a data item description and location data identifying an

electronic address for a provider for the data item;

a program store storing code implementable by a processor;
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a processor coupled to the communications interface, to the data access data store,

and to the program store for implementing the stored code, the code comprising:

code to receive a request for a data item from the requester to receive from the

communications interface payment data comprising data relating to payment for the requested

data item;

code responsive to the request and to the received payment data to output the item

data to the requester over the communication interface; wherein

said data access data store further comprises data item access rule data for output

to the requester with a said data item; and

further comprising code to select access rule data for output with a data item in

response to said payment data.

71. (Original) A method of providing data to a data requester comprising:

receiving a request for a data item from the requester;

receiving payment data from the requester relating to payment for the requested

data;

transmitting the requested data to the requester;

reading payment distribution information from a data store; and

outputting payment data to a payment system for distributing the payment for the

requested data.

72. (Original) A method of providing data to a data requester comprising:

receiving a request for a data item from the requester;

receiving payment data from the requester relating to payment for the requested

data;

transmitting the requested data to the requester; and

transmitting data access rule data to requester with the read data.

Claims 73 - 74. (Canceled)
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Appl. No. 12/014,558 PATENT

Amdt. dated September 5, 2008

Preliminary Amendment

REMARKS/ARGUMENTS

Before this Preliminary Amendment, claims 1-74 were pending in the present

application. This Amendment amends claims 3-4, 6-9, 14, 16-21, 26, 29-30, 33, 37, 39-40, 42-

45, 49-50, 53, 55-57, 62, and 65; and cancels claims 58 and 73-74, leaving pending in the

application claims 1-57 and 59-72. Consideration of the claims as amended is respectfully

requested.

1. Amendment to the Claims

The claims are amended simply to remove multiple dependencies. The amendments thus

are supported by the specification and do not add new matter.

CONCLUSION

In view of the foregoing, Applicants believe all claims now pending in this

Application are in condition for allowance. The issuance of a formal Notice of Allowance at an

early date is respectfully requested.

If the Examiner believes a telephone conference would expedite prosecution of

this application, please telephone the undersigned at 925-472-5000.

Respectfull submitted,

 Jas nD. hr

Reg. No. 48,163

TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND and CREW LLP

Two Embarcadero Center, Eighth Floor
San Francisco, California 941 1 1-3834
Tel: 925-472-5000

Fax: 415-576-0300

Attachments

JDL:slh
61493771 v1
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Please verify the accuracy of the data presented on this receipt. If an error is noted on this Filing Receipt, please

submit a written request for a Filing Receipt Correction. Please provide a copy of this Filing Receipt with the

changes noted thereon. If you received a "Notice to File Missing Parts" for this application, please submit

any corrections to this Filing Receipt with your reply to the Notice. When the USPTO processes the reply

to the Notice, the USPTO will generate another Filing Receipt incorporating the requested corrections

Applicant(s)
Hermen—ard Hulst, Amsterdam, NETHERLANDS;

Patrick RACZ, St. Heller, NJ;

Power of Attorney: None

Domestic Priority data as claimed by applicant

This application is a CON of 11/336,758 01/19/2006 PAT 7,334,720
which is a CON of 10/111,716 09/17/2002 ABN
which is a 371 of PCT/GB00/04110 10/25/2000

Foreign Applications
UNITED KINGDOM 9925227.2 11/25/1999

If Required, Foreign Filing License Granted: 02/04/2008

The country code and number of your priority application, to be used for filing abroad under the Paris Convention,
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Title

DATA STORAGE AND ACCESS SYSTEMS

Preliminary Class

235

PROTECTING YOUR INVENTION OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

Since the rights granted by a U.S. patent extend only throughout the territory of the United States and have no

effect in a foreign country, an inventor who wishes patent protection in another country must apply for a patent

in a specific country or in regional patent offices. Applicants may wish to consider the filing of an international

application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). An international (PCT) application generally has the same

effect as a regular national patent application in each PCT-member country. The PCT process simplifies the filing

of patent applications on the same invention in member countries, but does not result in a grant of "an international

patent" and does not eliminate the need of applicants to file additional documents and fees in countries where patent

protection is desired.

Almost every country has its own patent law, and a person desiring a patent in a particular country must make an

application for patent in that country in accordance with its particular laws. Since the laws of many countries differ

in various respects from the patent law of the United States, applicants are advised to seek guidance from specific

foreign countries to ensure that patent rights are not lost prematurely.

Applicants also are advised that in the case of inventions made in the United States, the Director of the USPTO must

issue a license before applicants can apply for a patent in a foreign country. The filing of a U.S. patent application

serves as a request for a foreign filing license. The application's filing receipt contains further information and

guidance as to the status of applicant's license for foreign filing.

Applicants may wish to consult the USPTO booklet, "General Information Concerning Patents" (specifically, the

section entitled "Treaties and Foreign Patents") for more information on timeframes and deadlines for filing foreign

patent applications. The guide is available either by contacting the USPTO Contact Center at 800-786-9199, or it

can be viewed on the USPTO website at http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/doc/general/index.html.

For information on preventing theft of your intellectual property (patents, trademarks and copyrights), you may wish

to consult the U.S. Government website, http://www.stopfakes.gov. Part of a Department of Commerce initiative,

this website includes se|f—he|p "too|kits" giving innovators guidance on how to protect intellectual property in specific

countries such as China, Korea and Mexico. For questions regarding patent enforcement issues, applicants may

call the U.S. Government hotline at 1-866-999-HALT (1—866-999-4158).

LICENSE FOR FOREIGN FILING UNDER

Title 35, United States Code, Section 184

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, 5.11 & 5.15

GRANTED

The applicant has been granted a license under 35 U.S.C. 184, if the phrase "|F REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING

LICENSE GRANTED" followed by a date appears on this form. Such licenses are issued in all applications where

the conditions for issuance of a license have been met, regardless of whether or not a license may be required as
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set forth in 37 CFR 5.15. The scope and limitations of this license are set forth in 37 CFR 5.15(a) unless an earlier

license has been issued under 37 CFR 5.15(b). The license is subject to revocation upon written notification. The

date indicated is the effective date of the license, unless an earlier license of similar scope has been granted under
37 CFR 5.13 or 5.14.

This license is to be retained by the licensee and may be used at any time on or after the effective date thereof unless

it is revoked. This license is automatically transferred to any related applications(s) filed under 37 CFR 1.53(d). This
license is not retroactive.

The grant of a license does not in any way lessen the responsibility of a licensee for the security of the subject matter

as imposed by any Government contract or the provisions of existing laws relating to espionage and the national

security or the export of technical data. Licensees should apprise themselves of current regulations especially with

respect to certain countries, of other agencies, particularly the Office of Defense Trade Controls, Department of

State (with respect to Arms, Munitions and Implements of War (22 CFR 121-128)); the Bureau of Industry and

Security, Department of Commerce (15 CFR parts 730-774); the Office of Foreign AssetsControI, Department of

Treasury (31 CFR Parts 500+) and the Department of Energy.

NOT GRANTED

No license under 35 U.S.C. 184 has been granted at this time, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING

LICENSE GRANTED" DOES NOT appear on this form. Applicant may still petition for a license under 37 CFR 5.12,

if a license is desired before the expiration of 6 months from the filing date of the application. If 6 months has lapsed

from the filing date of this application and the licensee has not received any indication of a secrecy order under 35

U.S.C. 181, the licensee may foreign file the application pursuant to 37 CFR 5.15(b).
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Title:DATA STORAGE AND ACCESS SYSTEMS

Publication No.US-2008-0314974—A1

Publication Date:12/25/2008

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION OF APPLICATION

The above-identified application will be electronically published as a patent application publication pursuant to 37

CFR 1.211, et seq. The patent application publication number and publication date are set forth above.

The publication may be accessed through the USPTO's publically available Searchable Databases via the

Internet at www.uspto.gov. The direct link to access the publication is currently http://www.uspto.gov/patft/.

The publication process established by the Office does not provide for mailing a copy of the publication to

applicant. A copy of the publication may be obtained from the Office upon payment of the appropriate fee set forth

in 37 CFR 1.19(a)(1). Orders for copies of patent application publications are handled by the USPTO's Office of

Public Records. The Office of Public Records can be reached by telephone at (703) 308-9726 or (800) 972-6382,

by facsimile at (703) 305-8759, by mail addressed to the United States Patent and Trademark Office, Office of
Public Records, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 or via the Internet.

In addition, information on the status of the application, including the mailing date of Office actions and the

dates of receipt of correspondence filed in the Office, may also be accessed via the Internet through the Patent

Electronic Business Center at www.uspto.gov using the public side of the Patent Application Information and

Retrieval (PAIR) system. The direct link to access this status information is currently http://pair.uspto.gov/. Prior to

publication, such status information is confidential and may only be obtained by applicant using the private side of
PAIR.

Further assistance in electronically accessing the publication, or about PAIR, is available by calling the Patent
Electronic Business Center at 1-866-217-9197.

Office of Data Managment, Application Assistance Unit (571) 272-4000, or (571) 272-4200, or 1-888-786-0101
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I hereby certify that this correspondence is being filed via PATENT

EFS-Web with the United States Patent and Trademark Office Attorney D0Cket NO , O~ .5 ‘ .. . . .
°“—’iE"—" “M Client Reference No.: USP81421Z
TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND and CREW LLP

By: 4Q’s

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re application of: Confirmation No.: 1812

H€1”II1€n-ard H111S’E Gt 31- Examiner: Thien Minh Le

Application No.: 12/014,558 Artunit; 2887

Filed: January 15, 2008 INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT UNDER 37 CFR §1.97 and
For: DATA STORAGE AND ACCESS §1_98
SYSTEMS

Customer No.: 20350

 

Mail Stop Amendment
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Commissioner:

The references cited on attached form PTO/SB/08A and PTO/SB/08_B are being

called to the attention of the Examiner. A copy of reference number 28 is not enclosed.

However, in accordance with 37 CFR §1.98(d), copies of the remaining references can be found

in Application No. 11/336,758, filed January 19, 2006 (Attorney Docket No. 080379-

000100US). It is respectfully requested that the cited references be expressly considered during

the prosecution of this application, and the references be made of record therein and appear

among the “references cited” on any patent to issue therefrom.
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Herrnen—ard Hulst et al. PATENT

Application No.: 12/014,558
Page 2

Some of the references cited in this IDS were cited in an Office Action mailed on

November 6, 2006, in related U.S. Patent Application No. 11/336,758. Copies of the Office

Actions in U.S. Patent Application No. 11/336,758 are available on PAIR and are believed to be

readily accessible to the Examiner.

As provided for by 37 CFR §l.97(g) and (h), no inference should be made that the

information and references cited are prior art merely because they are in this statement and no

representation is being made that a Search has been conducted or that this statement encompasses

all the possible relevant information.

Applicant believes that no fee is reguired for submission of this statement.

However, if a fee is required, the Commissioner is authorized to deduct such fee from the

undersigned’s Deposit Account No. 20-1430. Please deduct any additional fees from, or credit

any overpayment to, the above-noted Deposit Account.

 
TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND and CREW LLP

Two Embarcadero Center, Eighth Floor
San Francisco, California 94111-3834
Tel: 925-472-5000

Fax: 415-576-0300

JDL:lml
61895050 v1
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PTO/SB/08a (06-09)

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS
Examiner Cite D t N b Publication Date Name of Patentee or Pages, Columns. Lines, Where
lnitials' No.‘ ocumen um er MM-DD-YYYY Applicant of Cited Document Relevant Passages or RelevantF‘ A

Number Kind Code2('“‘"°"") Igures ppear

_Us-6-65856831 12-02-2°03 Gi"tereta'« _

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Substitute for form 1449/PTO

 

  
  

 

  
 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

(Use as many sheets as necessary)  

 

Count Code’

 

Examiner Date
Signature Considered

'EXAMlNER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation if not in conformance
and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant. ‘ Applicant's unique citation designation number (optional). 2 See
Kind Codes of U.S. Patent Documents at www.uspto.gov or MPEP 901.04. 3 Enter Office that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO
Standard ST.3). 4 For Japanese patent documents. the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent
document. 5 Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST. 16 if possible. 5 Applicant is to
place a check mark here if English language Translation is attached.
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

5681124

Application Number: 12014558

International Application Number:

Confirmation Number:

Title of Invention: DATA STORAGE AND ACCESS SYSTEMS

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Hermen-ard Hulst

Customer Number: 20350

Jason Donald Lohr/Jessie Kelly

Filer Authorized By: Jason Donald Lohr

Attorney Docket Number: 080379-000110US

Receipt Date: 10-JUL—2009

Filing Date: 15-JAN—2008

Time Stamp: 15:42:43

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC111(a)

Payment information:

Submitted with Payment

File Listing:

Document Document Description File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Message Digest Part /.zip (if appl.)Number

SlDS_O80379_OOOl lO_O7l 009.

pdf
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Multipart Description/PDF files in .zip description

Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) Filed (SB/08)
Information:

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR

1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for

an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of

the application.
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I hereby certify that this correspondence is being filed via P

EFS-Web with the United States Patent and Trademark Office Attorney DOCket N0': 081
°“ ‘ Client Reference No.: PN759544USB
TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND and CREW LLP

By: I
Jessie M. Kelly

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re application of: Confirmation No.: 1812

Patrick RACZ Examiner: Le, Thien Minh

Application No.: 12/014,558 Art Unit; 2876

Filed: January 15, 2008 SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
DISCLOSURE STATEMENT UNDER

For: DATA STORAGE AND ACCESS 37 CFR §1_97 and §1_98
SYSTEMS

Customer No.: 20350

 

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Commissioner:

The reference cited on attached form PTO/SB/08A is being called to the attention

of the Examiner. A copy of the reference is not enclosed. It is respectfully requested that the

cited reference be expressly considered during the prosecution of this application, and the

reference be made of record therein and appear among the “references cited” on any patent to

issue therefrom.

As provided for by 37 CFR §l.97(g) and (h), no inference should be made that the

information and reference cited are prior art merely because they are in this statement and no
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Patrick RACZ PATENT

Application No.: 12/014,558
’ Page 2

representation is being made that a search has been conducted or that this statement encompasses

all the possible relevant information.

Applicant believes that no fee is required for submission of this statement.

However, if a fee is required, the Commissioner is authorized to deduct such fee from the

undersigned’s Deposit Account No. 20-1430. Please deduct any additional fees from, or credit

any overpayment to, the above-noted Deposit Account.

Respectfully submitted,

 
TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND and CREW LLP

Two Embarcadero Center, Eighth Floor
San Francisco, California 94111-3834
Tel: 925-472-5000

Fax: 925-472-8895

JDL:jmk
62119616 v1
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Vi 'nia 22313-1450
www.uspto.go

 
APPLICATION NO. F ING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONF {MATION NO.

12/014,558 01/15/2008 Hermen—ard Hulst 080379—000110US 1812

20350 7590 01/21/2010

TOWNSEND AND TOWNSEND AND CREW, LLP
TWO EMBARCADERO CENTER LETHIEN MINH
EIGHTH FLOOR

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94111-3834 PAPER NUMBER
28 87

MAIL DATE DELIVERY MODE

01/21/2010 PAPER

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

PTOL—90A (Rev. 04/07) page 00121
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Application No. App|icant(s)

12/014,558 HULST ET AL.

Office Action Summary Examine, A,, Unit

THIEN M. LE 2887 -
-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --

Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE 1 MONTH(S) OR THIRTY (30) DAYS,
WHICHEVER IS LONGER, FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.
- Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply be timely filed

after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133).

Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, even if timely filed, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

1)IXI Responsive to communication(s) filed on 9/5/2008.

2a)I:I This action is FINAL. 2b)I:I This action is non-final.

3)I:I Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

4)IXI C|aim(s) is/are pending in the application.

4a) Of the above c|aim(s) is/are withdrawn from consideration.

5)I:I C|aim(s)j is/are allowed.

6)I:I C|aim(s)j is/are rejected.

7)I:I C|aim(s) is/are objected to.

8)IXI C|aim(s) 1-57 and 59-72 are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

Application Papers

9)I:I The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

10)IZ The drawing(s) filed on 15 January 2008 is/are: a)IXI accepted or b)I:I objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121(d).

11)I:I The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO-152.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12)I:I Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).

a)I:I All b)I:I Some * c)I:I None of:

1.I:I Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2.I:I Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.

3.I:I Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

 

Attachment(s)

1) D Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 4) D Interview Summary (PTO-413)

2) D Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) Paper N0(S)/IVI3” DataE
3) IXI Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO/SB/08) 5) I:I Notice of informal Patent Application

Paper No(s)/Mail Date 7/10/2009' 4/13/2009. 6) D Other: .
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-326 (Rev. 08-06) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20100118
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Application/Control Number: 12/014,558 Page 2

Art Unit: 2887

DETAILED ACTION

The preliminary amendment filed on 9/5/2008 has been entered. Claims 58 and

73-74 have been canceled. Claims 1-57 and 59-72 remain for examination.

Election/Restrictions

1. Restriction to one of the following inventions is required under 35 U.S.C. 121:

I. Claims 1-9, drawn to a method of providing portable data, classified in

class 235, subclass 487.

ll. Claims 10-21, 51-57, 67, and 68 drawn to a portable data carrier,

classified in class 23, subclass 379.

Ill. Claims 22, 23, 35-50, and 59-62 drawn to a method and an apparatus of

controlling access to data, classified in class 235, subclass 382.

IV. Claims 24-34, 63-66, and 69-72 drawn to a system controlled by data

beating records, classified in class 235, subclass 375.

2. The inventions are distinct, each from the other because of the following reasons:

Inventions Group I - Group IV are related as product and process of use. The inventions

can be shown to be distinct if either or both of the following can be shown: (1) the

process for using the product as claimed can be practiced with another materially

different product or (2) the product as claimed can be used in a materially different

process of using that product (MPEP § 806.05(h)). In the instant case the process for

using the product claimed can be practiced with materially different product. Because

these inventions are distinct for the reasons given above and have acquired a separate

status in the art as shown by their different classification, restriction for examination

purposes as indicated is proper.

Because these inventions are distinct for the reasons given above and the

search required for Group I is not required for Groups II, III, or IV restriction for

examination purposes as indicated is proper.

3. Applicant is reminded that upon the cancellation of claims to a non-elected

invention, the inventorship must be amended in compliance with 37 CFR 1.48(b) if one

or more of the currently named inventors is no longer an inventor of at least one claim
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Application/Control Number: 12/014,558 Page 3

Art Unit: 2887

remaining in the application. Any amendment of inventorship must be accompanied by

a petition under 37 CFR 1.48(b) and by the fee required under 37 CFR 1.17(i).

Conclusion

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to THIEN M. LE whose telephone number is (571)272-

2396. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday - Friday from 7:30am -

4:00pm.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Steve S. Paik can be reached on (571) 272-2404. The fax phone number

for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

/Thien M. Le/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2887
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App|icationIContro| No. App|icant(s)IPatent Under
Reexamination

Index Of Claims 12014558 HULST ET AL.

 
  
 

      
 

  Examiner Art Unit

  THIEN M LE 2887

   
Cancelled Non-Elected

Allowed Restricted Interference Objected

El Claims renumbered in the same order as presented by applicant El CPA El T.D. El R.1.47

CLAIM DATE

l\)

1 +Final 01/19/2010
E2222)“
E2222)“
E2222)“
H-22222111
Z2222)“

8

9

10

R2222“
Z2222)“
Z2222)“
Z2222)“
Z2222)“

16

17

18

R2222“
Z2222)“
Z2222)“
Z2222)“
Z2222)“

24

25

26

R2222“
Z2222)“
Z2222)“
Z2222)“
Z2222)“

32

33

34

R2222“
Z2222)“

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Part of Paper No. : 20100118

60

-l>
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App|icationIContro| No. App|icant(s)IPatent Under
Reexamination

Index Of Claims 12014558 HULST ET AL.

 
  
 

      
 

  Examiner Art Unit

  THIEN M LE 2887

   
Cancelled Non-Elected

Allowed Restricted Interference Objected

El Claims renumbered in the same order as presented by applicant El CPA El T.D. El R.1.47

CLAIM DATE

Final Original 01/19/2010
37 +

38 +

Z2222)“
Z2222)“
Z2222)“
Z2222)“
Z2222)“

44

45

46

R2222“
Z2222)“
Z2222)“
Z2222)“
Z2222)“
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R2222“
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222222“
Z2222)“

60

61
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R2222“
Z2222)“
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Z2222)“
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69

70

R2222“
Z2222)“

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Part of Paper No. : 20100118
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 Index of Claims

App|icationIContro| No.

12014558

 

  
 

  

Examiner  

  THIEN M LE

App|icant(s)IPatent Under
Reexamination

HULST ET AL.
 

Art Unit

2887 

Allowed 
 

Cancefled

Restricted

El Claims renumbered in the same order as presented by applicant

 
Non-Elected

Interference Objected

I:I CPA I:I T.D. I:I R.1.47

 Original 01/19/2010
73 -

74 -

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Part of Paper No. : 20100118
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Receipt date: 0'?/10/2009 32014558 ~ GAL}: 2887

PTO/SB/08a (06-09)

 2%?

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS
Examiner Cite D t N b Publication Date Name of Patentee or Pages, Columns. Lines, Where

initials‘ No.‘ ocumen um er MM-DD-YYYY Applicant of Cited Document Relevant Passages or RelevantF‘ A
Number Kind Code2('“‘"°"") ‘gures ppear

_Us-6-65856831 12-02-2°03 Gi"tereta'« _

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

 

  
 

Substitute for form 1449/PTO

 

 
INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

(Use as many sheets as necessary)

 

 
 

 

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Cite Foreign Patent Document ' Name of Patentee orNo.

Count Code’ Number‘ Kind Code5 ifknown

 

Examiner _ / Date .
Signature fihlen Le,’ Considered (y/19/gm Q 

'EXAMlNER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation if not in conformance
and not considered. include copy of this form with next communication to applicant. ‘ Applicant's unique citation designation number (optional). 2 See
Kind Codes of U.S. Patent Documents at www.uspto.gov or MPEP 901.04. 3 Enter Office that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO
Standard ST.3). 4 For Japanese patent documents. the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent
document. 5 Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST. 16 if possible. 5 Applicant is to
place a check mark here if English language Translation is attached.

52119516.ALL REFERENCES COi\ESt{)EREE3 EXCEPT WHERE LtNEDP"g;|-é€fiQ§,§Gt--i. /T.L./’
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Page 1 of 1

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

PO. Box 1450
Alexandria, V' 'nia 22313-1450
www.uspto.go

 
BIB DATA SHEET

CONFIRMATION No. 1812

SERIAL NUMBER FILINgIA9l_I‘E 371(c) GROUP ART UNIT ATTORN'\IlEg DOCKET
12/014,558 01/15/2008 080379—000110US

RULE

APPLICANTS

Hermen—ard Hulst, Amsterdam, NETHERLANDS;

Patrick RACZ, St. Heller, NJ;

*1: ~k~k~k~k~k~k~k~k*~k~k~k**~k~k~k**~k~k***~k

This application IS a CON Of 11/336,758 01/19/2006 PAT 7,334,720
WhICh IS a CON 0110/111,716 09/17/2002 ABN
which IS a 371 Of PCT/GB00/04110 10/25/2000

** *************************

UNITED KINGDOM 99252272 11/25/1999

** IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING LICENSE GRANTED ** ** SMALL ENTITY **
02/04/2008

Forei9nPrioriwcIaimed BYes3No STATE on SHEETS TOTAL INDEPENDENT

35 USC 119(a—d) conditions met BYSS :I No D Met afterAllowance
V 'f'd d /Th‘ M.L/

gxgggw Eé%@?%Em?— nee NETHERLANDS 17 71 16

ADDRESS

TOWNSEND AND TOWNSEND AND CREW, LLP
TWO EMBARCADERO CENTER

EIGHTH FLOOR

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94111-3834
UNITED STATES

DATA STORAGE AND ACCESS SYSTEMS

FILING FEE FEES: Authority has been given in Paper
RECEWED No. to charge/credit DEPOSIT ACCOUNT

for following:

BIB (Rev. 05/07).
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Receipt date: 04/13/2009 12014558 ~ GAL}: 2887

PTO/SB.'08A&B (02-09)

Substitute for form 14491'PTO Complete if Known

Application Number 12/614558

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE ”‘“"9 “"9 -ianuarv15.2008

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT ”i'5tNa'“°‘“"V°"‘°' Hulst. Hermen-ard

2887

(Use as many sheets as necessary) gxaminer Name Thien Minh Le

E080379-0°°11°U3

 
    

  

  

  

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS    Examiner Cite D m Publicafinn D816 Name of Patentse or Pages, Columns, Lines, Where
Iniiia|s' No.‘ °°" em Numb“ MM-DD-WW Appeieant of Cited Document Reiavani Passages or Relevant

Number Kind code’ ‘“"°""’ Fi9""” Apps”
US 5,226,145 07-06 1993 Moronaga ei al.

US 5.367.150 11-22-1994 Ifitia et al.

US-5,406,619 Akhteruzzaman et al.

us 5,535,146 Lercux

us 5,703,951 12-30-1997

us 5,754,654 Hiroya et al.

US 5,309,241 Hanei at al.
US 5,847,372 12-08-1998 Kraft

US 5,889,860 03-30-1999 Elier et al.

US 5,901 ,330 05-04-1999 Sun et BS.

Us 5,918,213 06-29-1999 Bernard er al.

US 5,923,884 07-13-1999 - Feyret et al.

Us 6,012,634 01-11-2000 Brogan et ai.

us 6.073.917 06-20-2000 Faulsen et al.

US 6,119,945 09-19-2000 Muller et al.

US-6,202,056  Nuttali
U S-6,385,731 05-07-2002 Ananda

US 6,424,975 07-23-2002 Walter at al.

. US 6,442,570 08-27-2002

23. US 6,473,829 10-29-2002 Dahman et al.

24. US 6,510,235 01-21-2003 Crane et a3.

25. US-6,553,413 04-22-2003 _ Leighton at al.

26. US-6,574,643 06-03-2003 Walter et al.

27. U S-6,999,936 02-14-2006 Sehr

28. U S-7,044,362 05-16-2006

29. U S—T.O83,081 08-01-2006 McGee et al.

30. US-7,334,720 02-25-2005

E"a’"‘“e' or/12 9/201 0

_. .0

2.

_._. P
_.|. .5’

_. .''~'

.1. 9“

.: 5°

 

-<

Signature /Thien Le/’ Considered 
"EXAMINER: initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation if not in conformance and
not considered. Include copy of this form with next communicalion to appiicant.
‘ Appiicanfs unique citation designation number (optional). 2 Appiicant is to place a check mark here if English language Translation is attached.

61895050 V1
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I hereby certify that this correspondence is being filed Via PATENT

EFS—Web /Iin(i)ted States Patent and Trademark Office Attorney Docket NO‘: 0803 79_0001 IOUS
on Client Ref. No.: PN759544USB

TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND and CREW LLP

By: /Anna Marie Arante/

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re application of: Confirmation No. 1812

Herrnen-ard Hulst Examiner: Le, Thien Minh

Application No.: 12/014,558 Technology Center/Art Unit: 2876

Filed: January 15, 2008 AMENDMENT

For: DATA STORAGE AND ACCESS

SYSTEMS

Customer No.: 20350

Mail Stop Amendment
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Commissioner:

In response to the Office Action mailed January 21, 2010, please enter the

following amendments and remarks. The Applicants file herewith a petition for an extension of

time to the present date, with payment of the appropriate fees.

Amendments to the Claims are reflected in the listing of claims which begins on page 2 of this

paper.

Remarks/Arguments begin on page 7 of this paper.
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Appl. No. 12/014,558 PATENT
Reply to Office Action of January 21, 2010

Amendments to the Claims:

This listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and listings of claims in the application:

Listing of Claims:

Claims 1 — 23. (Cancelled)

24. (Original) A computer system for providing data to a data requester, the

system comprising:

a communication interface;

a data access data store for storing records of data items available from the

system, each record comprising a data item description and a pointer to a data provider for the

data item;

a program store storing code implementable by a processor;

a processor coupled to the communications interface, to the data access data store,

and to the program store for implementing the stored code, the code comprising:

code to receive a request for a data item from the requester;

code to receive from the communications interface payment data comprising data

relating to payment for the requested data item;

code responsive to the request and to the received payment data, to read data for

the requested data item from a content provider; and

code to transmit the read data to the requester over the communications interface.

25. (Original) A computer system as claimed in claim 24, wherein said data

access data store further comprises payment distribution information indicating to whom

payments should be made for a data item; and further comprising code to output payment data

for a data item for making payments for the item when the item is supplied toa said requester.
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26. (Previously Presented) A computer system as claimed in claim 24,

wherein said data access data store further comprises data item access rule data for output to the

requester with said data item.

27. (Original) A computer system as claimed in claim 26, further comprising

code to select access mle data for output with a data item in response to said payment data.

28. (Original) A computer system as claimed in claim 27, wherein said data

access data store further comprises requester reward data associated with a said data item, and

said code further comprises code to update said reward data in response to said payment data.

29. (Previously Presented) A computer system as claimed in claim 24, further

comprising an access control data store coupled to said processor for storing access control data

comprising a requester identifier, corresponding requester system access data and payment

system data for identifying a payment system for use by the requester.

30. (Previously Presented) A computer system as claimed in claim 24, further

comprising content synthesis code to generate substantially complete item data from partial item

data provided from two or more sources.

31. (Original) A method of providing data to a data requester comprising:

receiving a request for a data item from the requester;

receiving payment data from the requester relating to payment for the requested

data;

reading the requested data from a content provider responsive to the received

payment data; and

transmitting the read data to the requester.

32. (Original) A method of providing data to a data requester as claimed in

claim 31 further comprising:

reading payment distribution information from a data store; and
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outputting payment data to a payment system for distributing the payment for the

requested data.

33. (Previously Presented) A method of providing data to a data requester as

claimed in claim 31 further comprising:

transmitting data access rule data to requester with the read data.

34. (Original) A method of providing data to a data requester as claimed in

claim 33 further comprising: 3

selecting said access rule data dependent upon said payment data.

Claims 35 — 62. (Cancelled)

63. (Original) A data access system comprising a data supply computer

system for forwarding data from a data provider to a data access terminal; a electronic payment

system for confirming an electronic payment; a data access terminalfor communicating with the

data supply system to write data from the data supply system onto adata carrier; and a data

carrier for storing data from the data supply system and payment data; wherein data is forwarded

from the data provider to the data carrier on validation of payment data provided from the data

carrier to the electronic payment system.

64. (Original) A data access system according to claim 63 further comprising

a payment distribution store and wherein the electronic payment system makes payments

according to data in the payment distribution store associated with the forwarded data on

confirmation of the payment and/or provision of the forwarded data to the card.

65. (Previously Presented) A data access system according to claim 63 further

comprising a data use rule data store and wherein data use rule data is provided to the data carrier

with the forwarded data for controlling user access to the forwarded data.

66. (Original) A data access system according to claim 65 wherein the data

use rule data is selected dependent upon the payment data.
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Claims 67 — 68. (Cancelled)

69. (Original) A computer system for providing data to a data requester, the

system comprising:

a communication interface;

a data access data store for storing records of data items available from the

system, each record comprising a data item description and a resource locator a data provider for

the data item;

a program store storing code implementable by a processor;

a processor coupled to the communications interface, to the data access data store,

and to the program store for implementing the stored code, the code comprising:

code to receive a request for a data item from the requester to receive from the

communications interface payment data comprising data relating to payment for the requested

data item;

code, responsive to the request and to the received payment data to output the

item data to the requester over the communication interface; wherein

said data access data store further comprises payment distribution information

indicating to whom payments should be made for a data item; and

further comprising code to output payment data for a data item for making

payments for the item when the item is supplied to a said requester.

70. (Original) A computer system for providing data to a data requester, the

system comprising:

a communication interface;

a data access data store for storing records of data items available from the

system, each record comprising a data item description and location data identifying an

electronic address for a provider for the data item;

a program store storing code implementable by a processor;

a processor coupled to the communications interface, to the data access data store,

and to the program store for implementing the stored code, the code comprising:
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code to receive a request for a data item from the requester to receive from the

communications interface payment data comprising data relating to payment for the requested

data item;

code responsive to the request and to the received payment data to output the item

data to the requester over the communication interface; wherein

said data access data store further comprises data item access rule data for output

to the requester with a said data item; and

further comprising code to select access rule data for output with a data item in

response to said payment data.

71. (Original) A method of providing data to a data requester comprising:

receiving a request for a data item from the requester;

receiving payment data from the requester relating to payment for the requested

data;

transmitting the requested data to the requester;

reading payment distribution information from a data store; and

outputting payment data to a payment system for distributing the payment for the

requested data.

72. (Original) A method of providing data to a data requester comprising:

receiving a request for a data item from the requester;

receiving payment data from the requester relating to payment for the requested

data;

transmitting the requested data to the requester; and

transmitting data access rule data to requester with the read data.

Claims 73-74. (Cancelled)
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Appl. No. 12/014,558 PATENT
Reply to Office Action of January 21, 2010

REMARKS/ARGUMENTS

This Amendment is in response to the Office Action mailed January 21 , 2010.

claims 1-57 and 59-72 were pending in the present application. This Amendment cancels

claims 1-23, 35-57, 59-62 and 67-68, without adding or amending any claims, leaving pending in

the application claims 24-34, 63-66, and 69-72. Consideration of the elected claims is

respectfully requested.

1. Restriction of the Claims.

The claims are subjected to restriction under 35 U.S.C. §12l as allegedly being

drawn to groups classified as:

Group 1: Claims 1-9, as being drawn to a method of providing portable data;

Group II: Claims 10-21, 51-57, 67 and 68, as being drawn to a portable data
carrier;

Group III: Claims 22, 23, 35-50, and 59-62, as being drawn to a method and an

apparatus of controlling access to data; and

Group IV: Claims 24-34, 63-66, and 69-72, as being drawn to a system

controlled by data beating records.

Although Applicants do not necessarily agree with these groupings and/or the

need for restriction, Applicants hereby elect to prosecute the claims of Group IV without

traverse. Applicants reserve the right to present the non-elected claims in one or more

subsequent continuing applications. Applicants hereby cancel the claims of Groups I-111, and

request consideration and examination of the claims of Group IV (claims 24-34, 63-66 and 69-

72).
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CONCLUSION

If the Examiner believes a telephone conference would expedite prosecution of

this application, please telephone the undersigned at 925-472-5000.

Res ectfully s brnitted,

 
  Reg. No’. 4 , 63

TOWNSEND and TOWNSEND and CREW LLP

Two Embarcadero Center, Eighth Floor
San Francisco, California 941 1 1-3 834
Tel: 925-472-5000

Fax: 415-576-0300

Attachments

JDL : atm
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Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.
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(54) DIGITAL CONTENT DISTRIBUTION MANAGING SYSTEM

(57)Abstract: _.

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To obtain a digital data distribution

managing system that can improve the response of

 

gun communications by making a charging information managing

means, a content exhibition distribution means and a system

managing means respectively and independently execute data

communications with a user terminal equipment.

SOLUTION: The configuration at a system side against a user

side 200 is divided into a content exhibition distributing

institution 310 provided with a function for exhibiting and 
distributing the digital contents, a charging information managing

institution 320 provided with a function for managing user

charging information and a system managing institution 330

provided with a function for generating data, such as enciphering

the digital contents, eto., for distributing generated data to the

content exhibiting distributing institution 310, for collecting information from the charging information

managing institution 320, for distributing profit and for managing the security of the whole system. And,

the respective institutions 310, 320 and 330 are made to be able to communicate with the user side 200

respectively and independently. Therefore, communications are prevented from being concentrated and

the communication response is improved.
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4) DIGITAL CONTENT DISTRIBUTION MANAGING SYSTEM

(57)Abstract:
PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To obtain a

digital data distribution managing system that

can improve the response of communications

23;} by making a charging information managing

means, a content exhibition distribution means

and a system managing means respectively

- and independently execute data
communications with a user terminal

equipment.

SOLUTION: The configuration at a system

side against a user side 200 is divided into a

content exhibition distributing institution 310

provided with a function for exhibiting and

distributing the digital contents, a charging

information managing institution 320

provided with a function for managing user

charging information and a system managing

institution 330 provided with a function for

generating data, such as enciphering the

digital contents, etc., for distributing generated data to the content exhibiting

distributing institution 310, for collecting information from the charging information

managing institution 320, for distributing profit and for managing the security of the

whole system. And, the respective institutions 310, 320 and 330 are made to be able

to communicate with the user side 200 respectively and independently. Therefore,

communications are prevented from being concentrated and the communication

response is improved.

 

TECHNICAL FIELD

[Field of the Invention]This invention distributes digital contents among a user-

terminal device, for example, and it relates to the digital contents distribution

managerial system which performs those managements.

PRIOR ART

[Description of the Prior Art]Facilitate circulation of digital contents, such as a

computer program, audio information, a video data, delve into a latent demand, and as

a technique advantageous to a market expansion, For example, a technique like the

software management method indicated to JP,H6—l9707,B, the software use managing

system indicated to JP,H6-28030,B, and the software management method indicated

to JP,H6—95302,B exists. The software management method indicated to above-

mentioned JP,H6-l9707,B enables it to grasp the Assessment on Search Report by

Designated Searching Authority of software according to a software right holder etc.

when using software, such as a computer program which is intangible property, and a

video data. The software use managing system indicated to JP,H6—28030,B, Use of

software, such as a computer program which is intangible property, and a video data,

is faced, Buy an onerous program (after buying, it can be used for free), attach a price,

provide the data in which the amount of money which can be purchased is shown in

the computer system, and in the case of onerous program purchase. Register with a

table as a name of the available software in a same system, and. When reducing the
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data in which the amount of money concerned which can be purchased is shown by a

software price and erasing registered software from this table, it is made to carry out

renewal of an increase of the data in which the amount of money in which this

purchase is possible is shown according to a situation. The software management

method indicated to above-mentioned JP,H6-95302,B, In order to collect a utilization

charge when using software, such as a computer program which is intangible

property, and a video data, according to actual utilization quantity (using frequency or

utilization time) per onerous program, It is effective in the system in the case of

carrying out "recording a user identification signal and a fee" with discernment of the

used program, and a program right holder being able to grasp the utilization charge of

a program which he owns by collecting these records, and collecting the program

utilization charges according to the utilization quantity of the program.

TECHNICAL PROBLEM

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the lnvention]By the way, in the system which distributes

digital contents using the above networks, Communication concentrates on the system

side in the time of a user obtaining digital contents from the system side, and the case

of the fee collection accompanying use of digital contents, and there is a possibility

that a satisfying response may not be obtained to a user.

[0004]Then, this invention is made in view of such a situation, and is a thing.

It is providing the digital data distribution managerial system which can raise the

purpose.

EFFECT OF THE INVENTION

[Effect of the Invention]The function to manage the accounting information to the

user-terrninal device of a fixed area by this invention by the above explanation so that

clearly, The function which exhibits digital contents and is distributed, and processing

of digital contents, It consists of a function to perform the information gathering and

profit distribution from the distribution of digital contents to the above-mentioned

digital content display distribution function processed [ above-mentioned ], and an

accounting information controlling function, and the whole security management

distribution, and the data communications between a user-terminal device and each

function are performed independently, respectively.

Therefore, it becomes possible to raise a communicative response.

MEANS

[Means for Solving the Problem]A function to manage accounting information to a

user-terminal device of a fixed area according to this invention, A function which

exhibits digital contents and is distributed, and processing of digital contents,

Distribution of digital contents to the above-mentioned digital content display

distribution function processed [ above-mentioned ], Consisting of a function to

perform information gathering and profit distribution from an accounting information

controlling function, and the whole security management distribution, data
communications between a user-terminal device and each function solve SUBJECT

mentioned above by carrying out independently, respectively.

[0006]

[Embodiment of the Invention]Hereafter, the desirable embodiment of this invention

is described, referring to Drawings.
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[O007]First, before giving the concrete contents of the digital contents distribution

managerial system of this invention, and explanation of composition, in order to make

these understanding easy, the outline composition of the whole system and the

operation method of a system with which this invention is applied are briefly

explained using each figure from drawing 1 to drawing 7.

[0008]The rough composition of the whole system is shown in drawing 1.

[O0O9]ln this drawing 1, user side 200 assumes that the digital contents playback

device (it will be hereafter called the player 1) and what is called a personal computer

(it will be hereafter called the user terminal 50) of this invention are held.

[001 0]Although the user terminal 50 is the usual personal computer, The various
software which is used for this invention and which is mentioned later is stored as

application software, and while, it comes to connect the loudspeaker which is the

display device and sound emission means which are displaying means, a keyboard, a

mouse which are information input means, etc. Via a network, the system

management company 210 and connection are possible for the user terminal 50

concerned, and it has an interface means between the players 1, and data transmission

and reception are possible for it.

[001l]The player 1 has composition as shown in drawing 2.

[0Ol2]A1though detailed explanation of the composition of this drawing 2 is

mentioned later, The player 1 concerned as the main components of the processing

route of digital contents, It has the common key encryptosystem decoder circuit 24

which decrypts the digital contents enciphered using a contents key, the expansion

circuit 26 which is the expansion means which elongate the digital contents

compressed, and the D/A conversion circuit 27 which changes digital data into an

analog signal at least. The decryption told to below is solving encryption.

[O013]The information which shows the right information data and the operating

condition of digital contents which this player 1 uses. (These information is hereafter

called point usage information) The possession money data which is needed when

using digital contents, Namely, as the main components treating the billing data (it is

hereafter called point information) etc. which are reduced whenever it uses digital

contents, It has at least the point usage information storing memory 29 which stores

the above-mentioned point usage information, and the point information storing

memory 28 which stores the above-mentioned point information.

[00l4]This player 1 as composition for storing the various keys used for encryption

and decryption which are mentioned later The common key storage memory 22 and

the key storage memory 21 for communication, It has the common code decoder

circuit 24 and the open code decoder circuit 20 as composition for perfonning

encryption and decryption using the key stored in these. This player 1 as composition

relevant to the above-mentioned encryption and decryption, It also has the security ID

generating circuit 19 and the timer 18 which generate the random number interlocked

with the host computer of the system management company 210, and generate

security ID, and the hash function circuit 25 grade which generates what is called a
hash value mentioned later.

[001 5]In addition, the player 1 concerned is provided with the controller 16 which is a

control means which performs digital contents, various kinds of data in addition to

this, and control of each component based on the program stored in ROM] 7, and the

cell 5 as operation power at the time of carrying.

[0016]Here, as for each main components of the player 1 of drawing 2, it is desirable

on security to comprise one chip of IC (integrated circuit) or LSI (large scale

integration circuit). In this drawing 2, 1 chip making of each main components is
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carried out into the integrated circuit 10. The player 1 concerned is equipped with

three terminals (the analog output terminal 2, the Interface Division terminal 3 for PC,

and the I/O terminal 4 for archive media) as an object for Interface Division with the

exterior, and these each terminal is connected to the terminals 13, 12, and 11 in which

the integrated circuit 10 corresponds, respectively. These each terminal is possible

also for also unifying and newly providing another terminal, and is not scrupulous in

particular.

[OO17]The system management company 210 consists of the control center 211 which

manages the whole system, and the store 212 which sells the above-mentioned player

1, and via the virtual online shop 230 between the user terminals 50 of user side 200,

Transmission and reception of the information about supply of digital contents which

is mentioned later, processing of the digital contents which compress and encipher the

contents which the content provider 240 holds, the supply of digital contents

processed [ above-mentioned ], the information transmission and reception between

the financial institutions 220, etc. are performed. Between the system management

company 210 and the financial institution 220, the exchange of the check of the

account number of user side 200, a credit number, a name, a contact, etc., the

information on the ability to trade between user side 200, etc., etc. are performed.

Processing of actual price transfer etc. is performed between the financial institution

220 and user side 200. The store 212 does not necessarily need to be included in the

system management company 210, and may be a sales agent.

[0018}The control center 211 of the above-mentioned system management company

210 has composition as shown, for example in drawing 3. Although detailed

explanation of the composition of this drawing 3 is mentioned later, As the main

components, manage digital contents and Processing treatment, such as the exhibition,

encryption, and compression, The contents managing functional block 100 which has

each function which is the key information used for encryption and decryption of

digital contents, such as a contents key and generating of. ID, Manage User

Information and Encryption and decryption of correspondence (a message, point

information, etc.), The user management functional block 110 provided also with the

user subscription processing function part 1 18 which performs user subscription

processing besides each function, such as generating of a confirmation message,

generating of security ID, a settlement—of—accounts application between the financial

institutions 230, generating of the point, etc., It has at least the usage information

controlling-function block 120 which manages point usage information etc., and the

controlling-function block 130 which manages the whole system and has a
communication function.

[OO19]An example of the actual operation method of the system constituted like

drawing 1 mentioned above is explained using drawing 4 ~ drawing 7. The following

operation methods are procedures which user side 200, the system management

company 210, the financial institution 220, and content provider 240 grade actually
follow.

[0O20]The procedure of the purchase of the player 1 in explanation of the operation

method of this system, the procedure from search of digital contents to installation of

the digital contents to the memory medium for player 1, The procedure ofbalancing

account at the time ofusing purchase and the digital contents concerned of the point

information for the fee collection for making the digital contents concerned usable

and the procedure of distribution of the fee collection price collected from the user

with appreciation of digital contents are explained in order.
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[0021 ]First, as a procedure at the time of the purchase of the player 1, as shown in (1)

of drawing 4, and (5), user side 200 actually purchases the above-mentioned player 1

from the above-mentioned store 212 by the shop front or mail order.

[0O22]Personal information (a name, a contact, etc.) and settlement information (a

bank account, a credit number, etc.) which were provided from above-mentioned user

side 200 at the time of sale of the above-mentioned player 1 at this time as the above-

mentioned store 212 was shown in (2) of drawing 4, The number (a player inherent

key etc. are included) peculiar to the player 1 which sold [ above-mentioned ] is

registered into the control center 211 of the system management company 210.

[0O23]As shown in (3) of drawing 4, the control center 211 checks an account

number, a credit number, etc. which were provided from above-mentioned user side

200 to the financial institution 220, and as shown in (4) of drawing 4, it acquires the

information on the purport that it can trade from the financial institution 220.

[0O24]User side 200 [ next, ] which purchased the above-mentioned player 1 as a

procedure to installation of the digital contents from search of digital contents to the

memory medium for player 1, Using the user terminal 50 provided with the interface

means with the player 1 concerned, as shown in (1) of drawing 5, search of the digital

contents of hope, selection, edit, an order, etc. are performed. Processing from the

search at this time to an order is performed to the virtual online shop 230 where the

user terminal 50 was connected via the network using the retrieval software stored as

application software.

[0O25]The virtual online shop 230 is a store which the control center 211 has provided

virtually on a network, for example, and the information which shows the contents of

two or more contents, for example is exhibited by this virtual online shop 230. User

side 200 will place an order for desired contents based on these information provided

in the virtual online shop 230. As information which shows the contents of the

contents exhibited by the virtual online shop 230, When contents are video datas, such

as a movie, for example, titles and advertisements, such as the movie concerned,

Images, such as one scene in the movie concerned, etc. can be considered, and when

contents are audio information, a track name, an artist name, the number phrase (what

is called an intro) of the beginning of the music concerned, etc. can be considered.

Therefore, when the above~mentioned virtual online shop 230 is accessed with the

user terminal 50 of user side 200. The order of contents will be performed because the

contents of two or more contents of the above-mentioned virtual online shop 230 are

exhibited virtually and choose a desired thing out of these display objects on the user
terminal 50 concerned.

[0026]When there are an order of digital contents, etc. from the user terminal 50 of

above-mentioned user side 200, the above-mentioned virtual online shop 230

performs the supply request of digital contents to the control center 211, as shown in

(2) of drawing 5.

[O027]The control center 211 which received the supply request of the digital contents

concerned performs the distribution request of the digital contents which had the

above-mentioned supply request to the content provider 240. Thereby, the content

provider 240 concerned supplies the digital contents which had the above-mentioned

distribution request as shown in (4) of drawing 5 to the control center 211.

[O028]The control center 211 performs encryption and compression using

predetermined compression technology to the digital contents rationed by the above-

mentioned content provider 240, and. The virtual~online—shop name etc. which supply

charge amount and contents when right holder information and the contents

concerned, such as ID (content ID) of the contents concerned and an owner of a
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copyright of these contents, are used to user side 200 are added to these digital

contents compressed and enciphered. The charge amount to contents is determined a

priori by the content provider 240.

[0O29]The contents processed in the above-mentioned control center 211 are sent to

the virtual online shop 230, and as shown in (5) of drawing 5, as shown in (6) of

drawing 5, they are further supplied to the user terminal 50 of user side 200 via this

virtual online shop 230. By this, contents will be supplied to the player 1 from the

above-mentioned user terminal 50, and these contents will be stored in the player 1
concerned.

[0O30]It is also possible to carry out to this drawing 5 a priori about flowing to (2) —

(5). That is, it not only may exhibit the information which shows the contents of two

or more above-mentioned contents, but it may prepare beforehand for the virtual

online shop 230 the digital contents corresponding to these exhibitions processed [

above-mentioned ].

[003 1 ]Next, in the procedure of balancing account at the time of using purchase and

the digital contents concerned of the point information for the fee collection for

making usable the digital contents installed in the player 1 as mentioned above. First,

with the user terminal 50, shortage of the point information stored in the player 1 is

checked, and a supplement demand of point information is made from the user
terminal 50 concerned.

[0032]At this time, as shown in (1) of drawing 6, from the user terminal 50

concerned, the supplement request of the point information enciphered by the player 1

is transmitted to the control center 211. Simultaneously, it is read from the player 1, is

enciphered and is sent to the control center 211 via the user terminal 50, a right

holder's information, i.e., point usage information, corresponding to the already used

digital contents, such as an owner of a copyright. Thus, transmission of point usage

information was made to be performed simultaneously with the supplement request of

point information, in order that user side 200 might save the time and effort which
accesses the control center 211 only for transmission to the control center 211 of the

point usage information concerned. Of course, it is not necessary to necessarily

perform transmission of this point usage information simultaneously with the

purchase of point information, and may carry out independently.

[OO33]The control center 211 which received the supplement request and point usage

information ofpoint information which were enciphered [ above-mentioned ]

recognizes the replenishing amount of point information and the contents of point

usage information which user side 200 is demanding by decoding the code concerned.

The control center 211 concerned checks [ of drawing 6 ] whether as shown in (2), the

settlement of accounts for the point supplement concerned is possible to the financial

institution 220. From the financial institution 220 concerned, a check accounts can be

settled by investigating the account of user side 200 in the financial institution 220

will send directions of the settlement of accounts OK. to the control center 211, as

shown in (3) of drawing 6.

[0O34]The control center 211 at this time connects the point usage number which will

be paid to right holders, such as an owner of a copyright, to the content provider 240,

i.e., the amount of money, as shown in (4) of drawing 6.

[OO35]Then, in the control center 211, the letter missive of point supplementary

information is enciphered, and with security ID, by making this into point supplement

directions information, as shown in (5) of drawing 6, it sends to the user terminal 50.

The above-mentioned point supplement directions information sent to the player 1

from this user terminal 50, It is decrypted in the player 1 concerned and supplement of
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the point information on the point information storing memory 28 and deletion of

right holder information, including the copyright information etc. which were

connected to the above place from the point usage information storing memory 29, are

further performed after the check of security ID.

[0O36]Next, the fee collection price collected from the user with appreciation of

digital contents, That is, in the procedure of distribution of the price which will be

charged directly to a user's account according to the usage information of a point,

first, as shown in (1) of drawing 7, a price transfer request is made from the financial

institution 220 to user side 200. When a price transfer request in particular is not made

when there is sufficient balance for the account of user side 200 at this time, and there

is not sufficient balance for an account, as shown in (2) of drawing 7, transfer of a

price is made from user side 200 to the financial institution 220.

[003 7]The financial institution 220 deducts a prescribed fee, and as shown in (3) of

drawing 7, it remits the price received from user side 200 to the control center 211.

That is, in the control center 211, the charge of contents processing, a financial fee,

system management expense, etc. are collected from the above-mentioned price

remitted from the financial institution 220. The control center 211 concerned pays the

content provider 240 the royalty according to the point used previously, as shown in

(4) of drawing 7, and as shown in (5) of drawing 7, it pays a store fee to the virtual

online shop 230. The content provider 240 who received the above-mentioned royalty

pays each owner of a copyright a royalty, and the virtual online shop 230 which

received the above-mentioned store fee pays the fee for every virtual online shop to

each virtual online shop.

[003 8]Thus, the price paid from user side 200, Based on said point usage information,

it is distributed to a royalty, a store fee, a contents processing fee, a settlement—of—

accounts fee, and a system management fee, the above-mentioned royalty —— the

content provider 240 -- the above-mentioned store fee -- the above-mentioned virtual

online shop 230 -- pay the system management company 210 a contents processing

fee, a settlement—of-accounts fee is paid to a system management company and the

financial institution 220, and a system management fee is paid to the system

management company 210.

[OO39]Here, in the case of the data transmission and reception between the systems of

this embodiment, i.e., the data transmission and reception between the control center

211 and the player 1, in order to secure the safety of data communications, the data

encryption and decryption which communicate are performed. According to this

invention embodiment, it can respond as a method of encryption and decryption to

both a common key encryption system and a public-key crypto system.

[0040]In the embodiment of the invention, the common key encryption system is

adopted from a point of processing speed as a cipher system in the case of

transmission of the variety of information of the above-mentioned digital contents, the

above-mentioned point usage information, point information, a message and security

ID, and others. The common keys used for encryption and decryption of these

varieties of information differ corresponding to each information, respectively. The

common key used for decryption of the enciphered information which is transmitted

from the control center 211 in the player 1 of said drawing 2 is kept by said common

key storage memory 22, Said common code decoder circuit 24 decrypts the

information enciphered from the above-mentioned control center 211 using the

common key currently kept in this common key storage memory 22.

[O041]The cipher system adopted by whether the player inherent key which is a

peculiar key of said player 1 deals with which method as a cipher system in the case
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of transmission of the above-mentioned common key used for encryption and

decryption of the above-mentioned variety of information on the other hand changes.

That is, when the above-mentioned player inherent key supports the common key

encryption system, the above-mentioned common key will be enciphered using the

player inherent key concerned, and the enciphered common key concerned will be

decrypted using the above-mentioned player inherent key. On the other hand, when

the above-mentioned player inherent key supports the public-key crypto system, the

public key of the partner point is used for encryption of the above-mentioned common

key, and the secret key of the side which decrypts, respectively is used for decryption

of the enciphered above-mentioned common key.

[0O42]For example, in the case where the above-mentioned common key (for

example, session key mentioned later) is sent to the control center 211 from the

above-mentioned player 1, When the above-mentioned player inherent key supports

the common key encryption system, In the above-mentioned player 1, the above-

mentioned common key encryptosystem decoder circuit 24 enciphers the above-

mentioned common key using the player inherent key which the key storage memory

21 for communication is keeping, and the common key enciphered [ above~mentioned

] is decrypted in the control center 211 using the player inherent key which the control

center 211 concerned is keeping. When the above-mentioned player inherent key

similarly supports the public-key crypto system when the above-mentioned common

key is sent to the control center 211 from the above-mentioned player 1 for example,

The above-mentioned public-key-encryption decoder circuit 20 enciphers the above-

mentioned common key in the public key of the control center 211 which the ** key

storage memory 21 for communication of the above-mentioned player 1 is keeping,

and the common key enciphered [ above-mentioned] is decrypted in the control

center 211 using the secret key which the control center 211 concerned is keeping.

[0O43]On the contrary, when the above-mentioned common key (for example,

contents key) is sent to the player 1, for example from the above-mentioned control

center 211 and the above-mentioned player inherent key supports the common key

encryption system. The above-mentioned common key is enciphered with the player

inherent key which the above-mentioned control center 211 is keeping, and said

common code decoder circuit 24 decrypts the common key enciphered [ above-

mentioned ] using the player inherent key currently kept by the above-mentioned key

storage memory 21 for communication in the player 1. When the above-mentioned

player inherent key similarly supports the pub1ic—key crypto system when the above-

mentioned common key is sent to the player 1 from the above-mentioned control

center 211 for example, The above-mentioned common key is enciphered in the

public key of the player 1 which the above-mentioned control center 211 is keeping,

and said open code decoder circuit 20 decrypts the common key enciphered [ above-

mentioned ] using the player inherent key, i.e., the secret key, which are kept by the

aboVe—mentioned key storage memory 21 for communication in the player 1.

[OO44]The cipher system of the player inherent key itself [ which was mentioned

above ] is determined by whether delivery (delivery to the player 1 from the system

management company 210) of the player inherent key concerned is easy. That is,

since the common key encryption system is more advantageous in cost, if delivery of

a player inherent key is easy, a common key encryption system will be adopted, but

when delivery of the player inherent key concerned is difficult, it is a high cost, but a

public-key crypto system is adopted. In mounting a player inherent key in hardware

and mounting a common key encryption system in software, it adopts a public-key

crypto system.
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[OO45]Hereafter, in an embodiment of the invention, the example which adopts the

above—mentioned public-key crypto system will be given and explained in

consideration of the compatibility in the case of mounting in software as a cipher

system of a player inherent key itself. Namely, in the case where transmission of said

common key is performed between the above-mentioned control center 211 and the

player 1, When a common key (session key) is enciphered by the above—mentioned

player 1 side, encryption is made using the public key of the control center 211, and

the common key enciphered [ above-mentioned ] using the above—mentioned player

inherent key (namely, secret key) is decrypted in the control center 211. On the

contrary, when a common key (contents key) is enciphered by the above-mentioned

control center 211 side, encryption is made in the public key of a player and the

common key enciphered [ above-mentioned ] using the above-mentioned player

inherent key (namely, secret key) is decrypted in the player 1.

[0046]Actual operation of the above—mentioned player 1, the user terminal 50, and the

control center 211 which constitute the system employed using each procedure and a

cipher system which were mentioned above is explained in order below.

[OO47]First, it explains, referring to said drawing 2 and drawing 3 for flowing into the

processing in the player 1 at the time of the point supplement, i.e., point purchase,

which were mentioned above, the user terminal 50, and the control center 10 using

drawing 11 from drawing 8.

[0048]The flow of the processing in the player 1 at the time of purchasing the point is

shown in drawing 8.

[0049]In this drawing 8, starting of the software for point purchase beforehand

installed in the user terminal 50, i.e., a personal computer, is performed by step ST1,

It is waiting for the controller 16 of the player 1 in the meantime until the software for

the point purchase concerned rises.

[0050]If the software for the above—mentioned point purchase rises, the controller 16

of the player 1 will receive the information inputted into the above-mentioned user

terminal 50 from the user terminal 50 concerned in step ST2. An input request is

made from the user terminal 50 concerned to the user who operates the above-

mentioned user terminal 50 according to the software for the above—mentioned point

purchase, and the information inputted into the user terminal 50 at this time is

information, including a password, a point information number to purchase, etc.

[0051]The information from these user terminals 50 is received by the controller 16

via the terminal 12 of the integrated circuit 10 by which 1 chip making was carried

out into the interface terminal 3 for PC of the player 1, and the player 1 concerned.
The controller 16 which received the information from the user terminal 50

concerned, In step ST3, comparison with the password which the password storing

memory 14 in the integrated circuit 10 of the player 1 concerned stores, and the

password in the information which received [ above—mentioned ] is performed, and

the above-mentioned receiving password checks that it is the right.

[0052]The above—mentioned password the right and the checked controller 16, At the

same time it generates the information on the purport that he would like to purchase

the point in step ST4 (main point of point purchase), and a point information number

to purchase and other information, Security ID is generated from the security ID

generating circuit 19, and these information is made to encipher by the common code

decoder circuit 24 in the following step ST5. The controller 16 reads user ID from the

user ID storing memory 23 in step ST6 next, It adds to the information which

enciphered [ above—mentioned ] the user ID concerned, and the data which added and

created the user ID concerned in step ST7 is further transmitted to the user terminal
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50 via the above-mentioned terminal 12 and the interface terminal 3 for PC. From this

user terminal 50, the above-mentioned prepared data will be sent to the control center
2 1 1 .

[OO53]Since the common key encryption system is adopted as encryption of the

above-mentioned prepared data at this time as mentioned above, generation of a

common key is performed in advance of transmission of the prepared data concerned.

For this reason, in the above-mentioned controller 16, a session key is generated as

the above-mentioned common key from the security ID generating circuit 19 which is

a random number generation means, for example. This common key (session key)

will be sent from the player 1 to the control center 211 in advance of transmission of

the above-mentioned prepared data. Since the common key concerned is that by

which a code is carried out as mentioned above with a public-key crypto system here,

in the above-mentioned controller 16. The public key of the control center 211

currently beforehand kept by the key storage memory 21 for communication is taken

out, and it sends to the above-mentioned open code decoder circuit 20 at the same

time it sends the session key which is the above-mentioned common key to the open

code decoder circuit 20. Thereby by the open code decoder circuit 20 concerned,

encryption of the above-mentioned common key (session key) is performed using the

public key of the above-mentioned control center 211. Thus, with user ID, the

enciphered session key is sent to the control center 211 in advance of transmission of

the above-mentioned prepared data.

[0054]As mentioned above, when also performing transmission of point usage

information with a demand ofpoint information, the controller 16 reads point usage

information including said right holder information from the point usage information

storing memory 29, and these also make the above-mentioned common code decoder

circuit 26 send and encipher it. This enciphered point usage information is transmitted

with the above-mentioned prepared data. Simultaneously with transmission of point

usage information, it is also possible to transmit the balance of point information

similarly.

[O055]Then, the controller 16 receives the data which has been sent from the control

center 211 through the user terminal 50 in step ST8 and which is enciphered. The data

sent from this control center 211 is the data in which the point information and

information, including security ID etc., according to the above-mentioned point

information number previously transmitted from the player 1 concerned to purchase

were enciphered using the same common key as the above-mentioned session key.

[0056]If the data from the above-mentioned control center 211 is received, in step

ST9, it sends the data concerned to the above-mentioned common code decoder

circuit 24, and the controller 16 will read said common key which was generated

previously and kept in the common key storage memory 22, and, similarly will send it
to the common code decoder circuit 24. In the common code decoder circuit 24

concerned, the data enciphered from the above-mentioned control center 211 using

the above-mentioned common key is decrypted.

[OO57]Next, security ID of the data in which the above-mentioned controller 16 was

decrypted [ above-mentioned ] in step STIO, the point information which checked by

comparison with security ID from the above-mentioned security ID generating circuit

19, and was stored in the above-mentioned point information storing memory 28 in

step ST11 after the check -- the above —— it corrects for the newly sent point
information.

[0058]After processing of correction of the above-mentioned point information, etc. is

completed, the controller 16 generates the sign of processing completion, sends it to
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the above-mentioned common code decoder circuit 24 with the common key read

from the above-mentioned common key storage memory 22, and is made to encipher

by the common code decoder circuit 24 concerned in step ST12. Then, the controller

16 transmits the sign of the enciphered processing completion concerned to the user

terminal 50 via the terminals 12 and 3 in step ST13, and sends it to the control center
211.

[OO59]By the above, the flow of the processing in the player 1 in the case of point

purchase is completed.

[O060]Next, the flow of the processing in the user terminal 50 at the time of the

above-mentioned point purchase is explained using drawing 9.

[O061]In this drawing 9, the user terminal 50 starts the software for point purchase in

step ST21. When the software for point purchase concerned rises, in this user terminal

50. The input request of information, including the password mentioned above to the

user who operates the user terminal 50 concerned in step ST22 according to the

software for the above-mentioned point purchase, a point size to purchase, etc., is

performed, If these information is inputted from a user, the inputted information

concerned will be transmitted to the above-mentioned player 1 like step ST2 of said

drawing 8.

[0062]NeXt, the user terminal 50 will transmit the data transmitted from the player 1

concerned in step ST24, if the data created like step ST7 of said drawing 8 from the

above-mentioned player 1 in step ST23 is received, the address 211, i.e., the control

center, which are registered beforehand.

[0063]If the user terminal 50 after performing the above~mentioned data transfer has

the data return from waiting and the control center 211 in the return from the control

center 211, it will transmit the data from the control center 211 concerned to the

player 1 as it is in step ST25.

[0064]1f the sign of processing completion is received like step ST13 of said drawing

8 from the above-mentioned player 1 in step ST26, in order to tell a user about

processing of the point purchase concerned etc. having been completed, the user

terminal 50 concerned, The sign of processing completion is displayed on a display in

step ST27, and a user is made to check.

[OO65]Then, the user terminal 50 concerned transmits the cryptogram of the sign of

the processing completion sent from the above-mentioned player 1 to the control
center 211.

[0O66]By the above, the flow of the processing in the user terminal 50 in the case of

point purchase is completed.

[0067]Next, the flow of the processing in the control center 211 at the time of point

purchase is explained using drawing 10.

[0068]In this drawing 10, the control center 211 like step ST31, The data enciphered [

above-mentioned } from the player 1 transmitted via the user terminal 50 by the

communication function section 133 of the controlling-function block 130 by which

the whole is controlled like step ST7 of said drawing 8 and step ST24 of drawing 9 in

the control function part 131 is received. When this data is received, the user

management functional block 110 of the control center 211, Based on the user ID

attached to the received data concerned, a common key comes to hand from the

database section 112 under control of the control function part 111 like step ST32,

and security ID comes to hand from the security ID generating function part 116.

[O069]The common key at this time is said session key beforehand sent from said

player 1, and this session key is enciphered and sent with a public-key crypto system

as mentioned above. Therefore, at the time of decoding of this session key enciphered.
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In the user management functional block 110 of the control center 211 concerned, the

secret key of the public-key crypto system of the above-mentioned control center 21 1

is taken out, and the session key enciphered [ above-mentioned ] with this secret key

is sent to a correspondence code / function decoding part 114. In a correspondence

code / the function decoding part 114 concerned, decryption of a session key

enciphered [ above-mentioned ] using the public key of the above-mentioned control

center 211 is performed. Thus, the obtained session key (common key) is stored in the
above-mentioned database section 112.

[O070]lf the common key corresponding to the above-mentioned user ID comes to

hand from the above-mentioned database section 112 and security ID comes to hand

from the security ID generating function part 116, as shown in step ST33, In the

correspondence code / function decoding part 114 of the user management functional

block 1 10 of the control center 211, Further in [ decrypt the data enciphered / above-

mentioned / from the above-mentioned player 1 using the above-mentioned common

key, and ] the control fiinction part 111, Comparison with security ID in the decrypted

data concerned and security ID read from the above-mentioned security ID generating

function part 116 performs content confirmation of whether to be a user with the just

user side 200 (player 1) who has accessed.

[0071]In the control center 211 which checked the justification of the above-

mentioned access origin. Like step ST34, by the point generating function part 113 of

the user management functional block 110. The point information according to the

contents of the data sent from the above-mentioned user terminal 50 is published, and

the claim preparations to a user's settlement—of—accounts organization (financial

institution 220) are made by the settlement—of—accounts claim function part 117.

[0072]Like step ST35, in the control function part 111, the control center 211 checks

that there is no injustice in the balance and point usage information of point

information from the player 1, and performs the conclusion of information for next

processing. That is, a check and conclusion of whether there is any unjust use are

performed from the balance of point information, and the number of the actually used

point information. It is better to perform this check and conclusion desirably, although

it must not carry out.

[0O73]In the user management functional block 1 10 of the control center 211, like

step ST36 after processing of above-mentioned step ST35 again, In the security ID

generating function part 115, new security ID to the above-mentioned player 1 (user)

is computed based on a random number generation, and above-mentioned security ID

is enciphered with the above-mentioned point information in the control function part

110 further, for example. Encryption at this time is also performed using said session

key (common key) sent beforehand from said player 1.

[OO74]An end of the above-mentioned encryption will transmit the data which

enciphered [ above-mentioned ] to the player 1 via the user terminal 50 under control

of the control function part 131 like step ST25 of said drawing 9, and step ST8 of

drawing 8 in the communication function section 133 of the controlling-function
block 130 of the control center 211.

[0075]Then, in the communication function section 133 of the control center 211, like

step ST38, When the processing completion sign from the user terminal 50 shown in

step ST28 of said drawing 9 is received and decrypted, in the settlement-of~accounts

claim function part 117 of the user management functional block 110 of the control

center 211, like step ST3 9, The financial institution 220 is asked for settlement of

accounts based on the processing completion sign concerned. The settlement—of-
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accounts claim to this financial institution 220 is performed from the communication

function section 132 of the controlling—function block 130.

[0O76]By the above, the flow of the processing in the control center 211 in the case of

point purchase is completed.

[OO77]From drawing 8 mentioned above, the sequence of the information

transmission and reception between the player 1 and the user terminal 50 in the flow

of processing of drawing 10, and the control center 211 can be expressed, as shown in

drawing 11.

[0078]That is, in this drawing 11, input, such as said password and a point size, is

transmitted from the user terminal 50 to the player 1 by the input transmission Tl like

step ST2 of said drawing 8, and step ST22 of drawing 9.

[O079]In the prepared data transmission T2, the data created from the player 1 by said

player 1 to the user terminal 50 is transmitted like step ST7 of said drawing 8, and

step ST23 of drawing 9. In data transfer T3, the data which said player 1 created from

the user terminal 50 to the control center 211 is transmitted like step ST24 of said

drawing 9, and step ST31 of drawing 10.

[O080]In the data transfer T4, the data enciphered from the control center 211 to the

user terminal 50 in the control center 211 is transmitted like step ST37 of said

drawing 10, and step ST25 of drawing 9. In the transmission T5, the data from the

control center 211 is transmitted to the user terminal 50 by the player 1 as it is like

step ST25 of said drawing 9, and step ST8 of drawing 8.

[O081]In the processing completion sign transmission T6, the processing completion

sign from the player 1 is transmitted to the user terminal 50 like step ST13 of said

drawing 8, and step ST26 of drawing 9. In processing completion sign cryptogram

transmission, the processing completion sign enciphered from the player 1 is

transmitted to the control center 211 like step ST28 of said drawing 9, and step ST38

of drawing 10.

[0082]Next, it explains from drawing 12 flowing into the processing in the player 1 at

the time of acquisition of the digital contents mentioned above, the user terminal 50,

and the control center 211 using drawing 15, referring to drawing 2 and drawing 3.

[0O83]The flow of the processing in the player 1 at the time of acquisition of digital

contents is shown in drawing 12.

[0O84]In this drawing 12, it is waiting for the controller 16 until starting of the

software for digital contents acquisition beforehand installed in the user terminal 50,

i.e., a personal computer, is performed like step ST41.

[O085]If the software for the above—mentioned digital contents acquisition rises, the

controller 16 will receive the data which contains digital contents from the control

center 211 via the user terminal 50 like step ST42. It has at least the digital contents

enciphered with the contents key (a different common key for every contents) as

having mentioned above the data received via the terminals 3 and 12 from the user

terminal 50 at this time, and the content ID corresponding to the digital contents

concerned. therefore, in order to use these enciphered digital contents, 21 contents key

comes to hand from the control center 211 -- if it kicks, it will not become. The

method of acquisition of this contents key is mentioned later.

[0086]The controller 16 which received the data from this user terminal 50 stores this

data, i.e., the enciphered digital contents, in the memory medium connected to the I/O

terminal 4 for memory media via the terminal 11 of the integrated circuit 10.

Although various kinds of storages, such as a rewritable optical disc and

semiconductor memory, can be considered as this memory medium, the thing in

which random access is possible is desirable.
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[0087]By the above, the flow of the processing in the player 1 at the time of

acquisition of digital contents is completed.

[0088]Next, the flow of the processing in the user terminal 50 at the time of

acquisition of digital contents is explained using drawing 13.

[0089]In this drawing 13, the user terminal 50 starts the software for digital contents

acquisition in step ST5l. If the software concerned rises, in this user terminal 50, the

control center 211 of the address beforehand registered in step ST52 according to the

software for the above-mentioned digital contents acquisition will be accessed.

[0090]At this time, the control center 211 concerned is exhibiting two or more digital

contents using said virtual online shop 230. From the user terminal 50, the digital

contents of the request according to the selection operation of the user out of two or

more digital contents currently exhibited by this virtual online shop 230 in step ST53

are specified. That is, the user terminal 50 transmits the specification information on

the contents for specifying the digital contents of the request in the digital contents

exhibited by the virtual online shop 230 like step ST54 to the control center 211.

[009l]If the data which consists of data returned from the control center 211

according to the above-mentioned contents designation information, i.e., said

enciphered digital contents, and content ID like step ST55 is received, The user

terminal 50 concerned once stores the above-mentioned data in storing means, such as

an inside, for example, a hard disk, and a memory, like step ST56.

[OO92]Then, the user terminal 50 transmits the stored data (digital contents and

content ID which were enciphered) concerned to the player 1 like step ST42 of said

drawing 12. ~

[0093]By the above, the flow of the processing in the user terminal 50 at the time of

acquisition of digital contents is completed.

[0094]Next, the flow of the processing in the control center 211 at the time of digital

contents acquisition is explained using drawing 14.

[O095]The control center 211 shown in drawing 3 is making the virtual online shop

230 mentioned above exhibit two or more contents here. In the contents managing

functional block 100 of control center 211 **, said virtual online shop 230 is

generated and, specifically, two or more above-mentioned digital contents are

exhibited to this virtual online shop 230.

[0096]Thus, in the state where digital contents are exhibited to the virtual online shop

230, contents designation information is received from the user terminal 50 like step

ST61 of drawing 14 step ST54 of said drawing 13.

[0097]If the above-mentioned contents designation information is received from the

user terminal 50 concerned, the control function part 101 of the contents managing

functional block 100 will send this contents designation information to the

controlling-function block 130. The control function part 131 of the controlling-

function block 130 lets the communication function section 134 for right holders pass,

and transmits the contents designation information received from the above-

mentioned control controlling-function block 100 to said content provider 240.

Thereby from the content provider 240 concerned, the digital contents demanded in

the above-mentioned contents designation information are transmitted. The digital

contents which came to hand from the above-mentioned content provider 240 are sent

to the contents managing functional block 100 from the controlling-function block

130, and are inputted into this contents code and compression-ized function part 104.

At this time, the control function part 101 sends the contents key which is generated

in a contents key and the ID generating function part 103, and is stored in the database

102 to above-mentioned contents code and compression-ized function part 104. In this
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contents code and compression-ized function part 104, encryption using the above-

mentioned contents key is given to the above-mentioned digital contents, and further

predetermined compression processing is perfonned. The control function part 101

adds the content ID taken out from the database 102 to the digital contents by which

above encryption and compression processing were carried out, and sends it to the

controlling-function block 130. As predetermined compression processing in case

digital contents are audio signals, For example, like what is called ATRAC (Adaptive

TRansform Acoustic Coding) that is the art currently used in what is called MD (mini

disc: trademark) produced commercially in recent years, processing which carries out

highly efficient compression of the audio information in consideration of human

being's aural characteristic was made into an example -- it can mention.

[0098]Then, as shown in step ST62 of drawing 14, the control section 131 of the

controlling—function block 130 transmits the digital contents to which it let the

communication function section 133 with a user terminal pass, and it enciphered [

above-] and processed [ compression-], and content ID was added to the above-
mentioned user terminal 50.

[0099]The flow of the processing in the control center 211 at the time of digital

contents acquisition is above.

[0100]From drawing 12 mentioned above, the sequence of the information

transmission and reception between the player 1 and the user terminal 50 in the flow

of processing of drawing 14, and the control center 211 can be expressed, as shown in

drawing 15.

[0101]That is, in this drawing 15, said contents designation information is transmitted

from the user tenninal 50 to the control center 211 like step ST54 of said drawing 13

by the input transmission T11. In the contents transfer T12, the digital contents and

content ID which were enciphered are transmitted to the user terminal 50 like step

ST62 of said drawing 14 from the control center 211.

[0102]In the contents transfer T13, the digital contents and content ID which were

once stored in the user terminal 50 and which were enciphered [ above-mentioned]

are transmitted to the player 1 like step ST57 of said drawing 13, and step ST42 of

drawing 12.

[0103]Next, it explains from drawing 16 flowing into the processing in the contents

key which is needed when using the digital contents mentioned above, the player 1 at

the time of acquisition of the service condition and the user terminal 50, and the

control center 211 using drawing 19, referring to drawing 2 and drawing 3.

[O104]The flow of the processing in the player 1 at the time of acquisition of a

contents key and a service condition is shown in drawing 16.

[O105]In step ST71 of this drawing 16, in the controller 16 of the player 1, it is

waiting until starting of the software the contents key beforehand installed in the user

tenninal 50 and for service—condition acquisition is performed.

[01 06]If the above-mentioned contents key of the above-mentioned user terminal 50

and the software for service—condition acquisition rise, the information inputted into

the user terminal 50 according to the software concerned will be received like step

ST72 via said interface terminal 3 for PC, and the terminal 12 of the integrated circuit

10. The input supplied from the above-mentioned user terminal 50 at this time is

information for requiring a contents key required to solve encryption of digital

contents to appreciate. In this example, the specification information on the digital

contents which use this contents key is used as demand information on the above-

mentioned contents key.
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[0107]The controller 16 which received this contents designation information from

the above-mentioned user terminal 50, ID of the digital contents specified in the

contents designation information concerned and security ID from the security ID

generating circuit 19 are created, and this created data is made to encipher by the

common code decoder circuit 24 in step ST73. The controller 16 adds the user ID read

from the user ID storing memory 23 to the created data concerned, and transmits it to
the user terminal 50 via the above-mentioned terminal 12 and the interface terminal 3

for PC. From this user terminal 50, the above-mentioned prepared data will be sent to
the control center 21 1.

[O108]Since the common key encryption system is adopted also as encryption of the

prepared data at this time as mentioned above, in advance of transmission of the

prepared data concerned, generation of a common key is performed to it. For this

reason, in the above-mentioned controller 16, a session key is generated as the above-

mentioned common key from the security ID generating circuit 19 which is a random

number generation means, for example. This common key (session key) will be sent

from the player 1 to the control center 211 in advance of transmission of the above-

mentioned prepared data. Since the common key concerned is that by which a code is

carried out as mentioned above with a public-key crypto system, in the above-

mentioned controller 16. The public key of the control center 211 currently

beforehand kept by the key storage memory 21 for communication is taken out, and it

sends to the above-mentioned open code decoder circuit 20 at the same time it sends

the session key which is the above-mentioned common key to the open code decoder

circuit 20. Thereby by the open code decoder circuit 20 concerned, encryption of the

above-mentioned common key (session key) is performed using the public key of the

above-mentioned control center 211. Thus, the enciphered session key is sent to the

control center 211 in advance of transmission of the above-mentioned prepared data.

[01 09]Then, the controller 16 receives the enciphered data which has been sent from

the control center 211 via the user terminal 50 in step ST75 so that it may mention

later. The above-mentioned contents key, a service condition, security ID, etc. are

enciphered as mentioning later the data sent from the control center 211 at this time.

[01 10]If the data enciphered from the above-mentioned control center 211 is received,

in the player 1, the data enciphered [ above-mentioned ] will be decrypted like step

ST76, and the justification of the data will be checked. That is, the controller 16

evaluates the justification by checking security ID of the data decrypted [ above-

mentioned ] by comparison with security ID from the above-mentioned security ID

generating circuit 19.

[O11l]Here, encryption is made with a public-key crypto system so that a contents

key may be mentioned later, and about a service condition and security ID, encryption

is made with the common key encryption system. Therefore, in order to decrypt the

contents key concerned enciphered, The secret key of a public-key crypto system is

required, and since the player inherent key is used as a secret key as mentioned above

in the player 1 of this embodiment, the player inherent key concerned is taken out

from the key storage memory 21 for communication. This player inherent key is sent

to the open code decoder circuit 20 with the contents key enciphered [ above-

mentioned ]. In this open code decoder circuit 20, the contents key enciphered [

above-mentioned ] is decrypted using the above-mentioned player inherent key. The

contents key decrypted in this way is kept by the common key storage memory 22. On

the other hand, in decrypting the service condition and security ID which are

enciphered with the above-mentioned common key encryption system, These data is

sent to the above-mentioned common code decoder circuit 24, and said common key
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which was generated previously and kept in the common key storage memory 22 is

read, and, similarly it sends to the common code decoder circuit 24. In the common

code decoder circuit 24 concerned, the above-mentioned service condition and

security ID are decrypted using the above-mentioned common key. The service

condition decrypted in this way is stored in the point usage information storing

memory 29. It is important here that the decrypted contents key and the service

condition concerned are not taken out from the exterior of the player I concerned, the

controller 16 specifically formed in the integrated circuit 10 of drawing 2 or the

common key storage memory 22, and the point usage information storing memory 29
outside.

[01 I2]The controller 16 makes the contents key which decoded [ above-mentioned ]

store in the above-mentioned common key storage memory 22 with the above-

mentioned content ID like step ST77 after the check of the above-mentioned

justification.

[O1 l3]Then, the controller 16 creates the message which shows that the above-

mentioned contents key came to hand in step ST78, This message is sent to the

common key encryptosystem decoder circuit 24 like the above-mentioned, and said

common key which was generated beforehand and kept in the common key storage

memory 22 is read, and, similarly it sends to the common code decoder circuit 24. In

the common code decoder circuit 24 concerned, a message is enciphered using the

above-mentioned common key.

[01 l4]After encryption of the message concerned is completed, the controller 16

transmits this enciphered message to the user terminal 50 via the terminals 12 and 3

like step ST79. This enciphered message is made to transmit to the control center 211
after that.

[01 l5]By the above, the flow of the processing in the player 1 at the time of a

contents key and service-condition acquisition is completed.

[01 l6]Next, the flow of the processing in the user terminal 50 at the time of a contents

key and service-condition acquisition is explained using drawing 17.

[O1 l7]In this drawing 17, the user terminal 50 starts the software for a contents key

and service-condition acquisition in step ST8l. If the designation input demand of the

contents ofhope is performed and specification of contents is made from a user to the

user who will operate the user terminal 50 concerned in step ST82 with this user

terminal 50 according to the above-mentioned software if the software concerned

rises, that specification information will be generated. The user terminal 50 transmits

the specification information on the above-mentioned contents to the player 1 in the

above-mentioned step ST83.

[01 l8]Next, if the data created and transmitted by the above-mentioned player 1 like

step ST74 of said drawing 16 in step ST84 is received, the user tenninal 50, The data

transmitted from the player 1 concerned in step ST85 is transmitted to the control

center 211 where the address is registered beforehand.

[0l l9]The user terminal 50 after performing a data transfer to the above-mentioned

control center 21 l, If there is return of the data in which the contents key and service

condition specified by the above-mentioned content ID from the control center 211 in

waiting and step ST86, security ID, etc. were enciphered, the return from the control

center 211, The data from the control center 211 concerned is transmitted to the

player 1 as it is in step ST87.

[0l20]The user terminal 50 after performing a data transfer to the above-mentioned

player 1, The return from the player 1 in waiting and step ST88 like step ST79 of said

drawing 16 from the player 1, If there is return of the message as which it was
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enciphered that the above—mentioned contents key came to hand, it will indicate that

the above—mentioned contents key acquisition was completed to the display device

connected to the user terminal 50 concerned in step ST89, and a user will be told.

[O12l]Then, the message which was returned from the above-mentioned player 1 and

which was enciphered [ above—mentioned ] is sent to the control center 211 in step
ST90.

[01 22]By the above, the flow of the processing in the user terminal 50 at the time of a

contents key and service—condition acquisition is completed.

[O123]Next, the flow of the processing in the control center 211 at the time of a

contents key and service-condition acquisition is explained using drawing 18.

[O124]In this drawing 18, the communication function section 133 with the user

terminal of the control center 211, The encryption data of the content ID transmitted

to the user terminal 50 from the player 1 via ** in step ST91 like step ST74 of said

drawing 16 and step ST85 of drawing 17, user ID, a message, and security ID is

received. This received data is sent to the user management functional block 110.

[O125]The control function part 111 of the user management functional block 110

concerned, Based on the user ID added to the encryption data which received [ above-

mentioned ], the common key for solving the encryption concerned is taken out from

the database section 112, and the above—mentioned encryption data is decoded using

this common key in a correspondence code and the function decoding part 114. The

control function part 111 checks the justification of the data which was received [

above—mentioned ] and decrypted using the user ID and security ID from the security

ID generating function part 116 which were read from the database section 112.

[0126]The common key at this time is said session key beforehand sent from said

player 1, and this session key is enciphered and sent with a public-key crypto system

as mentioned above. Therefore, at the time of decoding of this session key enciphered.

Like the above-mentioned, in the control center 211 concerned, the secret key of the

public-key crypto system of the above-mentioned control center 211' is taken out, and

the session key enciphered [ above-mentioned ] is decrypted using a secret key in a

correspondence code / the function decoding part 114 concerned. Thus, the obtained

session key (common key) is stored in the above-mentioned database section 112.

[0127]When the justification of the data which received [ above-mentioned ] is

checked, the control function part 111, The contents key and service condition which

were specified in the above-mentioned content ID to the contents managing functional

block 100 are required, The control function part 101 of the contents managing

functional block 100 which received the demand concerned reads the contents key

and service condition which were specified in the above-mentioned content ID from

the database section 102, and transmits them to the user management functional block

110. The control function part 111 sends these contents keys and a service condition

to a correspondence code / function decoding part 114 with security ID, as shown in

step ST93.

[O128]Here, encryption is made with the public-key crypto system mentioned above

about the contents key, and encryption is made with the common key encryption

system mentioned above about a service condition and security ID. Therefore, when

enciphering the contents key concerned, the public key (public key beforehand stored

corresponding to the player 1) of user side 200 is taken out from said database section

112 based on the above-mentioned user ID, and it is sent to a correspondence code /

function decoding part 114. In a correspondence code / the function decoding part 114

concerned, the above-mentioned contents key is enciphered using the above-

mentioned public key. On the other hand, when enciphering the above-mentioned
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service condition and security ID, the common key (session key) specified by the
above-mentioned user ID is taken out from the above-mentioned database section

112, and it is sent to a correspondence code / function decoding part 114. In the

correspondence code / function decoding part 114 at this time, the above-mentioned

service condition and security ID are enciphered using the above-mentioned common

key.

[0l29]The contents key, the service condition, and security ID which were enciphered

[ above-mentioned ] are sent to the controlling—function block 130, and are
transmitted to the user terminal 50 from the communication function section 133 with

a user terminal like step ST94. The data transmitted to this user terminal 50 will be

sent to the player 1 via the user terminal 50 like step ST87 of said drawing 17, and

step ST75 of drawing 16.

[O130]Reception of the encryption message which the control center 211 was

generated by the player 1 like step ST79 of said drawing 16, and step ST90 of

drawing 17, and was transmitted via the user terminal 50 Then, waiting, When the

above-mentioned communication function section 133 receives the encryption

message which the above-mentioned player 1 generated like step ST95, the control

center 211 concerned, Like step ST96, the encryption message concerned is decrypted

with a common key, and it checks that the above-mentioned player 1 has obtained the

contents key and the service condition from the decoding message.

[O131]By the above, the flow of the processing in the control center 211 at the time of

a contents key and service-condition acquisition is completed.

[O132]From drawing 16 mentioned above, the sequence of the information

transmission and reception between the player 1 and the user terminal 50 in the flow

of processing of drawing 18, and the control center 211 can be expressed, as shown in

drawing 19.

[O133]That is, in this drawing 19, said contents designation information is transmitted

from the user terminal 50 to the player 1 like step ST83 of said drawing 17 by the

contents—designation-information transmission T21. In the prepared data transmission

T22, the data created by the player 1 is transmitted to the user terminal 50 like above

step ST74. In the prepared data transmission T23, the data created by the above-

mentioned player 1 from the user terminal 50 concerned is transmitted to the control

center 211. In the enciphered data sending T24, the data enciphered in the control

center 211 is sent to the user terminal 50 like step ST94 of said drawing 18, and the

enciphered data concerned is further sent to the player 1 by the enciphered data

sending T25.

[0134]In the message transfer T26, like step ST79 of said drawing 16, In the data

sending T27 as which the data which enciphered the message which shows the

completion of contents key acquisition was transmitted to the user terminal 50 from

the player 1, and was enciphered further, the message enciphered from the above-

mentioned player 1 is sent to the control center 21] from the user terminal 50.

[0135]Next, in the player 1 which received point information, digital contents, and a

contents key as mentioned above, it explains flowing into the processing at the time of

actually appreciating digital contents using the user terminal 50 using drawing 20,

referring to drawing 2.

[Ol36]Here, it is assumed that the memory medium said digital contents were

remembered to be is connected to the terminal 4 of the player 1.

[0137]In this state, the digital contents which wish to appreciate from the user

terminal 50 are specified to the player 1 concerned like step STl 01. At this time, the
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specification concerned is made, when a user operates the user terminal 50, for

example.

[01 38]Like step ST102, according to the contents designation information from the

above-mentioned user terminal 50, the controller 16 of the player 1 performs access to

the above-mentioned memory medium, and reads ID of contents at this time.

[0139]Based on the content ID read in the above-mentioned memory medium, the

above-mentioned controller 16 like step ST103, It accesses to said common key

storage memory 22, and it checks whether the contents key is stored, and accesses to

said point usage information storing memory 29, and it is checked whether the service
condition is stored.

[0140]When it checks here that the above-mentioned contents key and the service

condition are not stored in the above-mentioned common key storage memory 22 or

the point usage information storing memory 29, the controller 16, The information on

the purport that the contents key concerned etc. do not exist to the user terminal 50 is

sent, and this displays the message which stimulates acquisition of the above-

mentioned contents key etc. on said display device from the user terminal 50. In this

case, it carries out like the flow chart for contents key acquisition mentioned above,

and a contents key etc. come to hand. Thus, when a contents key etc. newly come to

hand, as mentioned above in step ST104, the contents key which are enciphered is

decrypted.

[O141]Next, the controller 16 checks whether there is any enough balance of the point

information stored in the point information storing memory 28 based on the service

condition decrypted [ above-mentioned ], as shown in step ST105. When the balance

of the above-mentioned point information stored in the above-mentioned point

information storing memory 28 is insufficient, The information on the purport that the

balance of the point information concerned is insufficient is sent from the controller

16 to the user terminal 50, and, thereby, the user terminal 50 displays the message

which stimulates acquisition of the above-mentioned point information on said

display device. In this case, it carries out like a flow chart for point access to

information which was mentioned above, and point information comes to hand.

[O142]When actually appreciating digital contents, here the controller 16, According

to the digital contents concerned to appreciate, a point information number is reduced

from the above-mentioned point information storing memory 28 like step ST106,

Furthermore, the new point usage information according to the condition of use of the

point information concerned is stored in the point usage information storing memory

29 (point usage information is updated). Thus, as point usage information newly

stored to the point usage information storing memory 29, they are the right holder

information corresponding to the digital contents which appreciated [ above-

mentioned ], including owner of a copyright etc., information, other information on

the reduced point information number, etc.

[0l43]Then, the controller 16 will read digital contents from a memory medium, if it

checks that the processing for fee collection of the cut of these point information, new

storing of point usage information, etc. has been completed like step STl07.

[0144]Since the digital contents read from this memory medium are enciphered, the

controller 16 transmits the digital contents enciphered [ above-mentioned ] to the

common code decoder circuit 24 like step ST109.

[0145]In this common code decoder circuit 24, the digital contents enciphered [

above-mentioned ] are decrypted like step ST1 10 using the contents key which

decrypts previously and is kept by the common key storage memory 22 based on the
directions from the controller 16.
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[Ol46]Since predetermined compression processing is made as mentioned above,

these digital contents the controller 16, The digital contents by which the above-

mentioned code was decrypted and by which compression processing is carried out [

above-mentioned ] are made to transmit to the expansion circuit 26 from the above-

mentioned common code decoder circuit 24 like step ST1 1 1, and the elongation

processing corresponding to the above-mentioned predetermined compression

processing is made to perform here.

[O147]Then, the elongated digital contents concerned, Like step ST112, it is changed

into an analog signal in the D/A conversion circuit 27, and is outputted outside (for

example, user terminal 50 grade) like step ST1 13 via the terminal 13 of the integrated

circuit 10, and the analog output terminal 2 of the player 1 concerned.

[O148]By the above, the flow of the processing in the player 1 at the time of contents

appreciation is completed, and the appreciation of digital contents of a user is
attained.

[0149]Next, the point usage information newly stored in the point usage information

storing media 29 of said player 1 with appreciation of digital contents which were

mentioned above, It explains flowing into the processing in the player 1 at the time of

returning to the control center 211, the user terminal 50, and the pipe center 310 using

drawing 24 from drawing 21, referring to drawing 2, and drawing 3.

[0150]The flow of the processing in the player 1 at the time of point usage

information return is shown in drawing 21.

[O15l]In this drawing 21, it waits for the controller 16 until starting of the software

for point usage information return beforehand installed in the user terminal 50 is

performed, as shown in step ST12l.

[Ol 52]lf the software for the above-mentioned point usage information return of the

above-mentioned user terminal 50 rises, the information inputted into the user

terminal 50 according to the software concerned will be received like step ST122 via

said interface terminal 3 for PC, and the terminal 12 of the integrated circuit 10. The

input supplied from the above-mentioned user terminal 50 at this time is a password

etc. which are entered by the user.

[0153]The controller 16 which received this contents designation information from

the above-mentioned user terminal 50, The password supplied from the user terminal

50 concerned in step ST123 is compared with the password stored in the password

storing memory 14, and the password concerned carries out the right check of how.

[0154]When it is checked that it is a right password in the check of the above-

mentioned password, the controller 16, The balance of the point information stored in

the point information storing memory 28 and the point usage information stored in the

point usage information storing memory 29 are read like step ST124, respectively,

and these information is enciphered.

[O155]Afier the balance of the above-mentioned point information and encryption of

point usage information are completed, the controller 16 is attached to the data which

read user ID from the user ID storing memory 23, and enciphered [ above-mentioned

] like step ST125.

[01 56]The data in which this user ID was attached is transmitted to the user terminal

50 via the terminal 12 and the interface terminal 3 for PC like step STl26 from the
controller 16. This data is transmitted to the control center 211 after that.

[O157]As mentioned above also in the encryption at this time, the common key

encryption system is adopted. That is, in advance of transmission of the data

concerned, generation of a common key is performed like the above-mentioned, it is

enciphered with said public—key crypto system (encryption using the public key of the
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control center 211), and this generated common key is sent to the control center 211
with user ID.

[01 58]After transmitting data to the user terminal 50 as mentioned above, the
controller 16 waits to transmit the data later mentioned from the above—mentioned

control center 21 1 via the user terminal 50.

[01 59]When the data from the above-mentioned control center 211 is received like

step ST1 27, here in the player 1. The received data enciphered using the common key

encryption system are decrypted like step ST127 using a common key like the above-

mentioned, and the justification of the data is checked. That is, the controller 16

evaluates the justification by checking security ID of the data decrypted [ above-

mentioned ] by comparison with security ID from the above—mentioned security ID

generating circuit 19.

[0160]The message of the processing completion enciphered using the above-

mentioned common key is also contained in the data transmitted from the above-

mentioned control center 211. Therefore, the controller 16 after the check of above-

mentioned security ID is completed, Send the processing completion message

enciphered [ above-mentioned ] to the common code decoder circuit 24, the

decryption using a common key is made to perform here, and it is checked that

processing in the above-mentioned control center 211 has been completed by

receiving this decrypted processing completion message.

[0161 ]By the above, the flow of the processing in the player 1 at the time of point

usage information return is completed.

[0162]Next, the flow of the processing in the user terminal 50 at the time of point

usage information return is explained using drawing 22.

[0163]In this drawing 22, the user terminal 50 starts the software for point usage

information return in step ST13 1. When the software concerned rises, in this user

terminal 50. If input requests, such as a password, are performed and the input of a

password is made from a user to the user who operates the user terminal 50 concerned

in step ST132 according to the above-mentioned software, the password will be

transmitted to the player 1.

[0164]Next, if the data created and transmitted by the above-mentioned player 1 like

step ST126 of said drawing 21 in step STl33 is received, the user terminal 50, The

data transmitted from the player 1 concerned in step ST134 is transmitted to the

control center 211 where the address is registered beforehand.

[O165]The user terminal 50 after perfonning a data transfer to the above-mentioned

control center 211 will transmit the data concerned to the player 1 as it is, if the data
in which the return from the control center 211 is sent from the control center 211 to

the player 1 in waiting and step ST135 is received.

[01 66]The user terminal 50 after performing a data transfer to the above-mentioned

player 1 performs the display for making a user know that processing was completed

to a display device, and receives the check from a user.

[0l67]By the above, the flow of the processing in the user terminal 50 at the time of

point usage information return is completed.

[O168]Next, the flow of the processing in the control center 21] at the time of point

usage information return is explained using drawing 23.

[01 69]In the communication function section 133 with the user terminal of the control

center 21 1, the data of the point usage information etc. which have been transmitted

by step ST126 of said drawing 21 and step ST134 of drawing 22 from the player 1 via

said user terminal 50 is received like step STl4l.
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[O170]When this data is received, the user management functional block 110 of the

control center 211, The common key which is beforehand received from the database

section 112 like the above-mentioned, and is stored under control of the control

function part 111 like step ST142 based on the user ID attached to the received data

concerned comes to hand, and security ID comes to hand.

[01 71 ]If the common key and security ID corresponding to the above-mentioned user

ID come to hand from the above—mentioned database section 112, as shown in step

ST143, In the correspondence code / function decoding part 114 of the user

management functional block 110 of the control center 211, Further in [ decrypt the

data of the point usage information etc. which were enciphered / above-mentioned /

from the above-mentioned player 1 using the above-mentioned common key, and ]

the control function part 111, Comparison with security ID in the decrypted data

concerned and security ID read from the above-mentioned database section 112

performs content confirmation of whether to be a user with the just user side 200

(player 1) who has accessed.

[O172]The data after the check of the above-mentioned justification and the contents

is transmitted to the usage information controlling~function block 120. The control

function part 121 of this usage information controlling-function block 120, As shown

in step ST144, it is checked whether there is any injustice in use of above-mentioned

user side 200 using the information stored in the database section 122 using the

balance and point usage information of point information which have been sent from

the above-mentioned player 1. Simultaneously, when [ concerned / unjust ] it comes

and things are checked, the operation which summarizes the balance and point usage

information ofpoint information in the usage information calculation function part

123 is performed.

[0173]Then, the control function part 1 1 1 of the user management functional block

110 controls the security ID generating function part 116, makes security ID compute,

controls the confirmation message generating function part 115 further, and makes the

message of processing completion generate, as shown in step ST145. These security

ID and a processing completion message are enciphered using said common key in

the correspondence code / function decoding part 114 of the user management
functional block 110.

[0174]The data‘ which was enciphered [ above-mentioned ] and generated will be sent
to the user terminal 50 from the communication function section 133 with a user

terminal, as shown in step ST146, and it will be transmitted to the player 1 from the

user terminal 50 concerned like step ST135 of said drawing 22, and step ST127 of

drawing 21.

[0175]By the above, the flow of the processing in the control center 211 at the time of

point usage information return is completed.

[O176]From drawing 21 mentioned above, the sequence of the information

transmission and reception between the player 1 and the user terminal 50 in the flow

ofprocessing of drawing 23, and the control center 211 can be expressed, as shown in

drawing 24.

[0177]That is, in this drawing 24, the input of said password is transmitted from the

user terminal 50 to the player 1 like step ST132 of said drawing 22 by the input

transmission T31. In the prepared data transmission T32, the data which the player 1

created is transmitted to the user terminal 50 like step ST126 of said drawing 21. In

the prepared data transmission T33, the data created by the above-mentioned player 1
is transmitted to the control center 211 from the above-mentioned user terminal 50

like step ST134 of said drawing 22. In the data transfer T34, the data created in the
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control center 211 is transmitted to the user terminal 50 like step ST146 of said

drawing 23. In the data transfer T35, the data created in the control center 211 is

transmitted to the player 1 via the user terminal 50 like step ST127 of said drawing
21.

[()178]Actual operation of the player 1 of the system of this embodiment, the user

terminal 50, and the control center 211 serves as a flow which was mentioned above.

[0l79]So far, although the flow of processing of the whole in the system of this

embodiment has been explained, operation of each of the principal part of the system

of this embodiment is explained in detail after this.

[0180]First, explanation about operation of the encryption and compression in this

invention embodiment, and extension and decryption is given.

[018l]Like the system of an embodiment mentioned above, when distributing digital

contents using a network, in order to stop the data volume, compression/extension art

is used, and encryption/compression technology is used for anti-copying or fee

collection. That is, compressing digital contents and carrying out encryption

processing further by the distribution side (an above-mentioned example the control

center 211 side), is performed. When distributing the digital contents

(encryption/compressed data) generated at the transmitting side (control center 211

side) like an above-mentioned example using a network, In a receiver (an above-

mentioned example player 1), decrypting, after receiving the digital contents which

were above—enciphered and were compressed, elongating further, and restoring digital

contents is performed. The turn ofprocessing of the above—mentioned encryption,

compression and decryption, and extension may interchange.

[0182]When copyright etc. exist in the above—mentioned digital contents, when the

above-mentioned receiver elongates the above-mentioned digital contents with the

above—mentioned decryption, it will be charged according to intention of the above-

mentioned owner of a copyright etc. Although this fee collection is performed by

mainly purchasing, the key, i.e., the contents key, of decryption, it is in the method of

purchasing this contents key variously.

[O183]Here, as mentioned above, when procedure which compresses digital contents,

is enciphered, is decrypted and is elongated is followed, the user who had bad faith,

for example can obtain comparatively easily the compressed data decrypted [ above-

mentioned ]. Namely, the compressed data of digital contents, Generally capacity is

large, therefore For example, since not an internal memory but the ** value of a

common contents playback device of a receiver are accumulated in external memory

in many cases, It is because it is easy to take out unjustly the digital contents

compressed [ above-mentioned ] by the connection section with direct or external

memory from this external memory.

[0184]What cannot be processed if the algorithm of the expansion system to

compression is hidden like the key of a code general to the algorithm of an expansion

system, respectively being opened to the public in many cases does not exist. And as

compared with the digital contents by which the encryption distributed from the

above-mentioned transmitting side and compression were made, **** which

distributes the compression digital contents which did not change in data volume,

therefore were decrypted [ above-mentioned ] with bad faith is also easy for the

compression digital contents decrypted [ above-mentioned ]. Namely, according to the

method which is enciphered and distributes digital contents after compressing [

above—mentioned }. The danger that the compression digital contents which can

elongate anyone easily will be distributed further in the place which a theft is easily
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carried out to a user with bad faith, and intention of an owner of a copyright etc. does

not reach for this reason, or will be elongated is large.

[01 85]So, in the embodiment of the invention, in order to make it possible to raise the

safety of the digital contents distributed using a network in view of such a situation, in

the player l of above-mentioned drawing 2, processing as shown in the flow chart of

the following drawing 25 is performed.

[01 86]Namely, in the decoding processing in the common code decoder circuit 24 of

the player 1 of drawing 2, and the elongation processing in the above-mentioned

expansion circuit 26. The data of the digital contents by which compression

processing was carried out with the encryption read from said memory medium like

step STl5l, First, it divides into the unit of the least common multiple lcm (X, Y) of

the batch X bit of the algorithm of decoding processing, and the algorithm batch Y bit

of elongation processing.

[01 87]Next, as the data of digital contents in which the above-mentioned encryption

divided into the unit of the above-mentioned least common multiple lcm (X, Y) and

compression processing are made is shown in step STl 52, decoding processing is

performed by the above-mentioned common code decoder circuit 24 for every unit of

the least common multiple lcm (X, Y) concerned.

[01 88]As the data of digital contents in which the unit of the least common multiple

lcm (X, Y) obtained by the decoding processing concerned is compressed is shown in

step STl 54, elongation processing is performed to all the compressed data for the unit

concerned in the above-mentioned expansion circuit 26.

[Ol 89]Then, the decryption and elongation processing for every unit of this least

common multiple lcm (X, Y) are continued until the processing about all the data of

digital contents by which compression processing was carried out with the above—

mentioned encryption is completed. . Namely, judgment whether the decryption and

elongation processing for every unit of the least common multiple lcm (X, Y) were

completed to all the data of digital contents should do to be shown in step STl 55.

When not having completed and it returned and completes to step STl 52, the flow

chart of the processing concerned is completed.

[01 90]The digital contents by which all the data was decrypted and elongated by this
will be obtained.

[Ol91]Although the decoding data of the above-mentioned least—common—multiple

lcm (X, Y) unit will exist, the data volume of the decoding data concerned also has

little processing of the flow chart of drawing 25 in the player 1 concerned. For this

reason, a possibility of being stolen like [ in the case of saving at external memory

which can be saved at an internal memory with high safety even if comparatively

expensive, therefore was mentioned above ] will become very low.

[0l92]In the above-mentioned player l in this embodiment, the buffer memory 25 of

drawing 2 is formed as an internal memory for securing the above-mentioned safety

between the above-mentioned common code decoder circuit 24 and the expansion

circuit 26. That is, this buffer memory 25 is formed in the integrated circuit 10 of one

chip, and it is hard to be accessed from the outside, therefore data is not taken out
outside.

[0l93]ln an above-mentioned flow chart, are made to perform decryption and

elongation processing to all the data for the unit of the least common multiple lcm (X,

Y), and as specific constitution for it, For example, the data of digital contents is first

divided into the batch X bit of the algorithm of decoding processing like composition

ofbeing shown in drawing 26, By performing decoding processing to the data of this

X bit, gathering the data in which the X bit concerned by which decoding processing
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was carried out is compressed after that by the algorithm batch Y bit of elongation

processing, and elongating the compressed data of the Y bit concerned. It is made to

realize the decryption and elongation processing in the unit of the least common

multiple lcm (X, Y) as mentioned above.

[Ol94]The common code decoder circuit 24 of the player 1 which realizes this

consists of the input part 30 and the code decoding part 31, and the above—mentioned

expansion circuit 26 consists of the expanding part 32 and the outputting part 33. Said

buffer memory 25 is formed between these common code decoder circuit 24 and the

expansion circuit 26.

[Ol 95]lf encryption processing to the above-mentioned digital contents is performed

as a more concrete example here for example, using the DES (Data Encription

Standard) code, The encryption processing concerned and decoding processing

corresponding to it will be performed by 64 bitwises.

[O1 96]In the case of the elongation processing to the compressed digital contents, it

changes also with the compression ratios and sampling frequencies, but under the

present circumstances, it is processed per 1K - 2 K bits/channel in many cases. Here,

it is assumed that it is processed for every l.28K bit for convenience.

[0197]Therefore, in the case of the system using the above—mentioned DES cipher

system and the compression expansion system for every above—mentioned l.28K bit,

the above—mentioned least common multiple lcm is set to 128K.

[0l98]Said digital contents enciphered and compressed are inputted into the input part

30 of the basis of such conditions, and the common code decoder circuit 24 of

drawing 26. In the input part 31 concerned, the digital contents which were

enciphered [ above—mentioned ] and compressed are divided into [ every batch X bit

of the algorithm of the above—mentioned decoding processing], i.e., 64 bits, data, and

are outputted to the code decoding part 31.

[Ol99]ln this code decoding part 32, decoding processing of the above—mentioned X

bit, i.e., 64 bits, data is carried out concerned every 64 bits. The 64 bits [ which was

obtained by the decryption in this every 64 bits ] data compressed is sent to the buffer

memory 25.

[0200}When the compressed data for the algorithm batch Y bit of elongation

processing, i.e., a 128K bit, accumulates according to the directions from said

controller 16, the buffer memory 25 concerned, The compressed data for the 128K bit

concerned is outputted collectively, and this compressed data is sent to the expanding

part 32 of the above—mentioned expansion circuit 26.

[O20l]The above-mentioned expanding part 26 elongates the compressed data for the

l.28K bit inputted [ above—mentioned ], and outputs it to the outputting part 33.

[O202]The controller 16 controls processing of the decoding section 31, and

processing of the expanding part 32, monitoring the data volume which accumulated

in the buffer memory 25.

[O203]If 20 pieces (= l280/64) are parallel in decoding processing if it is this case,

and it processes, it will become a more nearly high-speed processing system.

[0204]ln addition, when performing not hardware constitutions like said drawing 2 or

drawing 26 but processing mentioned above with the programmable device, the

controller 16 will process based on a decoded program or an extension program,

corresponding to the situation of the buffer memory 25.

[0205]Although the digital contents enciphered after compressing were supplied to

the player 1 and the example elongated after decrypting these digital contents

compressed and enciphered was given by the player 1 by above—mentioned
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explanation, Even if it is a case where the compressed digital contents are elongated

and decrypted after enciphering, the same effect as can be acquired.

[0206]The algorithm of compression / extension, and encryption/decryption is not

limited, and this invention is effective to any methods.

[O207]Thus, according to this invention, the safety of the digital contents distributed

using a network improves.

[0208]Next, explanation about generating operation of said security ID is given.

[0209]As point information comes to hand beforehand and being mentioned above

like this embodiment in the case of a method which reduces the point information “

concerned according to appreciation of digital contents, After the control center 211

on a network performs checks as arbitrary after receiving communication of a

purchase request of the point information from the user terminal 50 of user side 200

as financial institution 220 and others, it enciphers the point information and sends it

to the player I of user side 200 via a network.

[02l0]In the case of a method which obtains point information beforehand and

reduces the point information concerned like this embodiment according to

appreciation of digital contents, between the control center 211 and the player 1 (user

terminal 50), an exchange of the data same each time as the degree of the purchase of

point information -- carrying out (for example, the information of "the point

infonnation on 3000 cyclotomies" corresponding to "3000 supplement demand of the

point information on a cyclotomy" and it which were enciphered is exchanged) -- it is

based on those who have bad faith, for example. The amount-of-money supplement

depended for what is called "irnpersonating" to the financial institution 220 serves as

a problem. "Impersonating" to the financial institution which says here means what a

person with the above—mentioned bad faith impersonates an original user (this

embodiment user side 200), and obtains point information unjustly.

[021 l]Namely, if the data same each time as the degree of the purchase of point

information is exchanged, For example, a person with bad faith robs a communication

line of the data concerned, and the same data is generated, In the case as the

destination is made into itself (person with bad faith) to the control center 2l l and

acquisition of point information was requested. A person with the bad faith concerned

can obtain point information, and the claim of the purchase price of this point

information has further a possibility that the problem that it will be made by original

user side 200 may occur.

[02l2]Then, in order to prevent such injustice, in the system of this invention

embodiment, the random number generated by the random number generation

function which has interlocked beforehand by both a receiver (player 1 side) and the

distribution side (control center 21 1 side) is used for the improvement in safety.

According to this embodiment, said security ID is generated as the above—mentioned

random number. What is necessary is to initialize the timer 18, for example and just to

synchronize operation between both, for example in the cases, such as a user's

registration procedure, in order to interlock a random number generation among both.

[02l3]That is, the operation at the time of the player 1, for example, point access to

information, from the control center 211 at the time of using this random number

(security ID) serves as the following flows.

[02l4]The data sent from the control center 21] to the player 1 is made with the data

which consists of security ID generated [ above—mentioned ] with the point

information enciphered using the common key (session key) which came to hand

beforehand from the player 1 as mentioned above at the time of the purchase of point
information.
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[021 5]The controller 16 of the player 1 is sent to the common code decoder circuit 24,

as the data received from the control center 211 concerned was mentioned above, and

it performs decoding processing here using said common key. By this, the point

information and security ID which have been sent from the control center 211 will be
obtained.

[0216]Then, the controller 16 of the player 1 compares security ID sent from the

above-mentioned control center 211 with security ID generated in the own security ID

generating circuit 19. In this comparison, the controller 16 stores in said point

information storing memory 28 the point information sent from the above-mentioned

control center 211, only when security ID from the control center 211 and security ID

which the above itself generated are in agreement.

[0217]By this, only the player 1 of valid—user side 200 can obtain point information.

the malicious person who in other words has the player 1 of valid-user side 200, and

the same player —— said -- impersonating, even if it is going to obtain point information

unjustly, Since security ID of the player which the person of the bad faith concerned

has, and security ID sent from the above-mentioned control center 211 are not in

agreement, the person with this bad faith will not get said inaccurate point access to

information depended for impersonating. .

[O21 8]Of course, security ID generated in the player 1 of user side 200, The security

ID generating circuit 19 provided in the integrated circuit 10 of the player 1 concerned

occurs, and since it is what cannot be taken out outside, a person with bad faith cannot

steal the security ID concerned.

[0219]A1though some are various in the composition which generates the random

number as above~mentioned security ID, the example is shown in drawing 27. The

composition of this drawing 27 is one example of the security ID generating circuit 19

of said drawing 2.

[0220]In this drawing 27, the one—way function generating part 40 generates what is

called a one—way nature function. The inverse function is far difficult for calculation

with a function with the above-mentioned one-way nature function comparatively

easy to calculate. It receives by secret communication etc. beforehand and this one-

way function can also be saved at the one-way function generating part 40 concerned.

The one-way fiinction generating part 40 can also be made to generate the above-

mentioned one-way function by making into an input function the hour entry from the

timer 18 established in the integrated circuit 10 of said drawing 2. The above-

mentioned one-way fimction is sent to the random number deciding part 43.

[O221]The number generating part 41 of users generates the predetermined number of

users defined for every user. This number of users is beforehand sent by secret

communication etc., and is saved at the number generating part 41 of users concerned.

The user ID which said user ID storing memory 23 stores, for example can also be
used for this number of users.

[0222]The random number database 42 stores a random number, and stores 99
random numbers.

[0223]The time communication storage parts store 44 memorizes the time

communication information sent, for example from the controller 16. This time
communication information is information which shows the time communication

between the player 1 and the control center 211.

[0224]These one-way functions, the number ofusers, and time communication

information are sent to the random number deciding part 43. The random number

deciding part 43 concerned generates the random number of the range beforehand

memorized by the random number database section 42 from the above-mentioned
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one-way function and the number of users, for example based on the hour entry from

said timer 18 (for example, 99 pieces).

[O225]Namely, if the above-mentioned time communication information is the

communication which is the 1st time in this random number deciding part 43, The
99th random number is taken out from the above—mentioned random number database

section 42, and if for example, time communication information is the communication

which is the n—th time, the 100-n-th random numbers will be picked out from the

above-mentioned random number database 42, and this taken—out random number is

outputted as said security ID.

[O226]The composition of this security ID generating has the same thing in the player
1 and the control center 211.

[0227]When finishing using all the random numbers stored in the random number

database section 42, In the above—mentioned random number deciding part 42, 100

pieces - the 199th random number are calculated, or secret communication of a new

random number and unidirectional function is carried out, and it re-stores in the

random number database section 42, or, on the other hand, reconstructs to the tropism

function generation part 40.

[0228]Although a random number (security ID) is generated and he is trying to

improve the safety for every communication in the explanation mentioned above,

According to this embodiment, since he is also trying to generate programmably a

common key (session key) different each time whenever it communicates between

user side 200 and the control center 211 side as mentioned above, safety is improved
further.

[O229]Here, the above-mentioned random number is inserted about the transmission

sentences (for example, message etc.) actually transmitted, and signs that encryption

by a session key is made, and signs that a random number is taken out from a

receiving sentence and the check ofjustification is made are explained using drawing

28 and drawing 29. He is also trying to add a signature (digital signature) to a

transmission sentence in the example of these drawing 28 and drawing 29.

[0230]In this drawing 28, first, as a flow which enciphers said common key with a

public-key crypto system, and transmits, it generates as a common key which uses

said session key for communication, and this common key is enciphered by the public

key of a receiver to the public-key-encryption chemically-modified degree P8 by the

common key generating process P7 for communication. This enciphered common key
is sent to a receiver.

[0231]On the other hand, as a flow in the case of enciphering the message as a

transmission sentence with a common key encryption system, and transmitting, in the

message generation distance P1, the message M is generated and a random number

(said security ID) is generated at the random number generation process P5, for

example. These messages M and a random number are sent to the common key

encryptosystem chemically-modified degree P6. In the common key encryptosystem

chemically-modified [ this ] degree P6, the above-mentioned message M and a

random number are enciphered using the common key by which it was generated at

the above-mentioned common key generating process P7 for communication.

[0232]When adding the above-mentioned digital signature, the above-mentioned

message M is sent to the hash value calculation process P2. In the hash value

calculation process P2 concerned, what is called a hash value is calculated from the

above-mentioned message M. A hash value is address information called for by a

hash method, and a hash method performs a predetermined operation to some

contents (keyword) of data (in this case, the message M), and uses that result for it as
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an address. The hash value (M) generated from this message is sent to the secret key

cryptosystem chemically-modified degree P4 as a digital signature. In the secret key

cryptosystem chemical1y—modif1ed [ this ] degree P4, the above-mentioned digital

signature is enciphered with the secret key of the transmitting side. This enciphered

digital signature is sent to the common key encryptosystem chemically-modified

degree P6. This enciphers the above-mentioned digital signature in the common key

encryptosystem chemically-modified degree P6 using the common key by which it

was generated at the above-mentioned common key generating process P7 for

communication. _

[0233}These messages M, a digital signature, and a random number are transmitted to
a receiver.

[0234]Next, the flow of processing by the receiver corresponding to drawing 28 is

explained using drawing 29.

[0235]In this drawing 29, the common key transmitted from the above—1nentioned

transmitting side is first decrypted with the secret key of the receiver concerned at the

secret key decryption process P11 as a flow which decrypts said common key with a

public-key crypto system.

[0236]At the common key decoding process 13, the message M transmitted [ above-

mentioned ] is decrypted using the common key decrypted at the above-mentioned

secret key decryption process P11 as a flow which, on the other hand, decrypts the

message M enciphered with said common key encryption system. This decrypted

message M will be sent to other processes by the other functional transmission _

processes P20.

[O237]The hash value which decodes a digital signature and which flowed and was

decrypted at the above-mentioned common key decryption process P13 is decrypted

using the public key of the transmitting side at the public key decryption process P14.

Simultaneously, in the hash value calculation process P17, a hash value is calculated

from the above-mentioned message M. The check of the hash Value decrypted by

these public key decryption process P14 and the hash value calculated by the above-

mentioned hash value calculation process P17 being compared, and not being altered

by the comparison process P19, is performed.

[0238]About the transmitted random number, the random number decrypted at the

above-mentioned common key decryption process P13 and the random number

generated at the random number generation process P21 of the receiver concerned are

compared by the just exact private seal process P22, and the check ofjustification is

performed.

[O239]By the way, in the system of this embodiment shown in drawing 1 mentioned

above, the system management company 21 O, the virtual online shop 230, and the

content provider 240 are formed as a system side to user side 200. The financial

institution 220 of drawing 1 is an external bank etc., for example.

[O240]The control center 210 of the above-mentioned system management company

210, Exhibition of digital contents and management of distribution in the virtual

online shop 230, between the financial institutions 220 -- the main work by the side of

systems, such as collection of the accounting information ofuser side 200, or a variety

of information, distribution and those managements, encryption of the digital contents

from the content provider 240, and a security management of the information to treat,

-- all are performed mostly.

[O241]However, in the system which distributes digital contents using a network

which was mentioned above, In the time of the user side obtaining digital contents

from the system side, and the case of the fee collection accompanying use of digital
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contents, communication will concentrate on the system side and there is a possibility

that a satisfying response may no longer be obtained to the user side.

[0242]So, in other embodiments of this invention, it makes it possible to prevent
concentration of communication which was mentioned above and to raise a

communicative response by the function of the system management company 210,

and more specifically dividing the function of the control center 211 as follows.

[O243]Namely, the content exhibiting distributing institution 310 which has a function

which exhibits digital contents and distributes the composition by the side of the

system to user side 200 in other embodiments of this invention as shown in drawing

30, Accounting information control machine Seki 320 which has the function to

manage the accounting information of the user of a fixed area, It divides into the data

generation of enciphering digital contents, distribution of generated data to the above-

mentioned content exhibiting distributing institution 310, the information gathering

from above-mentioned accounting information control machine Seki 320, division of

earnings, and the system management organization 330 that has the function to

perform the security management and others of the whole system, User side 200 and

communication are independently attained for each organization 310,320,330,

respectively.

[0244]In composition like this drawing 30, the content exhibiting distributing

institution 310 is scattered on the network in the world, two or more arrangement is

possible for it, and if even communication charges are paid, it can access user side

200 to the content exhibiting distributing institution 310 of every area. For example,

when user side 200 wants for digital contents to come to hand, the above-mentioned

content exhibiting distributing institution 310 is accessed from user side 200, and

digital contents come to hand. Digital contents [ which were enciphered by the system

management organization 330 ], i.e., user, side 200 will be the digital contents at this

time in the state which can be transmitted directly using a network.

[0245]Holding not much many users installs accounting information control machine

Seki 320 for a moderate number of every users undesirably therefore on safety

management in order to treat accounting information. However, since the attack point

(accounting information control machine Seki 320) from the 3rd person with bad faith

will be increased and it will be traded off if it installs not much mostly, optimizing is

desirable. For example, when user side 200 performs communication about fee

collection, it accesses from user side 200 to above-mentioned accounting information
control machine Seki 320.

[0246]The above-mentioned system management organization 330 Subscription to a

user's system, and registration of means of settlement, Profits distribution to the

profits beneficiary of the collection of money from a user, said right holder, the

content exhibiting distributing institution 310, and accounting information control

machine Seki 320 grade, etc. raise security by carrying out by summarizing

management of important information on security. However, as for the system

management organization 330 concerned, it is desirable not to necessarily establish

one place in the world and to install in a certain settled unit, for example, the unit of a

country etc. For example, when user side 200 performs important communication on

[, such as subscription to this system, and registration ofmeans of settlement, ]

security, it carries out by accessing from user side 200 to the above-mentioned system

management organization 330. The system management organization 330 concerned

which obtained information performs profits distribution to the collection of money

and the profits beneficiary from the user concerned collectively from above-

mentioned accounting information control machine Seki 320. It is supplied to the
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system management organization 330 concerned, the source data, i.e., the contents,

which an owner of a copyright etc. have, they are changed into the digital contents by

which encryption etc. were made here, and are distributed to the above-mentioned '

content exhibiting distributing institution 310.

[0247]As mentioned above, by distributing the function by the side of a system to the

three organizations 310,320,330, and making direct access of it possible between user

side 200 and each organization 310,320,330, communicative concentration is

prevented and it becomes possible to raise a communicative response. According to

the content exhibiting distributing institution 310, it can respond also to a thing like

what is called an existing virtual Mall, and it is effective also in sales promotion and

attractive for a user. By dividing accounting information control machine Seki 320

independently, it is useful for the dishonesty prevention which conspired with

exhibition and the selling function of contents. In order that a fixed number may

obstruct the user who manages, the controlling function who receives unjustly is also
more effective.

[0248]In the system of other embodiments of this invention shown in drawing 30

mentioned above below, It explains that the accounting information accompanying

the information flow at the time of acquisition of the contents key subscription to a

user's system, the purchase of point information, and for decoding of the enciphered

digital contents, etc., the flow in the case of circulation of the information for contents

and contents appreciation, and use of contents flows.

[0249]First, the principal part of the flow of the time of subscription to a user's system

is explained using drawing 31.

[0250]In the case of the subscription registration to a user's system, the following

procedures depended on the user subscription support functional block 402 of the

system management organization 330 follow, and registering operation is performed
at it.

[025l]From user side 200 [l ], i.e., said player, and the user terminal 50, the

information which shows the intention of subscription to a system is first sent via a

network like the subscription intention sending T41 to the system management

organization 330. The information on the above-mentioned subscription intention of

having been inputted into the communication function block 401 of the system

management organization 330 is sent to the user subscription support functional block
402.

[0252]Reception of the above-mentioned subscription intention information of the

user subscription support functional block 402 concerned will send the information on

a file required for subscription to user side 200 via the communication function block

401 like the subscription required file sending T42.

[0253]In user side 200, creation of the subscription request according to a

predetermined format is performed based on the subscription required file sent from

the above-mentioned system management organization 330. The drawn-up

subscription request concerned is sent to the system management organization 330

like the subscription request sending T43.

[0254]The user subscription support functional block 402 which received the above-

mentioned subscription request sends the information which explains the function of a

client to user side 200 like the client function sending T44.

[0255]From user side who received information on client function concerned 200,

User Information, such as users’ information, for example, an account number and a
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credit number which were mentioned above, a name, and a contact, is sent to the

system management organization 330 like the User Information sending T45.

[O256]The user subscription support functional block 402 which received sending of

the User Information concerned notifies the information on the purport that the

registration procedure of subscription was completed to user side 200 like the

registration procedure completion notification T46.

[0257]The user subscription support functional block 402 of the system management

organization 330 transmits User Information to accounting information control
machine Seki 320 via the communication function block 401 like the User

Information sending T47 after the completion of procedure of this user subscription

registration. Accounting information control machine Seki 320 which received this
User Information saves the User Information concerned at the database function block

367.

[0258]By the above, the main flows of the time of subscription to a user's system are

completed. The explanation about other composition currently mentioned to this

drawing 31 is mentioned later.

[O259]Next, the principal part of the flow of the information at the time of acquisition

of the key the purchase ofpoint information and for decoding of the enciphered

digital contents, etc. is explained using drawing 32. Since the information on the

contents key the purchase of the above-mentioned point information and for decoding

of the enciphered digital contents is information for using contents, it is made to

simplify these and to call it royalty information by the following explanation.

[0260]When a user obtains the important information (here royalty of contents) used

by a system, access is made from user side 200 to accounting information control

machine Seki 320 where the assignment in its duty is beforehand made for every user

side 200. To access of an acquisition demand of the contents royalty information sent

from above-mentioned user side 200, the royalty issuing function block 362 of

accounting information control machine Seki 320 corresponds, and issue of a royalty

is performed according to the following procedures. I

[0261]First, from user side 200, the information on the purport that he would like to

purchase a royalty is sent to accounting information control machine Seki 320 like the

purchase written request sending T51. The information on the purport that he would

like to purchase a royalty is information on the purchase written request which

followed the predetermined format by user side 200. Thus, the information on the

above-mentioned purchase written request inputted into the communication function

block 361 of this accounting information control machine Seki 320 is sent to the

royalty issuing function block 362 via a network.

[O262]In the royalty issuing function block 362 concerned, if the information on the

above-mentioned purchase written request is received, it will carry out based on User

Information saved at the database function block 367, the information on a new

royalty will be generated, and the information on the royalty concerned will be sent to

user side 200 like the new royalty sending T52.

[O263]If the receipt of the information on the above-mentioned new royalty is

checked, user side 200 will draw up the receipt written confirmation according to a

predetermined format, and will send it to the royalty issuing function block 362 of

accounting information control machine Seki 320 like the receipt written confirmation

sending T53.

[O264]By the above, the main flows of the time of the purchase of a royalty are

completed. The explanation about other composition currently mentioned to this

drawing 32 is mentioned later.
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[0265]Next, the principal part of the flow in the case of circulation of the information

for contents and contents appreciation (here, they are a service condition and a

contents key) is explained using drawing 33;

[0266]First, the contents acquisition functional block 342 of the content exhibiting

distributing institution 310 charges digital contents to the system management

organization 330 like the contents bill sending T62.

[0267]ln the contents distribution functional block 404, the system management

organization 330 which received the contents bill concerned is processed so that the

demanded contents can be circulated. That is, in this contents distribution fiinctional

block 404, the digital contents (enciphered digital contents) of the state which can be

sent to user side 200 are generated. These processed digital contents are sent to the

content exhibiting distributing institution 310 like the contents sending 63.

[0268]ln the content exhibiting distributing institution 310 concerned, the digital

contents processed [ above-mentioned ] are saved at the contents database functional
block 345.

[0269]In the contents distribution functional block 404 of the system management

organization 330. The contents key for decoding the contents enciphered as content

ID and a service condition as information for contents appreciation is sent to

accounting information control machine Seki 320 like the information sending T64

for contents appreciation.

0 [0270]ln accounting information control machine Seki 320, a contents key and the

service-condition receipt functional block 363 receive the information for the above-

mentioned contents appreciation, and it is saved at the database fimction block 367.

[027l]Next, like the contents acquisition request T61, user side 200 is accessed to the

content exhibiting distributing institution 310, and obtains contents. Namely, the

content exhibiting distributing institution 310, reading the enciphered digital contents

which are saved at the contents database functional block 354, if the demand of

acquisition of contents is made from above-mentioned user side 200 via the

communication function block 341 -- the read digital contents concerned -- user side

200 -- sending .

[0272]Then, user side 200 is accessed to accounting information control machine Seki

320 by the information claim T65 for contents appreciation, and obtains the

information for contents appreciation like the information sending T66 for contents

appreciation. Namely, via the communication function block 361 in accounting

information control machine Seki 320, If the request for a service condition and a

contents key is made as information for contents appreciation from above-mentioned

user side 200, a contents key and a service condition will be published from a contents

key and the service-condition issuing function block 364, and these will be sent to
user side 200 via the communication function block 361.

[0273]By the above, the flow in the case of circulation of the information for contents

and contents appreciation is completed. The explanation about other composition

currently mentioned to this drawing 33 is mentioned later.

[0274]Next, the principal part of the flow of balancing account, i.e., balancing

account of a contents usage fee, when contents are actually appreciated is explained

using drawing 34.

[O275]First, after appreciation of contents is performed in user side 200, from

concerned user side 200, point usage information, i.e., use record of contents, is sent

to accounting information control machine Seki 320 like the statement-of-accounts

sending T71 as mentioned above. Thus, if sending of the above-mentioned contents
use record is received from above-mentioned user side 200 via the communication
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function block 361, the contents use record concerned will be received with the

balancing account procedure reception functional block 365 of accounting

information control machine Seki 320, and the balancing account written

confirmation corresponding to this will be published. Similarly the balancing account
written confirmation concerned is sent to user side 200 via the communication

function block 361 like the balancing account written confirmation sending T73.

Thereby, user side 200 can know that balancing account was performed.

[O276]Next, the balancing account procedure reception functional block 365 of

accounting information control machine Seki 320 makes royalty issuing information

publish from the royalty issuing function block 362. This royalty issuing information

is sent to the system management organization 330 via the communication function

block 361 as user settlement of accounts and the contents use record sending T74 with
the contents use record sent from above-mentioned user side 200.

[O277}The system management organization 330 summarizes the information sent

from accounting information control machine Seki 320 currently distributed in

various places with collection of money and the distribution frame block 405, totals

the amount of collection ofmoney, a collection—of-money place, and the distribution

destination of money, and settles them through a actual financial institution.

[0278]By the above, the flow ofbalancing account of a contents usage fee is

completed. The explanation about other composition currently mentioned to this

drawing 34 is mentioned later.

[O279]ln explanation to drawing 34, from above-mentioned drawing 30, the data

transmission and reception between the content exhibiting distributing institution 310,

accounting information control machine Seki 320, the system management

organization 330, and user side 200, In the data transmission and reception between

the content exhibiting distributing institution 310, accounting information control

machine Seki 320, and the system management organization 330, it cannot be

overemphasized that a data encryption and decryption are performed like the above-

mentioned. Also in this encryption and decryption, any of a public—key crypto system

and a common key encryption system may be used, as mentioned above, a public—key

crypto system can be used as a cipher system of a contents key or a common key, and

a common key encryption system can be used as cipher systems, such as a message

and various kinds of documents. It is also possible to use the technique of the

improvement in security using said random number, the encryption at the time of

treating contents, and least-common-multiple-ization of a compressive batch with

these encryption.

[0280]Next, the concrete composition of each organizations 310, 320, and 330

mentioned above is explained briefly.

[0281]First, the composition of the content exhibiting distributing institution 310 is

explained using drawing 35.

[0282]ln this drawing 35, the content exhibiting distributing institution 310

concerned, The communication function block 341 which divides roughly and takes

charge of the communication function between user side 200 and the system

management organization 330, It consists of the contents acquisition functional block

342 which takes charge of the acquisition function of contents, the content display

functional block 343 which takes charge of the exhibition function of contents, the

balancing account functional block 344 which takes charge ofbalancing account, and
the contents database functional block 345 which saves contents.

[0283]The contents bill creation function part 351 which takes charge of creation of a

bill in case the above-mentioned contents acquisition fiinctional block 342 charges
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contents to the system management organization 330, The contents receipt creation

function part 352 which takes charge of creation of a receipt when contents are

received from the system management organization 330, It consists of the function

part 353 corresponding to a contents database which takes charge of correspondence

with these and ** contents, and the contents saved at the contents database
functional block 345.

[O284]The content display function part 354 which takes charge of the function for

which the above-mentioned content display functional block 343 actually exhibits

contents to virtual online shop, It consists of the function part 355 corresponding to a

contents database which takes charge of correspondence with the contents currently
these-exhibited and the contents saved at the above-mentioned contents database

functional block 345.

[O285]The above-mentioned balancing account functional block 344 consists of the

receipt issuing function part 356 which takes charge of the function to publish a

receipt, and the function part 357 corresponding to the financial institution which

takes charge of correspondence between the financial institutions 220.

[0286]Next, the composition of accounting information control machine Seki 320 is

explained using drawing 36.

[O287]In this drawing 36, accounting information control machine Seki 320

concerned, The communication fiinction block 361 which divides roughly and takes

charge of the communication function between user side 200 and the system

management organization 330, The royalty issuing function block 362 which takes

charge of the function to publish a royalty, A contents key, and the contents key and

service—condition receipt functional block 363 which take charge of the receipt of a

service condition, A contents key, and the contents key and service—condition issuing

function block 364 which take charge of issue of a service condition, It consists of the

balancing account procedure reception functional block 365 which takes charge of the

receptionist function of balancing account procedure, the distribution receipt

functional block 366 which takes charge of the function of a receipt as distribution,
and the database function block 376.

[O288]The purchase written request acknowledgement function part 371 in which the

above-mentioned royalty issuing function block 362 takes charge of the

acknowledgement function of a purchase written request, The point-data

acknowledgement function part 372 which takes charge of the check of the data of the

balance (balance ofpoint information) of the royalty of client, i.e., user, side 200, use

record (point usage information), etc., The royalty generating function part 373 which

takes charge of the function to generate a royalty, and the royalty invoice creation

function part 374 which takes charge of the function which draws up the invoice of a

royalty, It consists of a royalty, the sending function part 375 which takes charge of

the function to actually send a royalty invoice, the royalty receipt acknowledgement

function part 376 which takes charge of the check of the receipt document of a

royalty, and the royalty issuing information preservation function part 377 which

takes charge of the function to save the information on the published royalty.

[O289]Above-mentioned contents key and service—condition receipt functional block

363 consist of a contents key, the receipt function part 378 which takes charge of the

receipt of a service condition, and a contents key and the preservation function part
379 which saves a service condition.

[0290]Above-mentioned contents key and service—condition issuing function block

364, A contents key and the receiving function part 380 which takes charge of the

function to receive the acquisition request of a service condition, The search service
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part 381 which takes charge of the function which searches and discovers a contents

key and a service condition from the database function block 367, It consists of the

transmitting—function part 382 which takes charge of the function to encipher and send

a contents key and a service condition, and 21 contents key and the acknowledgement

function part 383 which takes charge of the acknowledgement function of the receipt
document of a service condition.

[0291 ]The contents use record receiving function part 3 84 which takes charge of the

function which the above-mentioned balancing account procedure reception

functional block 365 receives the contents use record (point usage information)

enciphered, and is decrypted, The contents use record acknowledgement function part

385 which takes charge of the check of contents use record, The contents use record-

keeping function part 386 which takes charge of the function in which the database

function block 367 saves contents use record, It consists of the completion document

creation function part 387 which takes charge of the function which draws up the

completion document ofbalancing account procedure, and the conclusion fiinction

part 389 which takes charge of the function to edit contents use record collectively.

[0292]The bill acknowledgement function part 390 which takes charge of the

acknowledgement function of the request—for-inforrnation document which charges

the data at the time of the above-mentioned distribution receipt functional block 366

collecting money, The use record report writer feature part 391 which takes charge of

the function which draws up the report of the contents use record submitted to the

system management organization 330, It consists of the royalty issue report writer

feature part 392 which takes charge of the function which draws up the report of the

royalty issuing information submitted to the system management organization 330,

and the written confirmation acknowledgement function part 393 which takes charge

of the acknowledgement function of the confirmation-of-receipt document of a report.

[0293]The royalty database function part 394 which takes charge of the function in

which the database function block 367 saves the data of a royalty, A contents key, and

the contents key and royalty database function part 395 which take charge of the

function to save the data of a service condition, It consists of the user management

data base function part 397 which saves the information about the contents use

recording data base function part 396 which saves contents use record, and a user.

[0294]Next, the composition of the system management organization 330 is explained

using drawing 37.

[0295]ln this drawing 37, the system management organization 330 concerned, The

communication function block 401 which divides roughly and takes charge of the

communication function between user side 200, the content exhibiting distributing

institution 310, and accounting information control machine Seki 320, It consists of

the user subscription support functional block 402 which performs the support in the

case of user subscription, the contents distribution functional block 404 which takes

charge of distribution of contents, the database function block 403, and collection of

money and the collection-of—money **** distribution frame block 405 which takes

charge of the function of distribution.

[0296]The above-mentioned user subscription support functional block 402, Creation

of a subscription request, and the subscription request creation transmitting—function

part 41 1 which takes charge of transmission, The common key receiving function part

412 which takes charge of the function which receives and decrypts the enciphered

common key, The subscription request acknowledgement function part 413 which

takes charge of the acknowledgement function of the subscription request transmitted

from user side 200, The ID generating function part 414 which takes charge of the
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function to generate client ID, i.e., user ID, The subscription request preservation

function part 4l 5 which takes charge of the function to save a subscription request at

the database function block 403, It consists of the client function generation function

part 416 which generates a client function, and the registration information

preservation function part 41 7 which takes charge of the function to save registration
information at the database function block 403.

[0297]The user management data base function part 4l 8 to which the database

function block 403 carries out preservation management of a user's information, The

contents database function part 419 which saves contents, and the accounting

information control machine Seki database function part 420 which carries out

preservation management of the information on accounting information control

machine Seki 320, It consists of the content-exhibiting-distributing-institution

database function part 42l which carries out preservation management of the

information of the content exhibiting distributing institution 3 l0.

[0298]The bill acknowledgement function part 422 in which the contents distribution

functional block 404 takes charge of the acknowledgement function of the bill of

contents, The content retrieval function part 423 which takes charge of the function to

search ready-mixed concrete TENTSU (source data), i.e., the contents before

processing, from the contents database function part 419 of the database function

block 403, The content ID generation function part 424 which generates content ID,

and the contents key generation function part 425 which generates a contents key, The

contents service-condition generation fianction part 426 which generates a contents

service condition, The contents compression function part 427 which compresses

ready—mixed concrete TENTSU, i.e., the contents before processing, The preservation

function part 429 which takes charge of the function to save the contents processing

function part 428 which enciphers contents, and content ID, a contents key and a

service condition at the contents database function part 4l9 of the database function

block 403, The contents sending function part 430 which takes charge of the function

to send contents via the communication function block 401, and the contents receipt

acknowledgement fiinction part 431 which takes charge of the function to check the

receipt of contents, Content ID, a contents key, and ID, key and service-condition

sending function part 432 that take charge of the function to send a service condition

via the communication function block 401, It consists of content ID, a contents key,

and ID, key and service-condition receipt acknowledgement function part 433 that

take charge of the function to check the receipt of a service condition.

[0299]The request-for-information document creation function part 434 which makes

out the bill of the data which use collection of money and the distribution frame block

405 for collection of money, The contents royalty receiving function part 435 which

takes charge of the function to receive 21 contents royalty via the communication

function block 401, The contents use record receiving function part 436 which takes

charge of the function to receive contents use record via the communication function

block 401 , The confirmation-of-receipt document creation function part 437 which

takes charge of the function which draws up the written confirmation of reception, It

consists of the calculation and the bill creation function part 438 which makes out the

bill which performs the calculation of the amount billed and the creation of a bill

which are charged to a user, calculation of the dividend at the time of distributing the

use gold collected by use to a right holder, and the calculation and the form-for-

payment creation function part 439 which perform creation of a form for payment.

[0300]next —- being concerned -— others -- the composition ofuser side 200

corresponding to the system of an embodiment is explained using drawing 38. This
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drawing 38 expresses each function of said player 1 and the user terminal 50

collectively.

[0301 ]In this drawing 38, the composition of concerned user side 200, The

communication function block 451 which will take charge of the communication

function between the system management organization 330, the content exhibiting

distributing institution 310, and accounting information control machine Seki 320 if it

divides roughly, The contents acquisition functional block 452 which takes charge of

acquisition of contents, The royalty purchasing fiinction block 453 which takes charge

of the purchase of royalties, such as point information, a contents key, a service

condition, A contents key, and the contents key and service-condition acquisition

functional block 454 which take charge of acquisition of a service condition, The

balancing account procedure functional block 455 which takes charge of balancing

account procedure, and the user subscription support functional block 456 which takes

charge of the function which supports subscription to a system, It consists of

appreciation of contents, the contents appreciation accounting function block 457

which takes charge of the function of fee collection, and the database function block
458.

[0302]The above-mentioned contents acquisition functional block 452 consists of the

contents acquisition function part 461 which takes charge of the function which

actually obtains contents, and the contents preservation function part 462 which takes

charge of the function in which contents are made to save at a memory medium.

[03 O3]The purchase written request creation function part 463 in which the royalty

purchasing function block 453 draws up the purchase written request of a royalty, The

conclusion function part 464 which takes charge of the conclusion of the data of the

balance (point balance) of the royalty of a client (user), use record (point usage

information), etc., It consists of the royalty installation function part 465 which takes

charge of the function which installs each information as a royalty, and the royalty

receipt document creation function part 467 which draws up a royalty receipt
document.

[03 04]A contents key and the service~condition acquisition functional block 454, It

consists of a contents key, the acquisition written request creation function part 468

which draws up the acquisition written request of a service condition, a contents key

and the receiving function part 469 which takes charge of reception of a service

condition, and a contents key and the receipt document creation function part 470

which draws up the receipt document of a service condition.

[0305]The balancing account procedure fiinctional block 455 consists of the

conclusion function part 471 which performs the conclusion of contents use record

(point usage information), and the completion document receiving function part 472

which takes charge of reception of the completion document ofbalancing account

procedure.

[O306]The above-mentioned user subscription support functional block 456, It
consists of the subscription request creation function part 473 which takes charge of

creation of a subscription request, the client function installation function part 474

which takes charge of installation of a client function, i.e., initialization of a user's

player 1, and the registration information creation function part 475 which takes

charge of the function which creates registration information.

[03 07]The content retrieval function part 476 which takes charge of search of the

contents by which the contents appreciation accounting function block 457 was saved

at the memory medium, The royalty acknowledgement function part 477 which takes

charge of the check of a royalty, and the simple contents appreciation function part
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478 which reproduces contents in [ when choosing contents, for example] simple,

The accounting function part 479 which manages accounting information (point

information), and the contents function decoding part 480 which decrypts the contents

enciphered, It consists of the contents extension function part 481 which elongates the

contents compressed, and the contents viewer function part 482 for enabling

recognition of the contents of the contents saved at the memory medium, for example.

[0308}The royalty database function part 483 where the database function block 458

saves the data of a royalty, It consists of a contents key, the contents key and service-

condition database function part 484 which save a service condition, the contents use

recording data base function part 485 which saves contents use record, and the user

information data base fiinction part 486 which saves User Information.

[0309]Next, the player 1 of each embodiment which was mentioned above, and the

concrete using form of the user terminal 50 are explained using drawing 39 and

drawing 40.

[0310]As shown in drawing 39, the player 1 is arranged after said analog output

terminal 2, the interface terminal 3 for PC, and the 1/0 terminal 4 for memory media

have projected out of the case of the player 1, and the memory medium 61 is
connected to the above—mentioned I/O terminal 4 for memory media. For example in

the case 60, these players 1 and the memory medium 61 are formed so that storage is

possible, and they are made as [ arrange / for example at the end side of this case 60/

the analog output terminal 2 of the above—mentioned player 1 and the interface

terminal 3 for PC ].

[0311]The case 60 where this player 1 and memory medium 61 were stored, From the

side by which the analog output terminal 2 of the above-mentioned player 1 and the

interface terminal 3 for PC are arranged, it is formed in the input/output port 53 of the

personal computer 50 as the above-mentioned user terminal 50 so that insertion

connecting may be possible.

[0312]Although the personal computer 50 concerned has the general composition

which equipped the computer body with the display device 52, the keyboard 54, and

the mouse 55, In the above—mentioned input/output port 53, the analog output terminal

2 of the above-mentioned player 1 and the interface terminal 3 for PC, and the

corresponding interface are formed. Therefore, only by inserting in the input/output

port 53 of the above—mentioned personal computer 50 the case 60 where the above-

mentioned player 1 and the memory medium 61 were stored, The analog output

tenninal 2 of the above-mentioned player 1 and the interface terminal 3 for PC come

to be connected with the above-mentioned personal computer 50.

[O313]Although he is trying to form an. interface [ in the input/output port 53 of the

personal computer 50/ terminal / 3 / for PC / the analog output terminal 2 of the

above—mentioned player 1, and / interface] in the example of above—mentioned

drawing 39, For example, as shown in drawing 40, it is also possible to arrange the

adapter 62 which can respond to the interface of the general-purpose input/output port

of the personal computer 50 between the analog output terminal 2 of the above-

mentioned player 1 and the interface terminal 3 for PC.

[0314]ln the system of an embodiment of the invention since it has stated above,

Since digital contents are enciphered with the contents key which is a common key of

a system, If it is the user (player 1) who registered with the system of this

embodiment, if only it can copy these enciphered contents freely and a contents key

comes to hand, appreciation of these contents is also possible. Therefore, installation

to this contents memory medium (enciphered contents) can also be performed easily.

On the other hand, since the enciphered digital contents cannot be decoded, the right
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of the copyright of contents or the right holder of the contents concerned is protected

by the terminal unit which is not based on this embodiment system.

[03 l 5]an embodiment of the invention, while according to the system filling up point

information with a prepaid system (charge advance payment method) and reducing

point information at the time of contents appreciation, Since he is trying to collect the

usage information of the point, recovery of an appreciation price is possible for right

holders (owner of a copyright etc.), a contents selling store, etc. with the right about a

used point.

[03 1 6]Since encryption is given in the case of an exchange of the data of point

information or point usage information as mentioned above, security nature is

improving. For example, since it shall trade after checking that use the random

number (security ID) which interlocked by the system and player side, and both are in

agreement, as mentioned above even if the completely same thing as the last data is

forged and it tries to steal the point information for fee collection, it is safe.

[03l7]1 chip making of the main components of a player is carried out, and it is

difficult to take out key information and the decrypted digital contents outside. This

player 1 equips player I the Very thing with the tamper resistance function, in order to

prevent the data usurpation by destruction of the player 1 concerned.

[0318]As mentioned above, according to the embodiment of the invention, the digital

contents distributing system with high security top intensity is built.

[0319]As above-mentioned digital contents, various kinds of things other than digital

audio information, such as a digital video data, can be mentioned. When dynamic-

image—data (audio information is also included) use is carried out as the above-

mentioned digital video data, as the technique of said compression, compression

methods, such as MPEG (Moving Picture Image CodingExperts Group), can be used,

for example. The above-mentioned MPEG, In WG(Working Group) 11 of SC(Sub

Committee) 29 of JTC(Joint Technical Committee)l of ISO (International

Organization for Standardization) and IEC (International Electrotechnical

Commission). It is a common name of the packed video coding mode, and there are

MPEG1, MPEG 2, MPEG4, etc.

[O320]As the technique of the above-mentioned encryption, as mentioned above, the

enciphering method currently called what is called DES (Data Encryption Standard)

can be used. DES is the standard cipher system (cryptographic algorithm) which

NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) in the U.S. announced in

I976. Data conversion is performed for every 64-bit data block, and, specifically, the

conversion using a function is repeated 16 times. The above-mentioned digital

contents, point information, etc. are enciphered with what is called a common key

system using the DES concerned. It is a method which becomes the same [ the key

(decode key data) for decrypting with the key data (encryption key data) for

enciphering] as that of the above-mentioned common key system.

[032l]What is called an EEPROM (electrically eliminable ROM) can be used for the

common key storage memory 22 of the player 1 of said drawing 1, the key storage

memory 21 for communication, the point usage information storing memory 29, and

point information storing memory 28 grade, for example.

[0322]As a memory medium, the memory medium of recording media, such as a hard

disk, a floppy disk, a magneto—optical disc, and a phase-change optical disk, or

semiconductor memory (IC card etc.) can be used for others, for example.

[O323]In addition, although selection, a check, etc. were performed in the above-

mentioned embodiment using the keyboard 54 of the user terminal 50, and the mouse

55 and the display device 52 on the occasions, such as content confirmation etc. of the
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contents exhibited by selection and the virtual online shop 230 of contents, It is also

possible to simplify a function to these keyboards, or a mouse and a display device,

and to give the player 1. namely, . Like drawing 2, it is also possible to form the input

key part 6 and the indicator 7 in the player l.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing l]lt is a system configuration figure showing the entire configuration of the

digital contents distribution system of an embodiment of the invention.

[Drawing 2]lt is a block circuit diagram showing specific constitution of the player

corresponding to the system of an embodiment of the invention.

[Drawing 3]lt is a block circuit diagram showing specific constitution of the control

center corresponding to the system of an embodiment of the invention.

[Drawing 4]lt is a figure used for explanation of the procedure at the time of the

purchase of a player in the system of this embodiment.

[Drawing 5]It is a figure used for explanation of the procedure to installation of the

digital contents from search of digital contents to the memory medium for players in

the system of this embodiment.

[Drawing 6]It is a figure used for explanation of the procedure ofbalancing account at

the time of using purchase and the digital contents concerned of the point information

for fee collection in the system of an embodiment.

[Drawing 7]lt is a figure used for explanation of the procedure of distribution of a fee

collection price in the system of an embodiment.

[Drawing 8]lt is a flow chart which shows the flow of the processing in the player at

the time of point purchase in the system of an embodiment.

[Drawing 9]It is a flow chart which shows the flow of the processing in the user

terminal at the time of point purchase in the system of an embodiment.

[Drawing 10]It is a flow chart which shows the flow of the processing in the control

center at the time of point purchase in the system of an embodiment.

[Drawing l1]It is a figure showing the sequence of the information transmission and

reception at the time of point purchase in the system of an embodiment.

[Drawing l2]It is a flow chart which shows the flow of the processing in the player at

the time of acquisition of digital contents in the system of an embodiment.

[Drawing 13]It is a flow chart which shows the flow of the processing in the user

terminal at the time of acquisition of digital contents in the system of an embodiment.

[Drawing 14]lt is a flow chart which shows the flow of the processing in the control

center at the time of acquisition of digital contents in the system of an embodiment.

[Drawing l5]It is a figure showing the sequence of the information transmission and

reception at the time of acquisition of digital contents in the system of an
embodiment.

[Drawing l6]It is a flow chart which shows the flow of the processing in the player at

the time of acquisition of a contents key and a service condition in the system of an
embodiment.

[Drawing l7]It is a flow chart which shows the flow of the processing in a contents

key and the user terminal at the time of acquisition ‘of a service condition in the

system of an embodiment.

[Drawing l8]It is a flow chart which shows the flow of the processing in the control

center at the time of acquisition of a contents key and a service condition in the

system of an embodiment.
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[Drawing l9]lt is a figure showing the sequence of the information transmission and

reception at the time of acquisition of a contents key and a service condition in the

system of an embodiment.

[Drawing 20]lt is a flow chart which shows the flow of the processing at the time of

actually appreciating digital contents using a player and a user terminal in the system
of an embodiment.

[Drawing 2l]It is a flow chart which shows the flow of the processing in the player at

the time of point usage information return in the system of an embodiment.

[Drawing 22]It is a flow chart which shows the flow of the processing in the user

terminal at the time of point usage information return in the system of an
embodiment.

[Drawing 23]lt is a flow chart which shows the flow of the processing in the control

center at the time of point usage information return in the system of an embodiment.

[Drawing 24]It is a figure showing the sequence of the information transmission and

reception at the time of point usage information return in the system of an
embodiment.

[Drawing 25]lt is a flow chart which shows the flow of the processing at the time of

performing decryption and extension in the least common multiple of the batch of

encryption and compression.

[Drawing 26]lt is a block circuit diagram showing the composition which performs

encryption, decryption for every unit of the least common multiple of a compressive

batch, and elongation processing.

[Drawing 27]lt is a block circuit diagram showing specific constitution which

generates the random number as security ID.

[Drawing 28]When enciphering a common key with a public-key crypto system and

transmitting, it is a figure for explaining signs that a random number is inserted.

[Drawing 29]lt is a figure for explaining signs that a random number is taken out from

a receiving sentence and the check ofjustification is made.

[Drawing 30]It is a figure used for explanation of each organization when the function

by the side of a system is divided.

[Drawing 31]In the embodiment which divided the function by the side of a system, it

is a figure for explaining the principal part of the flow of the time of subscription to a

user's system.

[Drawing 32]In the embodiment which divided the function by the side of a system, it

is a figure for explaining the principal part of the information flow at the time of

acquisition of the key the purchase of point information, and for decoding of the

enciphered digital contents, etc.

[Drawing 33]ln the embodiment which divided the function by the side of a system, it

is a figure for explaining the principal part of the flow in the case of circulation of the

information for contents and contents appreciation.

[Drawing 34]ln the embodiment which divided the function by the side of a system, it

is a figure for explaining the principal part of the flow ofbalancing account when

contents are actually appreciated.

[Drawing 35]ln the embodiment which divided the function by the side of a system, it

is a block diagram showing the composition of content exhibiting distributing
institution.

[Drawing 36]In the embodiment which divided the function by the side of a system, it

is a block diagram showing the composition of accounting information control
machine Seki.
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[Drawing 37]In the embodiment which divided the function by the side of a system, it

is a block diagram showing the composition of a system management organization.

[Drawing 38]In the embodiment which divided the function by the side of a system, it

is a block diagram showing users‘ composition.

[Drawing 39]It is a figure used for explanation of an example of the concrete using

form of a player and a user terminal.

[Drawing 40]It is a figure used for explanation of other examples of the concrete

using form of a player and a user tenninal.

[Description ofNotations]

1 A player, 2 analog output terminals, the interface terminal for 3 PC, 4 The 1/0

terminal for memory media, and 16 A controller and 19 Security ID generating

circuit, 20 An open code decoder circuit and 21 The key storage memory for

communication, and 22 Common key storage memory, 23 A user ID storing memory

and 24 A common code decoder circuit and 25 Buffer memory, 26 An expansion

circuit, 27 D/A conversion circuits, 50 user terminals, and a 100 contents-managing

functional block, A 110 user-management functional block and 120 [ A financial

institution and 230/ Virtual online shop and 240/ Content provider ] A usage

information controlling-function block and 130 A controlling-function block and 200

The user side, 210 system management companies, 211 control centers, and 220

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Descriptionof the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention]This invention distributes digital contents among a user-

terminal device, for example, and it relates to the digital contents distribution

managerial system which performs those managements.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art]Facilitate circulation of digital contents, such as a

computer program, audio information, a video data, delve into a latent demand, and as

a technique advantageous to a market expansion, For example, a technique like the

software management method indicated to JP,H6-1 9707,B, the software use managing

system indicated to JP,H6-28030,B, and the software management method indicated

to JP,H6-95302,B exists. The software management method indicated to above-

mentioned JP,H6-19707,B enables it to grasp the Assessment on Search Report by

Designated Searching Authority of software according to a software right holder etc.

when using software, such as a computer program which is intangible property, and a

video data. The software use managing system indicated to JP,H6—2803 O,B, Use of

software, such as a computer program which is intangible property, and a video data,

is faced, Buy an onerous program (after buying, it can be used for free), attach a price,

provide the data in which the amount of money which can be purchased is shown in

the computer system, and in the case of onerous program purchase. Register with a

table as a name of the available software in a same system, and. When reducing the

data in which the amount of money concerned which can be purchased is shown by a

software price and erasing registered software from this table, it is made to carry out

renewal of an increase of the data in which the amount of money in which this

purchase is possible is shown according to a situation. The software management

method indicated to above~mentioned JP,H6-95302,B, In order to collect a utilization

charge when using software, such as a computer program which is intangible

property, and a video data, according to actual utilization quantity (using frequency or

utilization time) per onerous program, It is effective in the system in the case of
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carrying out "recording a user identification signal and a fee" with discernment of the

used program, and a program right holder being able to grasp the utilization charge of

a program which he owns by collecting these records, and collecting the program

utilization charges according to the utilization quantity of the program.

[0003]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the lnvention]By the way, in the system which distributes

digital contents using the above networks, Communication concentrates on the system

side in the time of a user obtaining digital contents from the system side, and the case

of the fee collection accompanying use of digital contents, and there is a possibility

that a satisfying response may not be obtained to a user.

[0004]Then, this invention is made in view of such a situation, and is a thing.

It is providing the digital data distribution managerial system which can raise the

purpose.

[0005]

[Means for Solving the Problem]A function to manage accounting information to a

user—terrninal device of a fixed area according to this invention, A function which

exhibits digital contents and is distributed, and processing of digital contents,

Distribution of digital contents to the above-mentioned digital content display

distribution function processed [ above-mentioned ], Consisting of a function to

perform information gathering and profit distribution from an accounting information

controlling function, and the whole security management distribution, data
communications between a user-terminal device and each function solve SUBJECT

mentioned above by carrying out independently, respectively.

[0006]

[Embodiment of the lnvention]Hereafter, the desirable embodiment of this invention

is described, referring to Drawings.

[0007]First, before giving the concrete contents of the digital contents distribution

managerial system of this invention, and explanation of composition, in order to make

these understanding easy, the outline composition of the whole system and the

operation method of a system with which this invention is applied are briefly

explained using each figure from drawing 1 to drawing 7.

[0008]The rough composition of the whole system is shown in drawing 1.

[O009]In this drawing 1, user side 200 assumes that the digital contents playback

device (it will be hereafter called the player l) and what is called a personal computer

(it will be hereafter called the user terminal 50) of this invention are held.

[001 0]Although the user terminal 50 is the usual personal computer, The various
software which is used for this invention and which is mentioned later is stored as

application software, and while, it comes to connect the loudspeaker which is the

display device and sound emission means which are displaying means, a keyboard, a

mouse which are information input means, etc. Via a network, the system

management company 210 and connection are possible for the user terminal 50

concerned, and it has an interface means between the players 1, and data transmission

and reception are possible for it.

[001l]The player 1 has composition as shown in drawing 2.

[00l2]Although detailed explanation of the composition of this drawing 2 is

mentioned later, The player 1 concerned as the main components of the processing

route of digital contents, It has the common key encryptosystem decoder circuit 24

which decrypts the digital contents enciphered using a contents key, the expansion

circuit 26 which is the expansion means which elongate the digital contents
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compressed, and the D/A conversion circuit 27 which changes digital data into an

analog signal at least. The decryption told to below is solving encryption.

[0Ol3]The information which shows the right information data and the operating

condition of digital contents which this player 1 uses. (These information is hereafter

called point usage information) The possession money data which is needed when

using digital contents, Namely, as the main components treating the billing data (it is

hereafter called point information) etc. which are reduced whenever it uses digital

contents, It has at least the point usage information storing memory 29 which stores

the above-mentioned point usage information, and the point information storing

memory 28 which stores the above-mentioned point information.

[OOl4]This player 1 as composition for storing the various keys used for encryption

and decryption which are mentioned later The common key storage memory 22 and

the key storage memory 21 for communication, It has the common code decoder

circuit 24 and the open code decoder circuit 20 as composition for performing

encryption and decryption using the key stored in these. This player 1 as composition

relevant to the above—1nentioned encryption and decryption, It also has the security ID

generating circuit 19 and the timer 18 which generate the random number interlocked

with the host computer of the system management company 210, and generate

security ID, and the hash function circuit 25 grade which generates what is called a
hash value mentioned later.

[001 5]In addition, the player 1 concerned is provided with the controller 16 which is a

control means which performs digital contents, various kinds of data in addition to

this, and control of each component based on the program stored in ROM1 7, and the

cell 5 as operation power at the time of carrying.

[0016]Here, as for each main components of the player 1 of drawing 2, it is desirable

on security to comprise one chip of IC (integrated circuit) or LSI (large scale

integration circuit). In this drawing 2, 1 chip making of each main components is

carried out into the integrated circuit 10. The player 1 concerned is equipped with

three terminals (the analog output terminal 2, the Interface Division terminal 3 for PC,

and the I/O terminal 4 for archive media) as an object for Interface Division with the

exterior, and these each terminal is connected to the terminals 13, 12, and 11 in which

the integrated circuit 10 corresponds, respectively. These each terminal is possible

also for also unifying and newly providing another terminal, and is not scrupulous in

particular.

[OO17]The system management company 210 consists of the control center 211 which

manages the whole system, and the store 212 which sells the above-mentioned player

1 1, and via the virtual online shop 230 between the user terminals 50 of user side 200,
Transmission and reception of the information about supply of digital contents which

is mentioned later, processing of the digital contents which compress and encipher the

contents which the content provider 240 holds, the supply of digital contents

processed [ above-mentioned ], the information transmission and reception between

the financial institutions 220, etc. are performed. Between the system management

company 210 and the financial institution 220, the exchange of the check of the

account number of user side 200, a credit number, a name, a contact, etc., the

information on the ability to trade between user side 200, etc., etc. are performed.

Processing of actual price transfer etc. is performed between the financial institution

220 and user side 200. The store 212 does not necessarily need to be included in the

system management company 210, and may be a sales agent.

[O01 8]The control center 211 of the above-mentioned system management company

210 has composition as shown, for example in drawing 3. Although detailed
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explanation of the composition of this drawing 3 is mentioned later, As the main

components, manage digital contents and Processing treatment, such as the exhibition,

encryption, and compression, The contents managing functional block 100 which has

each function which is the key information used for encryption and decryption of

digital contents, such as a contents key and generating of ID, Manage User

Information and Encryption and decryption of correspondence (a message, point

information, etc.), The user management functional block 110 provided also with the

user subscription processing function part 1 18 which performs user subscription

processing besides each function, such as generating of a confirmation message,

generating of security ID, a settlement-of—accounts application between the financial

institutions 230, generating of the point, etc., It has at least the usage information

controlling-function block 120 which manages point usage information etc., and the

controlling—function block I30 which manages the whole system and has a
communication function.

[001 9]An example of the actual operation method of the system constituted like

drawing I mentioned above is explained using drawing 4 — drawing 7. The following

operation methods are procedures which user side 200, the system management

company 210, the financial institution 220, and content provider 240 grade actually
follow.

[0020]The procedure of the purchase of the player 1 in explanation of the operation

method of this system, the procedure from search of digital contents to installation of

the digital contents to the memory medium for player 1, The procedure of balancing

account at the time of using purchase and the digital contents concerned of the point

information for the fee collection for making the digital contents concerned usable

and the procedure of distribution of the fee collection price collected from the user

with appreciation of digital contents are explained in order.

[O021}First, as a procedure at the time of the purchase of the player 1, as shown in (1)

of drawing 4, and (5), user side 200 actually purchases the above-mentioned player 1

from the above—mentioned store 212 by the shop front or mail order.

[0O22]Personal information (a name, a contact, etc.) and settlement information (a

bank account, a credit number, etc.) which were provided from above-mentioned user

side 200 at the time of sale of the above—mentioned player 1 at this time as the above-

mentioned store 212 was shown in (2) of drawing 4, The number (a player inherent

key etc. are included) peculiar to the player 1 which sold [ above—mentioned ] is

registered into the control center 211 of the system management company 210.

[0O23]As shown in (3) of drawing 4, the control center 211 checks an account

number, a credit number, etc. which were provided from above—mentioned user side

200 to the financial institution 220, and as shown in (4) of drawing 4, it acquires the

information on the purport that it can trade from the financial institution 220.

[OO24]User side 200 [ next, ] which purchased the above—mentioned player I as a

procedure to installation of the digital contents from search of digital contents to the

memory medium for player 1, Using the user terminal 50 provided with the interface

means with the player I concerned, as shown in (1) of drawing 5, search of the digital

contents ofhope, selection, edit, an order, etc. are perfonned. Processing from the

search at this time to an order is performed to the virtual online shop 230 where the

user terminal 50 was connected via the network using the retrieval software stored as

application software.

[OO25]The virtual online shop 230 is a store which the control center 21 I has provided

virtually on a network, for example, and the information which shows the contents of

two or more contents, for example is exhibited by this virtual online shop 230. User
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side 200 will place an order for desired contents based on these information provided

in the virtual online shop 230. As information which shows the contents of the

contents exhibited by the virtual online shop 230, When contents are video datas, such

as a movie, for example, titles and advertisements, such as the movie concerned,

Images, such as one scene in the movie concerned, etc. can be considered, and when

contents are audio information, a track name, an artist name, the number phrase (what

is called an intro) of the beginning of the music concerned, etc. can be considered.

Therefore, when the above-mentioned virtual online shop 230 is accessed with the

user terminal 50 of user side 200. The order of contents will be performed because the

contents of two or more contents of the above-mentioned virtual online shop 230 are

exhibited virtually and choose a desired thing out of these display objects on the user
terminal 50 concerned.

[O026]When there are an order of digital contents, etc. from the user terminal 50 of

above-mentioned user side 200, the above-mentioned virtual online shop 230

performs the supply request of digital contents to the control center 211, as shown in

(2) of drawing 5. _

[O027]The control center 211 which received the supply request of the digital contents

concerned performs the distribution request of the digital contents which had the

above-mentioned supply request to the content provider 240. Thereby, the content

provider 240 concerned supplies the digital contents which had the above-mentioned

distribution request as shown in (4) of drawing 5 to the control center 211.

[0028]The control center 211 performs encryption and compression using

predetermined compression technology to the digital contents rationed by the above-

mentioned content provider 240, and. The virtual—online-shop name etc. which supply

charge amount and contents when right holder information and the contents

concerned, such as ID (content ID) of the contents concerned and an owner of a

copyright of these contents, are used to user side 200 are added to these digital

contents compressed and enciphered. The charge amount to contents is determined a

priori by the content provider 240.

[OO29]The contents processed in the above-mentioned control center 211 are sent to

the virtual online shop 230, and as shown in (5) of drawing 5, as shown in (6) of

drawing 5, they are further supplied to the user terminal 50 of user side 200 via this

virtual online shop 230. By this, contents will be supplied to the player 1 from the

above-mentioned user terminal 50, and these contents will be stored in the player 1
concerned.

[0O30]lt is also possible to carry out to this drawing 5 a priori about flowing to (2) —

(5). That is, it not only may exhibit the information which shows the contents of two

or more above-mentioned contents, but it may prepare beforehand for the virtual

online shop 230 the digital contents corresponding to these exhibitions processed [

above-mentioned ].

[003 1 ]Next, in the procedure of balancing account at the time of using purchase and

the digital contents concerned of the point information for the fee collection for

making usable the digital contents installed in the player 1 as mentioned above. First,

with the user terminal 50, shortage of the point information stored in the player 1 is

checked, and a supplement demand of point information is made from the user
terminal 50 concerned.

[0032]At this time, as shown in (1) of drawing 6, from the user terminal 50

concerned, the supplement request of the point information enciphered by the player 1

is transmitted to the control center 211. Simultaneously, it is read from the player 1, is

enciphered and is sent to the control center 211 via the user terminal 50, a right
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holder's information, i.e., point usage information, corresponding to the already used

digital contents, such as an owner of a copyright. Thus, transmission of point usage

information was made to be performed simultaneously with the supplement request of

point information, in order that user side 200 might save the time and effort which

accesses the control center 211 only for transmission to the control center 211 of the

point usage information concerned. Of course, it is not necessary to necessarily

perform transmission of this point usage information simultaneously with the

purchase of point information, and may carry out independently.

[0033]The control center 21 l which received the supplement request and point usage

information of point information which were enciphered [ above—mentioned ]

recognizes the replenishing amount of point information and the contents ofpoint

usage information which user side 200 is demanding by decoding the code concerned.

The control center 211 concerned checks [ of drawing 6 ] whether as shown in (2), the

settlement of accounts for the point supplement concerned is possible to the financial

institution 220. From the financial institution 220 concerned, a check accounts can be

settled by investigating the account of user side 200 in the financial institution 220

will send directions of the settlement of accounts O.K. to the control center 21 l, as

shown in (3) of drawing 6.

[0034]The control center 211 at this time connects the point usage number which will

be paid to right holders, such as an owner of a copyright, to the content provider 240,

i.e., the amount of money, as shown in (4) of drawing 6.

[0O35]Then, in the control center 211, the letter missive ofpoint supplementary

information is enciphered, and with security ID, by making this into point supplement

directions information, as shown in (5) of drawing 6, it sends to the user terminal 50.

The above—mentioned point supplement directions information sent to the player l

from this user terminal 50, It is decrypted in the player 1 concerned and supplement of

the point information on the point information storing memory 28 and deletion of

right holder information, including the copyright information etc. which were

connected to the above place from the point usage information storing memory 29, are

further performed after the check of security ID.

[0036]Next, the fee collection price collected from the user with appreciation of

digital contents, That is, in the procedure of distribution of the price which will be

charged directly to a user's account according to the usage information of a point,

first, as shown in (1) of drawing 7, a price transfer request is made from the financial

institution 220 to user side 200. When a price transfer request in particular is not made

when there is sufficient balance for the account of user side 200 at this time, and there

is not sufficient balance for an account, as shown in (2) of drawing 7, transfer of a -

price is made from user side 200 to the financial institution 220.

[OO37]The financial institution 220 deducts a prescribed fee, and as shown in (3) of

drawing 7, it remits the price received from user side 200 to the control center 21 1.

That is, in the control center 21 l, the charge of contents processing, a financial fee,

system management expense, etc. are collected from the above-mentioned price

p remitted from the financial institution 220. The control center 21 l concerned pays the
content provider 240 the royalty according to the point used previously, as shown in

(4) of drawing 7, and as shown in (5) of drawing 7, it pays a store fee to the virtual

online shop 230. The content provider 240 who received the above—mentioned royalty

pays each owner of a copyright a royalty, and the virtual online shop 230 which

received the above—mentioned store fee pays the fee for every virtual online. shop to

each virtual online shop.
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[O038]Thus, the price paid from user side 200, Based on said point usage information,

it is distributed to a royalty, a store fee, a contents processing fee, a settlement—of-

accounts fee, and a system management fee, the above—mentioned royalty —— the

content provider 240 -- the above—mentioned store fee —— the above—mentioned virtual

online shop 230 —— pay the system management company 210 a contents processing

fee, a settlement—of-accounts fee is paid to a system management company and the

financial institution 220, and a system management fee is paid to the system

management company 210.

[OO39]Here, in the case of the data transmission and reception between the systems of

this embodiment, i.e., the data transmission and reception between the control center

211 and the player 1, in order to secure the safety of data communications, the data

encryption and decryption which communicate are performed. According to this

invention embodiment, it can respond as a method of encryption and decryption to

both a common key encryption system and a public-key crypto system.

[0040]In the embodiment of the invention, the common key encryption system is

adopted from a point ofprocessing speed as a cipher system in the case of

transmission of the variety of information of the above—mentioned digital contents, the

above—mentioned point usage information, point information, a message and security

ID, and others. The common keys used for encryption and decryption of these

varieties of information differ corresponding to each information, respectively. The

common key used for decryption of the enciphered information which is transmitted

from the control center 211 in the player 1 of said drawing 2 is kept by said common

key storage memory 22, Said common code decoder circuit 24 decrypts the

information enciphered from the above—mentioned control center 211 using the
common key currently kept in this common key storage memory 22.

[0041]The cipher system adopted by whether the player inherent key which is a

peculiar key of said player 1 deals with which method as a cipher system in the case

of transmission of the above—mentioned common key used for encryption and

decryption of the above—mentioned variety of information on the other hand changes.

That is, when the above-mentioned player inherent key supports the common key

encryption system, the above—mentioned common key will be enciphered using the

player inherent key concerned, and the enciphered common key concerned will be

decrypted using the above—mentioned player inherent key. On the other hand, when

the above-mentioned player inherent key supports the public-key crypto system, the

public key of the partner point is used for encryption of the above-mentioned common

key, and the secret key of the side which decrypts, respectively is used for decryption

of the enciphered above—mentioned common key.

[0042]For example, in the case where the above—mentioned common key (for

example, session key mentioned later) is sent to the control center 211 from the

above—mentioned player 1, When the above-mentioned player inherent key supports

the common key encryption system, In the above—mentioned player 1, the above-

mentioned common key encryptosystem decoder circuit 24 enciphers the above-

mentioned common key using the player inherent key which the key storage memory

21 for communication is keeping, and the common key enciphered [ above-mentioned

] is decrypted in the control center 211 using the player inherent key which the control

center 211 concerned is keeping. When the above—mentioned player inherent key

similarly supports the public-key crypto system when the above—mentioned common

key is sent to the control center 211 from the above—mentioned player 1 for example,

The above—mentioned public-key-encryption decoder circuit 20 enciphers the above-

mentioned common key in the public key of the control center 211 which the ** key
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storage memory 21 for communication of the above-mentioned player 1 is keeping,

and the common key enciphered [ above-mentioned ] is decrypted in the control

center 21 1 using the secret key which the control center 211 concerned is keeping.

[OO43]On the contrary, when the above-mentioned common key (for example,

contents key) is sent to the player 1, for example from the above-mentioned control

center 211 and the above-mentioned player inherent key supports the common key

encryption system. The above-mentioned common key is enciphered with the player

inherent key which the above-mentioned control center 211 is keeping, and said

common code decoder circuit 24 decrypts the common key enciphered [ above-

mentioned ] using the player inherent key currently kept by the above-mentioned key

storage memory 21 for communication in the player 1. When the above-mentioned

player inherent key similarly supports the public-key crypto system when the above-

mentioned common key is sent to the player 1 from the above-mentioned control

center 211 for example, The above-mentioned common key is enciphered in the

public key of the player 1 which the above-mentioned control center 211 is keeping,

and said open code decoder circuit 20 decrypts the common key enciphered [ above-

mentioned ] using the player inherent key, i.e., the secret key, which are kept by the

above—mentioned key storage memory 21 for communication in the player 1.

[0044]The cipher system of the player inherent key itself [ which was mentioned

above ] is determined by whether delivery (delivery to the player 1 from the system

management company 210) of the player inherent key concerned is easy. That is,

since the common key encryption system is more advantageous in cost, if delivery of

a player inherent key is easy, a common key encryption system will be adopted, but

when delivery of the player inherent key concerned is difficult, it is a high cost, but a

public-key crypto system is adopted. In mounting a player inherent key in hardware

and mounting a common key encryption system in software, it adopts a public-key

crypto system.

[OO45]Hereafter, in an embodiment of the invention, the example which adopts the

above-mentioned public-key crypto system will be given and explained in

consideration of the compatibility in the case of mounting in software as a cipher

system of a player inherent key itself. Namely, in the case where transmission of said

common key is performed between the above-mentioned control center 211 and the

player 1, When a common key (session key) is enciphered by the above-mentioned

player 1 side, encryption is made using the public key of the control center 211, and

the common key enciphered [ above-mentioned ] using the above-mentioned player

inherent key (namely, secret key) is decrypted in the control center 211. On the

contrary, when a common key (contents key) is enciphered by the above-mentioned

control center 211 side, encryption is made in the public key of a player and the

common key enciphered [ above-mentioned ] using the above-mentioned player

inherent key (namely, secret key) is decrypted in the player 1.

[0046]Actual operation of the above-mentioned player 1, the user terminal 50, and the

control center 211 which constitute the system employed using each procedure and a

cipher system which were mentioned above is explained in order below.

[O047]First, it explains, referring to said drawing 2 and drawing 3 for flowing into the

processing in the player 1 at the time of the point supplement, i.e., point purchase,

which were mentioned above, the user terminal 50, and the control center 10 using

drawing 11 from drawing 8.

[0048]The flow of the processing in the player 1 at the time of purchasing the point is

shown in drawing 8.
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[O049]In this drawing 8, starting of the software for point purchase beforehand

installed in the user terminal 50, i.e., a personal computer, is performed by step ST1,

It is waiting for the controller 16 of the player 1 in the meantime until the software for

the point purchase concerned rises.

[0050]If the software for the above-mentioned point purchase rises, the controller 16

of the player 1 will receive the information inputted into the above-mentioned user

terminal 50 from the user terminal 50 concerned in step ST2. An input request is

made from the user terminal 50 concerned to the user who operates the above-

mentioned user terminal 50 according to the software for the above-mentioned point

purchase, and the information inputted into the user terminal 50 at this time is

information, including a password, a point information number to purchase, etc.

[O051]The information from these user terminals 50 is received by the controller 16

via the terminal 12 of the integrated circuit 10 by which 1 chip making was carried

out into the interface terminal 3 for PC of the player 1, and the player 1 concerned.
The controller 16 which received the information from the user terminal 50

concerned, In step ST3, comparison with the password which the password storing

memory 14 in the integrated circuit 10 of the player 1 concerned stores, and the

password in the information which received [ above-mentioned ] is performed, and

the above-mentioned receiving password checks that it is the right.

[O052]The above-mentioned password the right and the checked controller 16, At the

same time it generates the information on the purport that he would like to purchase

the point in step ST4 (main point of point purchase), and a point information number

to purchase and other information, Security ID is generated from the security ID

generating circuit 19, and these information is made to encipher by the common code

decoder circuit 24 in the following step ST5. The controller 16 reads user ID from the

user ID storing memory 23 in step ST6 next, It adds to the information which

enciphered [ above-mentioned ] the user ID concerned, and the data which added and

created the user ID concerned in step ST7 is further transmitted to the user terminal
50 via the above-mentioned terminal 12 and the interface terminal 3 for PC. From this

user terminal 50, the above-mentioned prepared data will be sent to the control center
211.

[O053]Since the common key encryption system is adopted as encryption of the

above-mentioned prepared data at this time as mentioned above, generation of a

common key is performed in advance of transmission ofthe prepared data concerned.

For this reason, in the above-mentioned controller 16, a session key is generated as

the above-mentioned common key from the security ID generating circuit 19 which is

a random number generation means, for example. This common key (session key)

will be sent from the player 1 to the control center 211 in advance of transmission of

the above~mentioned prepared data. Since the common key concerned is that by

which a code is carried out as mentioned above with a public-key crypto system here,

’ in the above-mentioned controller 16. The public key of the control center 211

currently beforehand kept by the key storage memory 21 for communication is taken

out, and it sends to the above-mentioned open code decoder circuit 20 at the same

time it sends the session key which is the above-mentioned common key to the open

code decoder circuit 20. Thereby by the open code decoder circuit 20 concerned,

encryption of the above-mentioned common key (session key) is performed using the

public key of the above-mentioned control center 211. Thus, with user ID, the

enciphered session key is sent to the control center 211 in advance of transmission of

the above-mentioned prepared data.
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[OO54}As mentioned above, when also performing transmission of point usage
information with a demand of point information, the controller 16 reads point usage

information including said right holder information from the point usage information

storing memory 29, and these also make the above-mentioned common code decoder
circuit 26 send and encipher it. This enciphered point usage information is transmitted
with the above—mentioned prepared data. Simultaneously with transmission of point

usage information, it is also possible to transmit the balance of point information
similarly.

[0O55]Then, the controller 16 receives the data which has been sent from the control
center 211 through the user terminal 50 in step ST8 and which is enciphered. The data
sent from this control center 211 is the data in which the point information and

information, including security ID etc., according to the above—mentioned point

information number previously transmitted from the player 1 concerned to purchase
were enciphered using the same common key as the above—mentioned session key.
[0056]If the data from the above-mentioned control center 21] is received, in step
ST9, it sends the data concerned to the above—mentioned common code decoder

circuit 24, and the controller 16 will read said common key which was generated

previously and kept in the common key storage memory 22, and, similarly will send it
to the common code decoder circuit 24. In the common code decoder circuit 24

concerned, the data enciphered from the above—mentioned control center 211 using
the above-mentioned common key is decrypted.

[O057]Next, security ID of the data in which the above-mentioned controller 16 was
decrypted [ above-mentioned ] in step ST10, the point information which checked by
comparison with security ID from the above-mentioned security ID generating circuit
19, and was stored in the above-mentioned point information storing memory 28 in

step ST11 after the check -- the above —— it corrects for the newly sent point
information.

[0O58]After processing of correction of the above—mentioned point information, etc. is
completed, the controller 16 generates the sign of processing completion, sends it to
the above-mentioned common code decoder circuit 24 with the common key read

from the above-mentioned common key storage memory 22, and is made to encipher

by the common code decoder circuit 24 concerned in step ST12. Then, the controller
16 transmits the sign of the enciphered processing completion concerned to the user
terminal 50 via the terminals 12 and 3 in step ST13, and sends it to the control center
21 1 .

[O059]By the above, the flow of the processing in the player 1 in the case of point

purchase is completed.

[OO60]Next, the flow of the processing in the user terminal 50 at the time of the
above-mentioned point purchase is explained using drawing 9.

[OO61]In this drawing 9, the user terminal 50 starts the software for point purchase in
step ST21. When the software for point purchase concerned rises, in this user terminal
50. The input request of information, including the password mentioned above to the
user who operates the user terminal 50 concerned in step ST22 according to the
software for the above-mentioned point purchase, a point size to purchase, etc., is

performed, If these information is inputted from a user, the inputted information
concerned will be transmitted to the above—mentioned player 1 like step ST2 of said

drawing 8.

[0062]Next, the user terminal 50 will transmit the data transmitted from the player 1
concerned in step ST24, if the data created like step ST7 of said drawing 8 from the
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above—mentioned player 1 in step ST23 is received, the address 21 1, i.e., the control

center, which are registered beforehand.

[O063]lf the user terminal 50 after performing the above—mentioned data transfer has

the data return from waiting and the control center 211 in the return from the control

center 211, it will transmit the data from the control center 21 1 concerned to the

player 1 as it is in step ST25.

[O064]If the sign of processing completion is received like step ST13 of said drawing

8 from the above—mentioned player 1 in step ST26, in order to tell a user about

processing of the point purchase concerned etc. having been completed, the user

terminal 50 concerned, The sign of processing completion is displayed on a display in

step ST27, and a user is made to check.

[0065]Then, the user terminal 50 concerned transmits the cryptogram of the sign of

the processing completion sent from the above—mentioned player 1 to the control
center 21 1.

[O066]By the above, the flow of the processing in the user terminal 50 in the case of

point purchase is completed.

[0067}Next, the flow of the processing in the control center 211 at the time of point

purchase is explained using drawing 10.

[OO68]In this drawing 10, the control center 211 like step ST31, The data enciphered [

above—mentioned ] from the player 1 transmitted via the user terminal 50 by the

communication function section 133 of the controlling-function block 130 by which

the whole is controlled like step ST7 of said drawing 8 and step ST24 of drawing 9 in

the control function part 131 is received. When this data is received, the user

management functional block 110 of the control center 211, Based on the user ID

attached to the received data concerned, a common key comes to hand from the

database section 112 under control of the control function part 111 like step ST32,

and security ID comes to hand from the security ID generating function part 116.

[O069]The common key at this time is said session key beforehand sent from said

player 1, and this session key is enciphered and sent with a public-key crypto system

as mentioned above. Therefore, at the time of decoding of this session key enciphered.

In the user management functional block 110 of the control center 211 concerned, the

secret key of the public-key crypto system of the above—mentioned control center 211

is taken out, and the session key enciphered [ above—mentioned ] with this secret key

is sent to a correspondence code / function decoding part 114. In a correspondence

code / the function decoding part 114 concerned, decryption of a session key

enciphered [ above—mentioned ] using the public key of the above—mentioned control

center 211 is performed. Thus, the obtained session key (common key) is stored in the
above—mentioned database section 112.

[O070]If the common key corresponding to the above—mentioned user ID comes to

hand from the above—mentioned database section 112 and security ID comes to hand

from the security ID generating function part 116, as shown in step ST33, In the

correspondence code/ function decoding part 114 of the user management fiinctional

block 110 of the control center 211, Further in [ decrypt the data enciphered / above-

mentioned / from the above—mentioned player 1 using the above—mentioned common

key, and ] the control fimction part 111, Comparison with security ID in the decrypted

data concerned and security ID read from the above—mentioned security ID generating

function part 116 performs content confirmation of whether to be a user with the just

user side 200 (player 1) who has accessed.

[OO71]In the control center 211 which checked the justification of the above~

mentioned access origin. Like step ST34, by the point generating function part 113 of
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the user management functional block 1 10. The point information according to the

contents of the data sent from the above-mentioned user terminal 50 is published, and

the claim preparations to a user's settlement-of-accounts organization (financial

institution 220) are made by the settlement-of—accounts claim fiinction part 117.

[OO72]Like step ST35, in the control function part 111, the control center 211 checks

that there is no injustice in the balance and point usage information of point

information from the player 1, and performs the conclusion of information for next

processing. That is, a check and conclusion of whether there is any unjust use are

performed from the balance of point information, and the number of the actually used

point information. It is better to perform this check and conclusion desirably, although

it must not carry out.

[OO73]In the user management functional block 110 of the control center 211, like

step ST36 after processing of above-mentioned step ST35 again, In the security ID ‘

generating function part 115, new security ID to the above-mentioned player 1 (user)

is computed based on a random number generation, and above-mentioned security ID

is enciphered with the above-mentioned point information in the control function part

110 further, for example. Encryption at this time is also performed using said session

key (common key) sent beforehand from said player 1.

[O074]An end of the above-mentioned encryption will transmit the data which

enciphered [ above-mentioned ] to the player 1 via the user terminal 50 under control

of the control function part 131 like step ST25 of said drawing 9, and step ST8 of

drawing 8 in the communication function section 133 of the controlling-function
block 130 of the control center 211.

[0O75]Then, in the communication function section 133 of the control center 211, like

step ST38, When the processing completion sign from the user terminal 50 shown in

step ST28 of said drawing 9 is received and decrypted, in the settlement—of-accounts

claim function part 117 of the user management functional block 110 of the control

center 211, like step ST3 9, The financial institution 220 is asked for settlement of

accounts based on the processing completion sign concerned. The sett1ement—of-

accounts claim to this financial institution 220 is performed from the communication

function section 132 of the controlling—function block 130.

[OO76]By the above, the flow of the processing in the control center 211 in the case of

point purchase is completed.

[OO77]From drawing 8 mentioned above, the sequence of the information

transmission and reception between the player 1 and the user terminal 50 in the flow

of processing of drawing 10, and the control center 211 can be expressed, as shown in

drawing 11.

[O078]That is, in this drawing 11, input, such as said password and a point size, is

transmitted from the user terminal 50 to the player 1 by the input transmission T1 like

step ST2 of said drawing 8, and step ST22 of drawing 9.

[O079]I-n the prepared data transmission T2, the data created from the player 1 by said

player 1 to the user terminal 50 is transmitted like step ST7 of said drawing 8, and

step ST23 of drawing 9. In data transfer T3, the data which said player 1 created from
the user terminal 50 to the control center 211 is transmitted like step ST24 of said

drawing 9, and step ST31 of drawing 10.

[0O80]In the data transfer T4, the data enciphered from the control center 211 to the

user terminal 50 in the control center 211 is transmitted like step ST37 of said

drawing 10, and step ST25 of drawing 9. In the transmission T5, the data from the

control center 211 is transmitted to the user terminal 50 by the player 1 as it is like

step ST25 of said drawing 9, and step ST8 of drawing 8.
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[0O81]In the processing completion sign transmission T6, the processing completion

sign from the player 1 is transmitted to the user terminal 50 like step STI3 of said

drawing 8, and step ST26 of drawing 9. In processing completion sign cryptogram

transmission, the processing completion sign enciphered from the player 1 is

transmitted to the control center 211 like step ST28 of said drawing 9, and step ST38

of drawing 10.

[OO82]Next, it explains from drawing 12 flowing into the processing in the player 1 at

the time of acquisition of the digital contents mentioned above, the user terminal 50,

and the control center 211 using drawing 15, referring to drawing 2 and drawing 3.

[O083]The flow of the processing in the player 1 at the time of acquisition of digital

contents is shown in drawing 12.

[O084]In this drawing 12, it is waiting for the controller 16 until starting of the

software for digital contents acquisition beforehand installed in the user terminal 50,

i.e., a personal computer, is performed like step ST41.

[O085]If the software for the above-mentioned digital contents acquisition rises, the

controller 16 will receive the data which contains digital contents from the control

center 211 via the user terminal 50 like step ST42. It has at least the digital contents

enciphered with the contents key (a different common key for every contents) as

having mentioned above the data received via the terminals 3 and 12 from the user

terminal 50 at this time, and the content ID corresponding to the digital contents

concerned. therefore, in order to use these enciphered digital contents, a contents key

comes to hand from the control center 211 -- if it kicks, it will not become. The

method of acquisition of this contents key is mentioned later. .

[0086]The controller 16 which received the data from this user terminal 50 stores this

data, i.e., the enciphered digital contents, in the memory medium connected to the I/O

terminal 4 for memory media via the terminal 11 of the integrated circuit 10.

Although various kinds of storages, such as a rewritable optical disc and

semiconductor memory, can be considered as this memory medium, the thing in

which random access is possible is desirable.

[O087]By the above, the flow of the processing in the player 1 at the time of

acquisition of digital contents is completed.

[O088]Next, the flow of the processing in the user terminal 50 at the time of

acquisition of digital contents is explained using drawing 13.

[O089]In this drawing 13, the user terminal 50 starts the software for digital contents

acquisition in step ST51. If the software concerned rises, in this user terminal 50, the

control center 211 of the address beforehand registered in step ST52 according to the

software for the above-mentioned digital contents acquisition will be accessed.

[0O90]At this time, the control center 211 concerned is exhibiting two or more digital

contents using said virtual online shop 230. From the user terminal 50, the digital

contents of the request according to the selection operation of the user out of two or

more digital contents currently exhibited by this virtual online shop 230 in step ST53

are specified. That is, the user terminal 50 transmits the specification information on

the contents for specifying the digital contents of the request in the digital contents

exhibited by the virtual online shop 230 like step ST54 to the control center 211.

[0O91]If the data which consists of data returned from the control center 211

according to the above-mentioned contents designation information, i.e., said

enciphered digital contents, and content ID like step ST55 is received, The user

terminal 50 concerned once stores the above-mentioned data in storing means, such as

an inside, for example, a hard disk, and a memory, like step ST56.
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[0092]Then, the user terminal 50 transmits the stored data (digital contents and

content ID which were enciphered) concerned to the player 1 like step ST42 of said

drawing 12.

[0093]By the above, the flow of the processing in the user terminal 50 at the time of

acquisition of digital contents is completed.

[0094]Next, the flow of the processing in the control center 21 1 at the time of digital

contents acquisition is explained using drawing 14.

[0O95]The control center 211 shown in drawing 3 is making the virtual online shop
230 mentioned above exhibit two or more contents here. In the contents managing

functional block 100 of control center 211 **, said virtual online shop 230 is

generated and, specifically, two or more above-mentioned digital contents are

exhibited to this virtual online shop 230.

[0096]Thus, in the state where digital contents are exhibited to the virtual online shop

230, contents designation information is received from the user terminal 50 like step

ST61 of drawing 14 step ST54 of said drawing 13.

[0097]If the above-mentioned contents designation information is received from the
user terminal 50 concerned, the control function part 101 of the contents managing

functional block 100 will send this contents designation information to the

controlling-function block 130. The control function part 131 of the controlling-

function block 130 lets the communication function section 134 for right holders pass,

and transmits the contents designation information received from the above-

mentioned control controlling-function block 100 to said content provider 240.

Thereby from the content provider 240 concerned, the digital contents demanded in

the above-mentioned contents designation information are transmitted. The digital

contents which came to hand from the above-mentioned content provider 240 are sent

to the contents managing functional block 100 from the controlling-function block

130, and are inputted into this contents code and compression-ized function part 104.

At this time, the control function part 101 sends the contents key which is generated

in a contents key and the ID generating function part 103, and is stored in the database

102 to above-mentioned contents code and compression-ized function part 104. In this

contents code and compression-ized function part 104, encryption using the above-

mentioned contents key is given to the above-mentioned digital contents, and fiarther

predetermined compression processing is performed. The control function part 101
adds the content ID taken out from the database 102 to the digital contents by which

above encryption and compression processing were carried out, and sends it to the

controlling—function block 130. As predetermined compression processing in case

digital contents are audio signals, For example, like what is called ATRAC (Adaptive

TRansfonn Acoustic Coding) that is the art currently used in what is called MD (mini

disc: trademark) produced commercially in recent years, processing which carries out

highly efficient compression of the audio information in consideration of human

being's aural characteristic was made into an example —— it can mention.

[0098]Then, as shown in step ST62 of drawing 14, the control section 131 of the

contro1ling—function block 130 transmits the digital contents to which it let the

communication function section 133 with a user terminal pass, and it enciphered [

above—] and processed [ compression—], and content ID was added to the above-
mentioned user terminal 50.

[0099]The flow of the processing in the control center 211 at the time of digital

contents acquisition is above.

[0100]From drawing 12 mentioned above, the sequence of the information

transmission and reception between the player 1 and the user terminal 50 in the flow
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ofprocessing of drawing 14, and the control center 211 can be expressed, as shown in

drawing 15.

[0l0l]That is, in this drawing 15, said contents designation information is transmitted

from the user terminal 50 to the control center 211 like step ST54 of said drawing 13

by the input transmission T11. In the contents transfer T12, the digital contents and

content ID which were enciphered are transmitted to the user terminal 50 like step

ST62 of said drawing 14 from the control center 211.

[O1 O2]In the contents transfer T13, the digital contents and content ID which were

once stored in the user terminal 50 and which were enciphered [ above—1nentioned ]

are transmitted to the player 1 like step ST57 of said drawing 13, and step ST42 of

drawing 12.

[0103]Next, it explains from drawing 16 flowing into the processing in the contents

key which is needed when using the digital contents mentioned above, the player 1 at

the time of acquisition of the service condition and the user terminal 50, and the

control center 211 using drawing 19, referring to drawing 2 and drawing 3.

[0104]The flow of the processing in the player 1 at the time of acquisition of a

contents key and a service condition is shown in drawing 16.

[Ol05]In step ST71 of this drawing 16, in the controller 16 of the player 1, it is

waiting until starting of the software the contents key beforehand installed in the user

terminal 50 and for service-condition acquisition is performed.

[Ol06]If the above—mentioned contents key of the above—mentioned user terminal 50

and the software for service—condition acquisition rise, the information inputted into

the user terminal 50 according to the software concerned will be received like step

ST72 via said interface terminal 3 for PC, and the terminal 12 of the integrated circuit

10. The input supplied from the above—mentioned user terminal 50 at this time is

information for requiring a contents key required to solve encryption of digital

contents to appreciate. In this example, the specification information on the digital

contents which use this contents key is used as demand information on the above-

mentioned contents key.

[OlO7]The controller 16 which received this contents designation information from

the above—mentioned user terminal 50, ID of the digital contents specified in the

contents designation information concerned and security ID from the security ID

generating circuit 19 are created, and this created data is made to encipher by the

common code decoder circuit 24 in step ST73. The controller 16 adds the user ID read

from the user ID storing memory 23 to the created data concerned, and transmits it to
the user terminal 50 via the above—mentioned terminal 12 and the interface terminal 3

for PC. From this user terminal 50, the above—mentioned prepared data will be sent to
the control center 211.

[0108]Since the common key encryption system is adopted also as encryption of the

prepared data at this time as mentioned above, in advance of transmission of the

prepared data concerned, generation of a common key is performed to it. For this

reason, in the above—mentioned controller 16, a session key is generated as the above-

mentioned common key from the security ID generating circuit 19 which is a random

number generation means, for example. This common key (session key) will be sent

from the player 1 to the control center 211 in advance of transmission of the above-

mentioned prepared data. Since the common key concerned is that by which a code is

carried out as mentioned above with a public-key crypto system, in the above-

mentioned controller 16. The public key of the control center 211 currently

beforehand kept by the key storage memory 21 for communication is taken out, and it

sends to the above—mentioned open code decoder circuit 20 at the same time it sends
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the session key which is the above-mentioned common key to the open code decoder

circuit 20. Thereby by the open code decoder circuit 20 concerned, encryption of the

above-mentioned common key (session key) is performed using the public key of the

above—mentioned control center 211. Thus, the enciphered session key is sent to the

control center 211 in advance of transmission of the above-mentioned prepared data.

[Ol09]Then, the controller 16 receives the enciphered data which has been sent from
the control center 211 via the user terminal 50 in step ST75 so that it may mention

later. The above—mentioned contents key, a service condition, security ID, etc. are

enciphered as mentioning later the data sent from the control center 211 at this time.

[01 10]If the data enciphered from the above-mentioned control center 21 1 is received,

in the player 1, the data enciphered [ above—mentioned ] will be decrypted like step

ST76, and the justification of the data will be checked. That is, the controller 16

evaluates the justification by checking security ID of the data decrypted [ above-

mentioned ] by comparison with security ID from the above—mentioned security ID

generating circuit 19.

[01 l1]Here, encryption is made with a public-key crypto system so that a contents

key may be mentioned later, and about a service condition and security ID, encryption

is made with the common key encryption system. Therefore, in order to decrypt the

contents key concerned enciphered, The secret key of a public-key crypto system is

required, and since the player inherent key is used as a secret key as mentioned above

in the player 1 of this embodiment, the player inherent key concerned is taken out

from the key storage memory 21 for communication. This player inherent key is sent

to the open code decoder circuit 20 with the contents key enciphered [ above-

mentioned ]. In this open code decoder circuit 20, the contents key enciphered [

above-mentioned ] is decrypted using the above-mentioned player inherent key. The

contents key decrypted in this way is kept by the common key storage memory 22. On

the other hand, in decrypting the service condition and security ID which are

enciphered with the above—mentioned common key encryption system, These data is
sent to the above—mentioned common code decoder circuit 24, and said common key

which was generated previously and kept in the common key storage memory 22 is

read, and, similarly it sends to the common code decoder circuit 24. In the common

code decoder circuit 24 concerned, the above—mentioned service condition and

security ID are decrypted using the above-mentioned common key. The service

condition decrypted in this way is stored in the point usage information storing

memory 29. It is important here that the decrypted contents key and the service
condition concerned are not taken out from the exterior of the player 1 concerned, the

controller 16 specifically formed in the integrated circuit 10 of drawing 2 or the

common key storage memory 22, and the point usage information storing memory 29
outside.

[O1l2]The controller 16 makes the contents key which decoded [ above-mentioned ]
store in the above-mentioned common key storage memory 22 with the above-

mentioned content ID like step ST77 after the check of the above-mentioned

justification.

[O1l3]Then, the controller 16 creates the message which shows that the above-
mentioned contents key came to hand in step ST78, This message is sent to the

common key encryptosystem decoder circuit 24 like the above-mentioned, and said

common key which was generated beforehand and kept in the common key storage

memory 22 is read, and, similarly it sends to the common code decoder circuit 24. In
the common code decoder circuit 24 concerned, a message is enciphered using the

above-mentioned common key.
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[O114]After encryption of the message concerned is completed, the controller 16

transmits this enciphered message to the user terminal 50 via the terminals 12 and 3

like step ST79. This enciphered message is made to transmit to the control center 211
after that.

[01 15]By the above, the flow of the processing in the player 1 at the time of a

contents key and service—condition acquisition is completed.

[O116]Next, the flow of the processing in the user terminal 50 at the time of a contents

key and service-condition acquisition is explained using drawing 17.

[0117]In this drawing 17, the user terminal 50 starts the software for a contents key

and service—condition acquisition in step ST81. If the designation input demand of the

contents of hope is performed and specification of contents is made from a user to the

user who will operate the user terminal 50 concerned in step ST82 with this user

terminal 50 according to the above-mentioned software if the software concerned

rises, that specification information will be generated. The user terminal 50 transmits

the specification information on the above-mentioned contents to the player 1 in the

above-mentioned step ST83.

[O118]Next, if the data created and transmitted by the above-mentioned player 1 like

step ST74 of said drawing 16 in step ST84 is received, the user terminal 50, The data

transmitted from the player 1 concerned in step ST85 is transmitted to the control

center 211 where the address is registered beforehand.

[01 19]The user terminal 50 after performing a data transfer to the above-mentioned

control center 211, If there is return of the data in which the contents key and service

condition specified by the above-mentioned content ID from the control center 211 in

waiting and step ST86, security ID, etc. were enciphered, the return from the control

center 211, The data from the control center 211 concerned is transmitted to the

player 1 as it is in step ST87.

[0120]The user terminal 50 after performing a data transfer to the above-mentioned

player 1, The return from the player 1 in waiting and step ST88 like step ST79 of said

drawing 16 from the player 1, If there is return of the message as which it was

enciphered that the above-mentioned contents key came to hand, it will indicate that

the above-mentioned contents key acquisition was completed to the display device

connected to the user terminal 50 concerned in step ST89, and a user will be told.

[0121]Then, the message which was returned from the above-mentioned player 1 and

which was enciphered [ above-mentioned ] is sent to the control center 211 in step
ST90.

[O122]By the above, the flow of the processing in the user terminal 50 at the time of a

contents key and service-condition acquisition is completed.

[O123]Next, the flow of the processing in the control center 211 at the time of a

contents key and service-condition acquisition is explained using drawing 18.

[O124]In this drawing 18, the communication function section 133 with the user

terminal of the control center 211, The encryption data of the content ID transmitted

to the user terminal 50 from the player 1 via ** in step ST91 like step ST74 of said

drawing 16 and step ST85 of drawing 17, user ID, a message, and security ID is

received. This received data is sent to the user management functional block 110.

[O125]The control fimction part 111 of the user management functional block 1 10

concerned, Based on the user ID added to the encryption data which received [ above-

mentioned ], the common key for solving the encryption concerned is taken out from

the database section 112, and the above-mentioned encryption data is decoded using

this common key in a correspondence code and the function decoding part 114. The

control function part 111 checks the justification of the data which was received [
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above-mentioned ] and decrypted using the user ID and security ID from the security

ID generating function part 116 which were read from the database section 112.

[0126]The common key at this time is said session key beforehand sent from said

player 1, and this session key is enciphered and sent with a public—key crypto system
as mentioned above. Therefore, at the time of decoding of this session key enciphered.

Like the above-mentioned, in the control center 211 concerned, the secret key of the

public—key crypto system of the above-mentioned control center 211 is taken out, and
the session key enciphered [ above-mentioned ] is decrypted using a secret key in a

correspondence code / the function decoding part 114 concerned. Thus, the obtained

session key (common key) is stored in the above-mentioned database section 112.

[Ol27]When the justification of the data which received [ above-mentioned ] is

checked, the control function part 111, The contents key and service condition which

were specified in the above-mentioned content ID to the contents managing functional

block 100 are required, The control function part 101 of the contents managing
functional block 100 which received the demand concerned reads the contents key

and service condition which were specified in the above-mentioned content ID from

the database section 102, and transmits them to the user management functional block

110. The control function part 111 sends these contents keys and a service condition

to a correspondence code / function decoding part 114 with security ID, as shown in

step ST93.

[O128]Here, encryption is made with the public—key crypto system mentioned above
about the contents key, and encryption is made with the common key encryption

system mentioned above about a service condition and security ID. Therefore, when

enciphering the contents key concerned, the public key (public key beforehand stored

corresponding to the player 1) of user side 200 is taken out from said database section
112 based on the above-mentioned user ID, and it is sent to a correspondence code /

filnction decoding part 114. In a correspondence code / the function decoding part 114
concerned, the above-mentioned contents key is enciphered using the above-

mentioned public key. On the other hand, when enciphering the above-mentioned
service condition and security ID, the common key (session key) specified by the
above-mentioned user ID is taken out from the above-mentioned database section

112, and it is sent to a correspondence code / function decoding part 114. In the

correspondence code / function decoding part 114 at this time, the above-mentioned
service condition and security ID are enciphered using the above-mentioned common

key.

[O129]The contents key, the service condition, and security ID which were enciphered

[ above-mentioned ] are sent to the controlling-function block 130, and are
transmitted to the user terminal 50 from the communication function section 133 with

a user terminal like step ST94. The data transmitted to this user terminal 50 will be

sent to the player 1 via the user terminal 50 like step ST87 of said drawing 17, and

step ST75 of drawing 16.

[0130]Reception of the encryption message which the control center 211 was

generated by the player 1 like step ST79 of said drawing 16, and step ST90 of
drawing 17, and was transmitted via the user terminal 50 Then, waiting, When the
above-mentioned communication function section 133 receives the encryption

message which the above~mentioned player 1 generated like step ST95, the control
center 211 concerned, Like step ST96, the encryption message concerned is decrypted

with a common key, and it checks that the above-mentioned player 1 has obtained the

contents key and the service condition from the decoding message.
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[O1 3 1]By the above, the flow of the processing in the control center 211 at the time of

a contents key and service—condition acquisition is completed.

[O132]From drawing 16 mentioned above, the sequence of the information

transmission and reception between the player 1 and the user terminal 50 in the flow

of processing of drawing 18, and the control center 211 can be expressed, as shown in

drawing 19.

[O133]That is, in this drawing 19, said contents designation information is transmitted

from the user terminal 50 to the player 1 like step ST83 of said drawing 17 by the

contents-designation—information transmission T21. In the prepared data transmission

T22, the data created by the player 1 is transmitted to the user terminal 50 like above

step ST74. In the prepared data transmission T23, the data created by the above-

mentioned player 1 from the user terminal 50 concerned is transmitted to the control

center 211. In the enciphered data sending T24, the data enciphered in the control

center 211 is sent to the user terminal 50 like step ST94 of said drawing 18, and the

enciphered data concerned is further sent to the player 1 by the enciphered data

sending T25.

[O134]In the message transfer T26, like step ST79 of said drawing 16, In the data

sending T27 as which the data which enciphered the message which shows the

completion of contents key acquisition was transmitted to the user terminal 50 from

the player 1, and was enciphered further, the message enciphered from the above-

mentioned player 1 is sent to the control center 211 from the user terminal 50.

[O1 35]Next, in the player 1 which received point information, digital contents, and a

contents key as mentioned above, it explains flowing into the processing at the time of

actually appreciating digital contents using the user terminal 50 using drawing 20,

referring to drawing 2.

[O136]Here, it is assumed that the memory medium said digital contents were

remembered to be is connected to the terminal 4 of the player 1.

[O137]In this state, the digital contents which wish to appreciate from the user
terminal 50 are specified to the player 1 concerned like step ST101. At this time, the

specification concerned is made, when a user operates the user terminal 50, for

example.

[0138]Like step STIO2, according to the contents designation information from the
above-mentioned user terminal 50, the controller 16 of the player 1 performs access to

the above-mentioned memory medium, and reads ID of contents at this time.

[O139]Based on the content ID read in the above-mentioned memory medium, the

above-mentioned controller 16 like step STIO3, It accesses to said common key

storage memory 22, and it checks whether the contents key is stored, and accesses to

said point usage information storing memory 29, and it is checked whether the service
condition is stored.

[0140]When it checks here that the above-mentioned contents key and the service
condition are not stored in the above-mentioned common key storage memory 22 or

the point usage information storing memory 29, the controller 16, The information on

the purport that the contents key concerned etc. do not exist to the user terminal 50 is

sent, and this displays the message which stimulates acquisition of the above-

mentioned contents key etc. on said display device from the user terminal 50. In this

case, it carries out like the flow chart for contents key acquisition mentioned above,

and a contents key etc. come to hand. Thus, when a contents key etc. newly come to

hand, as mentioned above in step STl 04, the contents key which are enciphered is

decrypted.
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[0141]Next, the controller 16 checks whether there is any enough balance of the point
information stored in the point information storing memory 28 based on the service

condition decrypted [ above-mentioned ], as shown in step ST105. When the balance

of the above-mentioned point information stored in the above-mentioned point

information storing memory 28 is insufficient, The information on the purport that the

balance of the point information concerned is insufficient is sent from the controller
16 to the user terminal 50, and, thereby, the user terminal 50 displays the message

which stimulates acquisition of the above-mentioned point information on said

display device. In this case, it carries out like a flow chart for point access to
information which was mentioned above, and point information comes to hand.

[0142]When actually appreciating digital contents, here the controller 16, According

to the digital contents concerned to appreciate, a point information number is reduced

from the above-mentioned point information storing memory 28 like step ST106,

Furthermore, the new point usage information according to the condition of use of the

point information concerned is stored in the point usage information storing memory
29 (point usage information is updated). Thus, as point usage information newly

stored to the point usage information storing memory 29, they are the right holder

information corresponding to the digital contents which appreciated [ above-

mentioned ], including owner of a copyright etc., information, other information on

the reduced point information number, etc.

[0143]Then, the controller 16 will read digital contents from a memory medium, if it
checks that the processing for fee collection of the cut of these point information, new

storing of point usage information, etc. has been completed like step ST107.

[0144]Since the digital contents read from this memory medium are enciphered, the
controller 16 transmits the digital contents enciphered [ above-mentioned ] to the

common code decoder circuit 24 like step ST109.

[O145]In this common code decoder circuit 24, the digital contents enciphered [
above-mentioned ] are decrypted like step ST110 using the contents key which

decrypts previously and is kept by the common key storage memory 22 based on the
directions from the controller 16.

[0146]Since predetermined compression processing is made as mentioned above,

these digital contents the controller 16, The digital contents by which the above-

mentioned code was decrypted and by which compression processing is carried out [

above-mentioned ] are made to transmit to the expansion circuit 26 from the above-

mentioned common code decoder circuit 24 like step ST111, and the elongation

processing corresponding to the above-mentioned predetermined compression

processing is made to perform here.

[O147]Then, the elongated digital contents concerned, Like step ST112, it is changed
into an analog signal in the D/A conversion circuit 27, and is outputted outside (for

example, user terminal 50 grade) like step ST113 via the terminal 13 of the integrated
circuit 10, and the analog output terminal 2 of the player 1 concerned. -

[0148]By the above, the flow of the processing in the player 1 at the time of contents

appreciation is completed, and the appreciation of digital contents of a user is
attained.

[O149]Next, the point usage information newly stored in the point usage information

storing media 29 of said player 1 with appreciation of digital contents which were
mentioned above, It explains flowing into the processing in the player 1 at the time of

returning to the control center 211, the user terminal 50, and the pipe center 310 using

drawing 24 from drawing 21, referring to drawing 2 and drawing 3.
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[O150]The flow of the processing in the player 1 at the time of point usage

information return is shown in drawing 21.

[O151]In this drawing 21, it waits for the controller 16 until starting of the software

for point usage information return beforehand installed in the user terminal 50 is

performed, as shown in step ST121.

[O1 52]If the software for the above-mentioned point usage information return of the

above-mentioned user terminal 50 rises, the information inputted into the user

terminal 50 according to the software concerned will be received like step ST122 via

said interface terminal 3 for PC, and the terminal 12 of the integrated circuit 10. The

input supplied from the above-mentioned user terminal 50 at this time is a password

etc. which are entered by the user.

[01 53]The controller 16 which received this contents designation information from

the above-mentioned user terminal 50, The password supplied from the user terminal

50 concerned in step STl23 is compared with the password stored in the password

storing memory 14, and the password concerned carries out the right check of how.

[O154]When it is checked that it is a right password in the check of the above-

mentioned password, the controller 16, The balance of the point information stored in

the point information storing memory 28 and the point usage information stored in the

point usage information storing memory 29 are read like step STl24, respectively,

and these information is enciphered.

[O155]After the balance of the above-mentioned point information and encryption of

point usage information are completed, the controller 16 is attached to the data which

read user ID from the user ID storing memory 23, and enciphered [ above-mentioned

] like step ST125.

[0156]The data in which this user ID was attached is transmitted to the user terminal

50 via the terminal 12 and the interface terminal 3 for PC like step ST126 from the
controller 16. This data is transmitted to the control center 211 after that.

[O157]As mentioned above also in the encryption at this time, the common key

encryption system is adopted. That is, in advance of transmission of the data

concerned, generation of a common key is performed like the above-mentioned, it is

enciphered with said public-key crypto system (encryption using the public key of the

control center 211), and this generated common key is sent to the control center 211
with user ID.

[01 58]After transmitting data to the user terminal 50 as mentioned above, the
controller 16 waits to transmit the data later mentioned from the above-mentioned

control center 21 1 via the user terminal 50.

[0159]When the data from the above-mentioned control center 211 is received like

step ST127, here in the player 1. The received data enciphered using the common key

encryption system are decrypted like step ST127 using a common key like the above-

mentioned, and the justification of the data is checked. That is, the controller 16

evaluates the justification by checking security ID of the data decrypted [ above-

mentioned ] by comparison with security ID from the above-mentioned security ID

generating circuit 19.

[0160]The message of the processing completion enciphered using the above-

mentioned common key is also contained in the data transmitted from the above-

mentioned control center 211. Therefore, the controller 16 after the check of above-

mentioned security ID is completed, Send the processing completion message

enciphered [ above-mentioned ] to the common code decoder circuit 24, the

decryption using a common key is made to perform here, and it is checked that
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processing in the above-mentioned control center 211 has been completed by
receiving this decrypted processing completion message.

[0161]By the above, the flow of the processing in the player 1 at the time of point

usage information return is completed.

[0162]Next, the flow of the processing in the user terminal 50 at the time of point
usage information return is explained using drawing 22.

[O163]In this drawing 22, the user terminal 50 starts the software for point usage
information return in step ST131. When the software concerned rises, in this user

terminal 50. If input requests, such as a password, are performed and the input of a

password is made from a user to the user who operates the user terminal 50 concerned
in step ST132 according to the above—1nentioned software, the password will be

transmitted to the player 1.

[0164]Next, if the data created and transmitted by the above—mentioned player 1 like
step ST126 of said drawing 21 in step ST133 is received, the user terminal 50, The
data transmitted from the player 1 concerned in step ST134 is transmitted to the
control center 211 where the address is registered beforehand.

[O165]The user terminal 50 after performing a data transfer to the above-mentioned
control center 211 will transmit the data concerned to the player 1 as it is, if the data

in which the return from the control center 211 is sent from the control center 21 1 to

the player 1 in waiting and step ST135 is received.

[01 66]The user terminal 50 after performing a data transfer to the above-mentioned
player 1 performs the display for making a user know that processing was completed
to a display device, and receives the check from a user.

[O167]By the above, the flow of the processing in the user terminal 50 at the time of
point usage information return is completed.

[0168]Next, the flow of the processing in the control center 211 at the time of point
usage information return is explained using drawing 23.

[0169]In the communication function section 133 with the user terminal of the control
center 211, the data of the point usage information etc. which have been transmitted

by step ST126 of said drawing 21 and step ST134 of drawing 22 from the player 1 via
said user terminal 50 is received like step ST141.

[O170]When this data is received, the user management functional block 110 of the
control center 211, The common key which is beforehand received from the database
section 112 like the above-mentioned, and is stored under control of the control

function part 111 like step ST142 based on the user ID attached to the received data
concerned comes to hand, and security ID comes to hand.

[01 71 ]If the common key and security ID corresponding to the above-mentioned user
ID come to hand from the above-mentioned database section 112, as shown in step

STl43, In the correspondence code / function decoding part 114 of the user

management functional block 110 of the control center 211, Further in [ decrypt the
data of the point usage information etc. which were enciphered / above—mentioned/
from the above-mentioned player 1 using the above-mentioned common key, and]

the control function part 111, Comparison with security ID in the decrypted data

concerned and security ID read from the above-mentioned database section 112

performs content confirmation of whether to be a user withthe just user side 200
(player 1) who has accessed.

[01 72]The data after the check of the above-mentioned justification and the contents
is transmitted to the usage information controlling-function block 120. The control

fiinction part 121 of this usage information controlling-function block 120, As shown
in step STI44, it is checked whether there is any injustice in use of above-mentioned
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user side 200 using the information stored in the database section 122 using the

balance and point usage information of point information which have been sent from

the above—mentioned player 1. Simultaneously, when [ concerned / unjust ] it comes

and things are checked, the operation which summarizes the balance and point usage

information of point information in the usage information calculation function part

123 is performed.

[01 73]Then, the control function part 11 1 of the user management functional block

110 controls the security ID generating function part 116, makes security ID compute,

controls the confirmation message generating function part 115 further, and makes the

message of processing completion generate, as shown in step ST145. These security

ID and a processing completion message are enciphered using said common key in

the correspondence code / function decoding part 114 of the user management
functional block 110.

[01 74}The data which was enciphered [ above—mentioned ] and generated will be sent
to the user terminal 50 from the communication function section 133 with a user

terminal, as shown in step ST146, and it will be transmitted to the player 1 from the

user terminal 50 concerned like step STl35 of said drawing 22, and step ST127 of

drawing 21.

[O175}By the above, the flow of the processing in the control center 211 at the time of

point usage information return is completed. ‘

[0176]From drawing 21 mentioned above, the sequence of the information

transmission and reception between the player 1 and the user terminal 50 in the flow

of processing of drawing 23, and the control center 211 can be expressed, as shown in

drawing 24.

[O177]That is, in this drawing 24, the input of said password is transmitted from the

user terminal 50 to the player 1 like step ST132 of said drawing 22 by the input

transmission T31. In the prepared data transmission T32, the data which the player 1

created is transmitted to the user terminal 50 like step STl26 of said drawing 21. In

the prepared data transmission T33, the data created by the above—mentioned player 1
is transmitted to the control center 211 from the above-mentioned user terminal 50

like step ST134 of said drawing 22. In the data transfer T34, the data created in the

control center 211 is transmitted to the user terminal 50 like step ST146 of said

drawing 23. In the data transfer T35, the data created in the control center 211 is

transmitted to the player 1 via the user terminal 50 like step STI27 of said drawing
21.

[0l78]Actual operation of the player 1 of the system of this embodiment, the user

terminal 50, and the control center 211 serves as a flow which was mentioned above.

[O179]So far, although the flow of processing of the whole in the system of this

embodiment has been explained, operation of each of the principal part of the system

of this embodiment is explained in detail after this.

[01 80]First, explanation about operation of the encryption and compression in this

invention embodiment, and extension and decryption is given.

[01 8l]Like the system of an embodiment mentioned above, when distributing digital

contents using a network, in order to stop the data volume, compression/extension art

is used, and encryption/compression technology is used for anti—copying or fee

collection. That is, compressing digital contents and carrying out encryption

processing further by the distribution side (an above—mentioned example the control

center 211 side), is performed. When distributing the digital contents

(cncryption/compressed data) generated at the transmitting side (control center 211

side) like an above—mentioned example using a network, In a receiver (an above-
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mentioned example player 1), decrypting, after receiving the digital contents which
were above-enciphered and were compressed, elongating further, and restoring digital
contents is performed. The turn of processing of the above—mentioned encryption,

compression and decryption, and extension may interchange.

[Ol 82]When copyright etc. exist in the above—mentioned digital contents, when the
above—mentioned receiver elongates the above—mentioned digital contents with the

above—mentioned decryption, it will be charged according to intention of the above-

mentioned owner of a copyright etc. Although this fee collection is performed by

mainly purchasing, the key, i.e., the contents key, of decryption, it is in the method of

purchasing this contents key variously.

[Ol 83]Here, as mentioned above, when procedure which compresses digital contents,

is enciphered, is decrypted and is elongated is followed, the user who had bad faith,
for example can obtain comparatively easily the compressed data decrypted [ above-
mentioned ]. Namely, the compressed data of digital contents, Generally capacity is

large, therefore For example, since not an internal memory but the ** value of a
common contents playback device of a receiver are accumulated in external memory

in many cases, It is because it is easy to take out unjustly the digital contents

compressed [ above—mentioned ] by the connection section with direct or external

memory from this external memory.

~ [01 84]What cannot be processed if the algorithm of the expansion system to

compression is hidden like the key of a code general to the algorithm of an expansion
system, respectively being opened to the public in many cases does not exist. And as
compared with the digital contents by which the encryption distributed from the
above—mentioned transmitting side and compression were made, **** which

distributes the compression digital contents which did not change in data volume,

therefore were decrypted [ above—mentioned ] with bad faith is also easy for the

compression digital contents decrypted [ above—mentioned ]. Namely, according to the
method which is enciphered and distributes digital contents after compressing [

above—mentioned ]. The danger that the compression digital contents which can

elongate anyone easily will be distributed further in the place which a theft is easily
carried out to a user with bad faith, and intention of an owner of a copyright etc. does

not reach for this reason, or will be elongated is large.

[01 85]So, in the embodiment of the invention, in order to make it possible to raise the
safety of the digital contents distributed using a network in view of such a situation, in

the player 1 of above—mentioned drawing 2, processing as shown in the flow chart of
the following drawing 25 is performed.

[01 86]Name1y, in the decoding processing in the common code decoder circuit 24 of
the player l of drawing 2, and the elongation processing in the above—mentioned
expansion circuit 26. The data of the digital contents by which compression

processing was carried out with the encryption read from said memory medium like
step STl5l, First, it divides into the unit of the least common multiple lcm (X, Y) of
the batch X bit of the algorithm of decoding processing, and the algorithm batch Y bit

of elongation processing.

[01 87]Next, as the data of digital contents in which the above—mentioned encryption
divided into the unit of the above—mentioned least common multiple lcm (X, Y) and

compression processing are made is shown in step STl 52, decoding processing is
performed by the above—mentioned common code decoder circuit 24 for every unit of
the least common multiple lcm (X, Y) concerned.

[01 88]As the data of digital contents in which the unit of the least common multiple
lcm (X, Y) obtained by the decoding processing concerned is compressed is shown in
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step STl 54, elongation processing is performed to all the compressed data for the unit
concerned in the above-mentioned expansion circuit 26.

[01 89]Then, the decryption and elongation processing for every unit of this least

common multiple lcm (X, Y) are continued until the processing about all the data of

digital contents by which compression processing was carried out with the above-

mentioned encryption is completed. . Namely, judgment whether the decryption and

elongation processing for every unit of the least common multiple lcm (X, Y) were

completed to all the data of digital contents should do to be shown in step ST155.

When not having completed and it returned and completes to step STl 52, the flow

chart of the processing concerned is completed.

[01 90]The digital contents by which all the data was decrypted and elongated by this
will be obtained.

[01 91 ]Although the decoding data of the above-mentioned least-common~multiple

lcm (X, Y) unit will exist, the data volume of the decoding data concerned also has

little processing of the flow chart of drawing 25 in the player 1 concerned. For this

reason, a possibility ofbeing stolen like [ in the case of saving at external memory
which can be saved at an internal memory with high safety even if comparatively

expensive, therefore was mentioned above ] will become very low.

[01 92]In the above-mentioned player 1 in this embodiment, the buffer memory 25 of
drawing 2 is fonned as an internal memory for securing the above-mentioned safety
between the above-mentioned common code decoder circuit 24 and the expansion

circuit 26. That is, this buffer memory 25 is formed in the integrated circuit 10 of one

chip, and it is hard to be accessed from the outside, therefore data is not taken out
outside.

[Ol93]In an above-mentioned flow chart, are made to perform decryption and

elongation processing to all the data for the unit of the least common multiple lcm (X,

Y), and as specific constitution for it, For example, the data of digital contents is first
divided into the batch X bit of the algorithm of decoding processing like composition

of being shown in drawing 26, By performing decoding processing to the data of this

X bit, gathering the data in which the X bit concerned by which decoding processing

was carried out is compressed after that by the algorithm batch Y bit of elongation

processing, and elongating the compressed data of the Y bit concerned. It is made to
realize the decryption and elongation processing in the unit of the least common

multiple lcm (X, Y) as mentioned above.

[O194]The common code decoder circuit 24 of the player 1 which realizes this
consists of the input part 30 and the code decoding part 31, and the above-mentioned

expansion circuit 26 consists of the expanding part 32 and the outputting part 33. Said
buffer memory 25 is formed between these common code decoder circuit 24 and the

expansion circuit 26.

[0l95]If encryption processing to the above-mentioned digital contents is performed
as a more concrete example here for example, using the DES (Data Encription

Standard) code, The encryption processing concerned and decoding processing

corresponding to it will be performed by 64 bitwises.

[Ol 96]ln the case of the elongation processing to the compressed digital contents, it

changes also with the compression ratios and sampling frequencies, but under the

present circumstances, it is processed per lK — 2 K bits/channel in many cases. Here,
it is assumed that it is processed for every l.28K bit for convenience.

[0l97]Therefore, in the case of the system using the above-mentioned DES cipher

system and the compression expansion system for every above~mentioned l.28K bit,
the above-mentioned least common multiple lcm is set to 128K.
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[01 98]Said digital contents enciphered and compressed are inputted into the input part

30 of the basis of such conditions, and the common code decoder circuit 24 of

drawing 26. In the input part 3l concerned, the digital contents which were

enciphered [ above-mentioned ] and compressed are divided into [ every batch X bit

of the algorithm of the above-mentioned decoding processing], i.e., 64 bits, data, and

are outputted to the code decoding part 3 l.

[0l99]ln this code decoding part 32, decoding processing of the above-mentioned X
bit, i.e., 64 bits, data is carried out concerned every 64 bits. The 64 bits [ which was

obtained by the decryption in this every 64 bits ] data compressed is sent to the buffer

memory 25.

[0200]When the compressed data for the algorithm batch Y bit of elongation

processing, i.e., a l.28K bit, accumulates according to the directions from said

controller 16, the buffer memory 25 concerned, The compressed data for the l.28K bit

concerned is outputted collectively, and this compressed data is sent to the expanding

part 32 of the above-mentioned expansion circuit 26.

[020l]The above-mentioned expanding part 26 elongates the compressed data for the

l.28K bit inputted [ above-mentioned ], and outputs it to the outputting part 33.

[0202]The controller l6 controls processing of the decoding section 31, and

processing of the expanding part 32, monitoring the data volume which accumulated
in the buffer memory 25.

[0203]lf 20 pieces (= 1280/64) are parallel in decoding processing if it is this case,

and it processes, it will become a more nearly high-speed processing system.

[0204]In addition, when performing not hardware constitutions like said drawing 2 or

drawing 26 but processing mentioned above with the programmable device, the

controller 16 will process based on a decoded program or an extension program,

corresponding to the situation of the buffer memory 25.

[0205]/Xlthough the digital contents enciphered after compressing were supplied to

the player l and the example elongated after decrypting these digital contents

compressed and enciphered was given by the player 1 by above-mentioned

explanation, Even if it is a case where the compressed digital contents are elongated

and decrypted after enciphering, the same effect as **** can be acquired.

[0206]The algorithm of compression / extension, and encryption/decryption is not

limited, and this invention is effective to any methods.

[0207]Thus, according to this invention, the safety of the digital contents distributed

using a network improves.

[0208]Next, explanation about generating operation of said security ID is given.

[0209]As point information comes to hand beforehand and being mentioned above
like this embodiment in the case of a method which reduces the point information

concerned according to appreciation of digital contents, After the control center 211

on a network performs checks as arbitrary after receiving communication of a

purchase request of the point information from the user terminal 50 of user side 200
as financial institution 220 and others, it enciphers the point information and sends it

to the player 1 of user side 200 via a network.

[021 0]In the case of a method which obtains point information beforehand and

reduces the point information concerned like this embodiment according to

appreciation of digital contents, between the control center 2l1 and the player 1 (user

terminal 50), an exchange of the data same each time as the degree of the purchase of

point information -- carrying out (for example, the information of "the point

information on 3000 cyclotomies" corresponding to "3000 supplement demand of the

point information on a cyclotomy" and it which were enciphered is exchanged) —— it is
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based on those who have bad faith, for example. The amount—of—money supplement

depended for what is called "impersonating" to the financial institution 220 serves as

a problem. "Impersonating" to the financial institution which says here means what a

person with the above—mentioned bad faith impersonates an original user (this

embodiment user side 200), and obtains point information unjustly.

[O21l]Namely, if the data same each time as the degree of the purchase of point

information is exchanged, For example, a person with bad faith robs a communication

line of the data concerned, and the same data is generated, In the case as the

destination is made into itself (person with bad faith) to the control center 211 and

acquisition of point information was requested. A person with the bad faith concerned

can obtain point information, and the claim of the purchase price of this point

information has fiirther a possibility that the problem that it will be made by original

user side 200 may occur.

[0212]Then, in order to prevent such injustice, in the system of this invention

embodiment, the random number generated by the random number generation

function which has interlocked beforehand by both a receiver (player 1 side) and the

distribution side (control center 211 side) is used for the improvement in safety.

According to this embodiment, said security ID is generated as the above—mentioned

random number. What is necessary is to initialize the timer 18, for example and just to

synchronize operation between both, for example in the cases, such as a user's

registration procedure, in order to interlock a random number generation among both.

[0213]That is, the operation at the time of the player 1, for example, point access to

information, from the control center 211 at the time of using this random number

(security ID) serves as the following flows.

[02l4]The data sent from the control center 211 to the player 1 is made with the data

which consists of security ID generated [ above—mentioned ] with the point

information enciphered using the common key (session key) which came to hand

beforehand from the player 1 as mentioned above at the time of the purchase of point
information.

[O215]The controller 16 of the player 1 is sent to the common code decoder circuit 24,

as the data received from the control center 211 concerned was mentioned above, and

it performs decoding processing here using said common key. By this, the point

information and security ID which have been sent from the control center 211 will be
obtained.

[O216]Then, the controller 16 of the player 1 compares security ID sent from the

above—mentioned control center 211 with security ID generated in the own security ID

generating circuit 19. In this comparison, the controller 16 stores in said point

information storing memory 28 the point information sent from the above-mentioned

control center 211, only when security ID from the control center 211 and security ID

which the above itself generated are in agreement.

[O217]By this, only the player 1 of valid—user side 200 can obtain point information.

the malicious person who in other words has the player 1 of valid-user side 200, and

the same player -- said -- impersonating, even if it is going to obtain point information

unjustly, Since security ID of the player which the person of the bad faith concerned

has, and security ID sent from the above—mentioned control center 211 are not in

agreement, the person with this bad faith will not get said inaccurate point access to

information depended for impersonating.

[O21 8]Of course, security ID generated in the player 1 ofuser side 200, The security

ID generating circuit 19 provided in the integrated circuit 10 of the player 1 concerned
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occurs, and since it is what cannot be taken out outside, a person with bad faith cannot

steal the security ID concerned.

[O2l9}Although some are various in the composition which generates the random

number as above-mentioned security ID, the example is shown in drawing 27. The

composition of this drawing 27 is one example of the security ID generating circuit 19

of said drawing 2.

[O220]In this drawing 27, the one-way function generating part 40 generates what is
called a one-way nature function. The inverse function is far difficult for calculation

with a function with the above~mentioned one-way nature function comparatively

easy to calculate. It receives by secret communication etc. beforehand and this one-

way function can also be saved at the one-way function generating part 40 concerned.

The one-way function generating part 40 can also be made to generate the above-

mentioned one-way function by making into an input function the hour entry from the

timer 18 established in the integrated circuit 10 of said drawing 2. The above-

mentioned one-way function is sent to the random number deciding part 43.

[O22l]The number generating part 41 ofusers generates the predetermined number of
users defined for every user. This number of users is beforehand sent by secret

communication etc., and is saved at the number generating part 41 of users concerned.

The user ID which said user ID storing memory 23 stores, for example can also be
used for this number of users.

[0222]The random number database 42 stores a random number, and stores 99
random numbers.

[O223]The time communication storage parts store 44 memorizes the time

communication information sent, for example from the controller 16. This time
communication information is information which shows the time communication

between the player 1 and the control center 211.

[O224]These one-way functions, the number of users, and time communication
information are sent to the random number deciding part 43. The random number

deciding part 43 concerned generates the random number of the range beforehand

memorized by the random number database section 42 from the above-mentioned

one-way function and the number of users, for example based on the hour entry from

said timer 18 (for example, 99 pieces).

[0225]Namely, if the above-mentioned time communication information is the
communication which is the 1st time in this random number deciding part 43, The

99th random number is taken out from the above-mentioned random number database

section 42, and if for example, time communication information is the communication

which is the n-th time, the 100-n-th random numbers will be picked out from the

above-mentioned random number database 42, and this taken-out random number is

outputted as said security ID.

[O226]The composition of this security ID generating has the same thing in the player
1 and the control center 211.

[O227]When finishing using all the random numbers stored in the random number
database section 42, In the above-mentioned random number deciding part 42, 100

pieces - the 199th random number are calculated, or secret communication of a new
random number and unidirectional function is carried out, and it re—stores in the

random number database section 42, or, on the other hand, reconstructs to the tropism

function generation part 40.

[O228]Although a random number (security ID) is generated and he is trying to

improve the safety for every communication in the explanation mentioned above,
According to this embodiment, since he is also trying to generate programmably a
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common key (session key) different each time whenever it communicates between
user side 200 and the control center 211 Side as mentioned above, safety is improved

further.

[0229]Here, the above-mentioned random number is inserted about the transmission
sentences (for example, message etc.) actually transmitted, and signs that encryption

by a session key is made, and signs that a random number is taken out from a

receiving sentence and the check ofjustification is made are explained using drawing
28 and drawing 29. He is also trying to add a signature (digital signature) to a

transmission sentence in the example of these drawing 28 and drawing 29.

[O230]In this drawing 28, first, as a flow which enciphers said common key with a

public-key crypto system, and transmits, it generates as a common key which uses
said session key for communication, and this common key is enciphered by the public

key of a receiver to the public—key-encryption chemically—modified degree P8 by the
common key generating process P7 for communication. This enciphered common key
is sent to a receiver.

[0231]On the other hand, as a flow in the case of enciphering the message as a
transmission sentence with a common key encryption system, and transmitting, in the

message generation distance Pl, the message M is generated and a random number
(said security ID) is generated at the random number generation process P5, for

example. These messages M and a random number are sent to the common key
encryptosystem chemically—modified degree P6. In the common key encryptosystem

chemically—modified [ this ] degree P6, the above-mentioned message M and a
random number are enciphered using the common key by which it was generated at

the above-mentioned common key generating process P7 for communication.

[0232]When adding the above-mentioned digital signature, the above-mentioned

message M is sent to the hash value calculation process P2. In the hash value

calculation process P2 concerned, what is called a hash value is calculated from the
above-mentioned message M. A hash value is address information called for by a

hash method, and a hash method performs a predetermined operation to some

contents (keyword) of data (in this case, the message M), and uses that result for it as
an address. The hash value (M) generated from this message is sent to the secret key

cryptosystem chemically—modified degree P4 as a digital signature. In the secret key
cryptosystem chemically-modified [ this ] degree P4, the above-mentioned digital
signature is enciphered with the secret key of the transmitting side. This enciphered
digital signature is sent to the common key encryptosystem chemically-modified
degree P6. This enciphers the above-mentioned digital signature in the common key
encryptosystem chemically-modified degree P6 using the common key by which it
was generated at the above-mentioned common key generating process P7 for
communication.

[0233]These messages M, a digital signature, and a random number are transmitted to
a receiver.

[0234]Next, the flow ofprocessing by the receiver. corresponding to drawing 28 is

explained using drawing 29.

[O235]In this drawing 29, the common key transmitted from the above-mentioned
transmitting side is first decrypted with the secret key of the receiver concerned at the
secret key decryption process Pll as a flow which decrypts said common key with a

public—key crypto system.

[O236]At the common key decoding process 13, the message M transmitted [ above-
mentioned ] is decrypted using the common key decrypted at the above-mentioned

secret key decryption process Pll as a flow which, on the other hand, decrypts the
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message M enciphered with said common key encryption system. This decrypted
message M will be sent to other processes by the other functional transmission

processes P20.

[0237]The hash value which decodes a digital signature and which flowed and was
decrypted at the above—mentioned common key decryption process P13 is decrypted

using the public key of the transmitting side at the public key decryption process Pl4.
Simultaneously, in the hash value calculation process P17, a hash value is calculated

from the above—mentioned message M. The check of the hash value decrypted by

these public key decryption process P14 and the hash value calculated by the above-
mentioned hash value calculation process P17 being compared, and not being altered

by the comparison process P19, is performed.

[0238]About the transmitted random number, the random number decrypted at the
above—mentioned common key decryption process P13 and the random number

generated at the random number generation process P21 of the receiver concerned are

compared by the just exact private seal process P22, and the check ofjustification is

performed.

[0239}By the way, in the system of this embodiment shown in drawing 1 mentioned
above, the system management company 210, the virtual online shop 230, and the

content provider 240 are formed as a system side to user side 200. The financial
institution 220 of drawing 1 is an external bank etc., for example.

[O240]The control center 210 of the above—mentioned system management company

210, Exhibition of digital contents and management of distribution in the virtual

online shop 230, between the financial institutions 220 -- the main work by the side of

systems, such as collection of the accounting information of user side 200, or a Variety
of information, distribution and those managements, encryption of the digital contents

from the content provider 240, and a security management of the information to treat,

-- all are performed mostly.

[0241 ]However, in the system which distributes digital contents using a network
which was mentioned above, In the time of the user side obtaining digital contents

from the system side, and the case of the fee collection accompanying use of digital

contents, communication will concentrate on the system side and there is a possibility

that a satisfying response may no longer be obtained to the user side.

[0242]So, in other embodiments of this invention, it makes it possible to prevent
concentration of communication which was mentioned above and to raise a

communicative response by the function of the system management company 210,

and more specifically dividing the function of the control center 211 as follows.

[0243 ]Namely, the content exhibiting distributing institution 310 which has a function
which exhibits digital contents and distributes the composition by the side of the

system to user side 200 in other embodiments of this invention as shown in drawing
30, Accounting information control machine Seki 320 which has the function to

manage the accounting information of the user of a fixed area, It divides into the data

generation of enciphering digital contents, distribution of generated data to the above-
mentioned content exhibiting distributing institution 310, the information gathering

from above—mentioned accounting information control machine Seki 320, division of

earnings, and the system management organization 330 that has the function to

perform the security management and others of the whole system, User side 200 and
communication are independently attained for each organization 3 l 0,320,330,

respectively.

[0244]In composition like this drawing 30, the content exhibiting distributing
institution 310 is scattered on the network in the world, two or more arrangement is
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possible for it, and if even communication charges are paid, it can access user side

200 to the content exhibiting distributing institution 310 of every area. For example,

when user side 200 wants for digital contents to come to hand, the above-mentioned

content exhibiting distributing institution 310 is accessed from user side 200, and

digital contents come to hand. Digital contents [ which were enciphered by the system

management organization 330 ], i.e., user, side 200 will be the digital contents at this

time in the state which can be transmitted directly using a network.

[0245]Holding not much many users installs accounting information control machine

Seki 320 for a moderate number of every users undesirably therefore on safety

management in order to treat accounting information. However, since the attack point

(accounting information control machine Seki 320) from the 3rd person with bad faith

will be increased and it will be traded off if it installs not much mostly, optimizing is

desirable. For example, when user side 200 performs communication about fee

collection, it accesses from user side 200 to above-mentioned accounting information
control machine Seki 320.

[O246]The above-mentioned system management organization 330 Subscription to a

user's system, and registration of means of settlement, Profits distribution to the

profits beneficiary of the collection ofmoney from a user, said right holder, the

content exhibiting distributing institution 310, and accounting information control

machine Seki 320 grade, etc. raise security by carrying out by summarizing

management of important information on security. However, as for the system

management organization 330 concerned, it is desirable not to necessarily establish

one place in the world and to install in a certain settled unit, for example, the unit of a

country etc. For example, when user side 200 performs important communication on

[, such as subscription to this system, and registration of means of settlement, ]

security, it carries out by accessing from user side 200 to the above-mentioned system

management organization 330. The system management organization 330 concerned

which obtained information performs profits distribution to the collection of money

and the profits beneficiary from the user concerned collectively from above-

mentioned accounting information control machine Seki 320. It is supplied to the

system management organization 330 concerned, the source data, i.e., the contents,

which an owner of a copyright etc. have, they are changed into the digital contents by

which encryption etc. were made here, and are distributed to the above-mentioned

content exhibiting distributing institution 310.

[0247]As mentioned above, by distributing the function by the side of a system to the

three organizations 310,320,330, and making direct access of it possible between user

side 200 and each organization 3l0,320,330, communicative concentration is

prevented and it becomes possible to raise a communicative response. According to

the content exhibiting distributing institution 310, it can respond also to a thing like

what is called an existing virtual Mall, and it is effective also in sales promotion and

attractive for a user. By dividing accounting information control machine Seki 320

independently, it is useful for the dishonesty prevention which conspired with

exhibition and the selling function of contents. In order that a fixed number may

obstruct the user who manages, the controlling function who receives unjustly is also
more effective.

[0248]ln the system of other embodiments of this invention shown in drawing 30

mentioned above below, It explains that the accounting information accompanying

the information flow at the time of acquisition of the contents key subscription to a

user's system, the purchase ofpoint information, and for decoding of the enciphered
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digital contents, etc., the flow in the case of circulationof the information for contents

and contents appreciation, and use of contents flows.

[0249]First, the principal part of the flow of the time of subscription to a user's system

is explained using drawing 31.

[0250]In the case of the subscription registration to a user's system, the following

procedures depended on the user subscription support functional block 402 of the

system management organization 330 follow, and registering operation is performed
at 1’[.

[025l]From user side 200 [l ], i.e., said player, and the user terminal 50, the
information which shows the intention of subscription to a system is first sent via a

network like the subscription intention sending T41 to the system management

organization 330. The information on the above-mentioned subscription intention of
having been inputted into the communication function block 401 of the system

management organization 330 is sent to the user subscription support functional block
402.

[0252]Reception of the above-mentioned subscription intention information of the

user subscription support functional block 402 concerned will send the information on

a file required for subscription to user side 200 via the communication function block

401 like the subscription required file sending T42.

[0253]In user side 200, creation of the subscription request according to a

predetermined format is performed based on the subscription required file sent from
the above-mentioned system management organization 330. The drawn-up

subscription request concerned is sent to the system management organization 330

like the subscription request sending T43.

[0254]The user subscription support functional block 402 which received the above-

mentioned subscription request sends the information which explains the function of a

client to user side 200 like the client function sending T44.

[0255]From user side who received information on client function concerned 200,
User Information, such as users‘ information, for example, an account number and a

credit number which were mentioned above, a name, and a contact, is sent to the

system management organization 330 like the User Information sending T45.

[0256]The user subscription support functional block 402 which received sending of
the User Information concerned notifies the information on the purport that the

registration procedure of subscription was completed to user side 200 like the

registration procedure completion notification T46.

[0257]The user subscription support functional block 402 of the system management

organization 330 transmits User Information to accounting information control
machine Seki 320 via the communication function block 401 like the User

Information sending T47 after the completion of procedure of this user subscription

registration. Accounting information control machine Seki 320 which received this
User Information saves the User Information concerned at the database function block

367.

[O258]By the above, the main flows of the time of subscription to a user's system are

completed. The explanation about other composition currently mentioned to this

drawing 31 is mentioned later.

[O259]Next, the principal part of the flow of the information at the time of acquisition

of the key the purchase of point information and for decoding of the enciphered

digital contents, etc. is explained using drawing 32. Since the information on the

contents key the purchase of the above-mentioned point information and for decoding
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of the enciphered digital contents is information for using contents, it is made to

simplify these and to call it royalty information by the following explanation.

[0260]When a user obtains the important information (here royalty of contents) used

by a system, access is made from user side 200 to accounting information control
machine Seki 320 where the assignment in its duty is beforehand made for every user

side 200. To access of an acquisition demand of the contents royalty information sent

from above-mentioned user side 200, the royalty issuing function block 362 of

accounting information control machine Seki 320 corresponds, and issue of a royalty

is performed according to the following procedures.

[026l]First, from user side 200, the information on the purport that he would like to

purchase a royalty is sent to accounting infonnation control machine Seki 320 like the

purchase written request sending T51. The information on the purport that he would

like to purchase a royalty is information on the purchase written request which

followed the predetermined format by user side 200. Thus, the information on the

above-mentioned purchase written request inputted into the communication function
block 36l of this accounting information control machine Seki 320 is sent to the

royalty issuing function block 362 via a network.

[0262]In the royalty issuing function block 362 concerned, if the information on the

above-mentioned purchase written request is received, it will carry out based on User
Information saved at the database function block 367, the information on a new

royalty will be generated, and the information on the royalty concerned will be sent to

user side 200 like the new royalty sending T52.

[0263]If the receipt of the information on the above-mentioned new royalty is
checked, user side 200 will draw up the receipt written confirmation according to a

predetermined format, and will send it to the royalty issuing function block 362 of
accounting information control machine Seki 320 like the receipt written confinnation

sending T53.

[0264]By the above, the main flows of the time of the purchase of a royalty are

completed. The explanation about other composition currently mentioned to this

drawing 32 is mentioned later.

[0265]Next, the principal part of the flow in the case of circulation of the information

for contents and contents appreciation (here, they are a service condition and a

contents key) is explained using drawing 33.

[0266]First, the contents acquisition functional block 342 of the content exhibiting

distributing institution 310 charges digital contents to the system management

organization 330 like the contents bill sending T62.

[0267]In the contents distribution functional block 404, the system management

organization 330 which received the contents bill concerned is processed so that the
demanded contents can be circulated. That is, in this contents distribution functional

block 404, the digital contents (enciphered digital contents) of the state which can be

sent to user side 200 are generated. These processed digital contents are sent to the

content exhibiting distributing institution 310 like the contents sending 63.

[0268]In the content exhibiting distributing institution 310 concerned, the digital

contents processed [ above-mentioned ] are saved at the contents database functional
block 345.

[O269]In the contents distribution functional block 404 of the system management

organization 330. The contents key for decoding the contents enciphered as content
ID and a service condition as information for contents appreciation is sent to

accounting information control machine Seki 320 like the information sending T64

for contents appreciation.
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[0270]ln accounting information control machine Seki 320, a contents key and the
service—condition receipt functional block 363 receive the information for the above-

mentioned contents appreciation, and it is saved at the database function block 367.

[O27l]Next, like the contents acquisition request T61 , user side 200 is accessed to the
content exhibiting distributing institution 310, and obtains contents. Namely, the

content exhibiting distributing institution 310, reading the enciphered digital contents
which are saved at the contents database functional block 354, if the demand of

acquisition of contents is made from above-mentioned user side 200 via the
communication function block 341 -— the read digital contents concerned -- user side

200 —— sending .

[O272]Then, user side 200 is accessed to accounting information control machine Seki

320 by the information claim T65 for contents appreciation, and obtains the
infonnation for contents appreciation like the information sending T66 for contents

appreciation. Namely, via the communication function block 361 in accounting
infonnation control machine Seki 320, If the request for a service condition and a

contents key is made as information for contents appreciation from above-mentioned

user side 200, a contents key and a service condition will be published from a contents

key and the service—condition issuing function block 364, and these will be sent to
user side 200 via the communication function block 361.

[0273]By the above, the flow in the case of circulation of the information for contents
and contents appreciation is completed. The explanation about other composition

currently mentioned to this drawing 33 is mentioned later.

[0274]Next, the principal part of the flow ofbalancing account, i.e., balancing
account of a contents usage fee, when contents are actually appreciated is explained

using drawing 34.

[0275]First, after appreciation of contents is performed in user side 200, from
concerned user side 200, point usage information, i.e., use record of contents, is sent

to accounting infonnation control machine Seki 320 like the statement-of-accounts

sending T71 as mentioned above. Thus, if sending of the above-mentioned contents
use record is received from above-mentioned user side 200 via the communication

function block 361, the contents use record concerned will be received with the

balancing account procedure reception functional block 365 of accounting
information control machine Seki 320, and the balancing account written

confirmation corresponding to this will be published. Similarly the balancing account
written confirmation concerned is sent to user side 200 via the communication

function block 361 like the balancing account written confirmation sending T73.

Thereby, user side 200 can know that balancing account was performed.

[0276]Next, the balancing account procedure reception functional block 365 of
accounting information control machine Seki 320 makes royalty issuing information

. publish from the royalty issuing function block 362. This royalty issuing information
is sent to the system management organization 330 via the communication function
block 361 as user settlement of accounts and the contents use record sending T74 with

the contents use record sent from above-mentioned user side 200.

[0277]The system management organization 330 summarizes the information sent

from accounting information control machine Seki 320 currently distributed in

various places with collection ofmoney and the distribution frame block 405, totals
the amount of collection of money, a collection—of-money place, and the distribution

destination of money, and settles them through a actual financial institution.
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[0278]By the above, the flow of balancing account of a contents usage fee is

completed. The explanation about other composition currently mentioned to this

drawing 34 is mentioned later.

[O279}ln explanation to drawing 34, from above-mentioned drawing 30, the data

transmission and reception between the content exhibiting distributing institution 310,

accounting information control machine Seki 320, the system management

organization 330, and user side 200, In the data transmission and reception between

the content exhibiting distributing institution 310, accounting information control

machine Seki 320, and the system management organization 330, it cannot be

overemphasized that a data encryption and decryption are performed like the above-

mentioned. Also in this encryption and decryption, any of a public~key crypto system

and a common key encryption system may be used, as mentioned above, a public-key

crypto system can be used as a cipher system of a contents key or a common key, and

a common key encryption system can be used as cipher systems, such as a message

and various kinds of documents. It is also possible to use the technique of the

improvement in security using said random number, the encryption at the time of

treating contents, and least-common-multiple-ization of a compressive batch with

these encryption.

[0280]Next, the concrete composition of each organizations 310, 320, and 330

mentioned above is explained briefly.

[028l]First, the composition of the content exhibiting distributing institution 310 is

explained using drawing 35.

[O282]In this drawing 35, the content exhibiting distributing institution 310

concerned, The communication function block 341 which divides roughly and takes

charge of the communication function between user side 200 and the system

management organization 330, It consists of the contents acquisition functional block

342 which takes charge of the acquisition fL11"1C'[iOI1 of contents, the content display

functional block 343 which takes charge of the exhibition function of contents, the

balancing account functional block 344 which takes charge of balancing account, and
the contents database functional block 345 which saves contents.

[0283]The contents bill creation function part 351 which takes charge of creation of a
bill in case the above-mentioned contents acquisition functional block 342 charges

contents to the system management organization 330, The contents receipt creation

function part 352 which takes charge of creation of a receipt when contents are

received from the system management organization 330, It consists of the function

part 353 corresponding to a contents database which takes charge of correspondence
with these **** and ** contents, and the contents saved at the contents database
functional block 345.

[O284]The content display function part 354 which takes charge of the function for
which the above-mentioned content display functional block 343 actually exhibits

contents to virtual online shop, It consists of the function part 355 corresponding to a

contents database which takes charge of correspondence with the contents currently
these-exhibited and the contents saved at the above-mentioned contents database

functional block 345.

[O285]The above-mentioned balancing account functional block 344 consists of the

receipt issuing function part 356 which takes charge of the function to publish a

receipt, and the function part 357 corresponding to the financial institution which

takes charge of correspondence between the financial institutions 220.

[O286]Next, the composition of accounting information control machine Seki 320 is

explained using drawing 36.
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[O287]In this drawing 36, accounting information control machine Seki 320
concerned, The communication function block 361 which divides roughly and takes

charge of the communication function between user side 200 and the system
management organization 330, The royalty issuing function block 362 which takes
charge of the function to publish a royalty, A contents key, and the contents key and
service-condition receipt functional block 363 which take charge of the receipt of a
service condition, A contents key, and the contents key and service-condition issuing

function block 364 which take charge of issue of a service condition, It consists of the

balancing account procedure reception functional block 365 which takes charge of the

receptionist function ofbalancing account procedure, the distribution receipt
functional block 366 which takes charge of the function of a receipt as distribution,
and the database function block 376.

[O288]The purchase written request acknowledgement function part 371 in which the
above—mentioned royalty issuing function block 362 takes charge of the

acknowledgement function of a purchase written request, The point-data
acknowledgement function part 372 which takes charge of the check of the data of the
balance (balance ofpoint information) of the royalty of client, i.e., user, side 200, use

record (point usage information), etc., The royalty generating function part 373 which
takes charge of the function to generate a royalty, and the royalty invoice creation

function part 374 which takes charge of the function which draws up the invoice of a
royalty, It consists of a royalty, the sending function part 375 which takes charge of
the function to actually send a royalty invoice, the royalty receipt acknowledgement

function part 376 which takes charge of the check of the receipt document of a
royalty, and the royalty issuing information preservation function part 377 which
takes charge of the function to save the information on the published royalty.

[O289]Above—mentioned contents key and service-condition receipt functional block
363 consist of a contents key, the receipt function part 378 which takes charge of the

receipt of a service condition, and a contents key and the preservation function part
379 which saves a service condition.

[0290]Above—mentioned contents key and service-condition issuing function block
364, A contents key and the receiving function part 380 which takes charge of the
function to receive the acquisition request of a service condition, The search service

part 381 which takes charge of the fiinction which searches and discovers a contents
key and a service condition from the database function block 367, It consists of the
transmitting-function part 382 which takes charge of the function to encipher and send
a contents key and a service condition, and a contents key and the acknowledgement

function part 383 which takes charge of the acknowledgement function of the receipt
document of a service condition.

[0291 ]The contents use record receiving function part 384 which takes charge of the
function which the above—mentioned balancing account procedure reception

functional block 365 receives the contents use record (point usage information)

enciphered, and is decrypted, The contents use record acknowledgement function part
385 which takes charge of the check of contents use record, The contents use record-

keeping function part 386 which takes charge of the fiinction in which the database
function block 367 saves contents use record, It consists of the completion document

creation function part 387 which takes charge of the function which draws up the
completion document ofbalancing account procedure, and the conclusion function
part 389 which takes charge of the function to edit contents use record collectively.
[0292]The bill acknowledgement function part 390 which takes charge of the
acknowledgement function of the request-for-information document which charges
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the data at the time of the above-mentioned distribution receipt functional block 366

collecting money, The use record report writer feature part 391 which takes charge of

the function which draws up the report of the contents use record submitted to the

system management organization 330, It consists of the royalty issue report writer

feature part 392 which takes charge of the function which draws up the report of the

royalty issuing information submitted to the system management organization 330,

and the written confirmation acknowledgement function part 393 which takes charge

of the acknowledgement function of the confirrnation—of-receipt document of a report.

[0293]The royalty database function part 394 which takes charge of the function in

which the database function block 367 saves the data of a royalty, A contents key, and

the contents key and royalty database function part 395 which take charge of the
function to save the data of a service condition, It consists of the user management

data base function part 397 which saves the information about the contents use

recording data base function part 396 which saves contents use record, and a user.

[0294]Next, the composition of the system management organization 330 is explained

using drawing 37.

[0295]In this drawing 37, the system management organization 330 concerned, The
communication function block 401 which divides roughly and takes charge of the

communication function between user side 200, the content exhibiting distributing

institution 310, and accounting information control machine Seki 320, It consists of

the user subscription support functional block 402 which performs the support in the

case of user subscription, the contents distribution functional block 404 which takes

charge of distribution of contents, the database function block 403, and collection of

money and the collection-of-money **** distribution frame block 405 which takes

charge of the function of distribution.

[0296]The above-mentioned user subscription support function-al block 402, Creation

of a subscription request, and the subscription request creation transmitting-function

part 411 which takes charge of transmission, The common key receiving function part
412 which takes charge of the function which receives and decrypts the enciphered

common key, The subscription request acknowledgement fiinction part 413 which

takes charge of the acknowledgement function of the subscription request transmitted

from user side 200, The ID generating function part 414 which takes charge of the

function to generate client ID, i.e., user ID, The subscription request preservation

function part 415 which takes charge of the function to save a subscription request at
the database function block 403, It consists of the client function generation function

part 416 which generates a client function, and the registration information

preservation function part 417 which takes charge of the function to save registration
information at the database function block 403.

[0297]The user management data base function part 418 to which the database

function block 403 carries out preservation management of a user's information, The

contents database function part 419 which saves contents, and the accounting

information control machine Seki database function part 420 which carries out

preservation management of the information on accounting information control
machine Seki 320, It consists of the content—exhibiting~distributing-institution

database function part 421 which carries out preservation management of the

information of the content exhibiting distributing institution 310.

[0298]The bill acknowledgement function part 422 in which the contents distribution

functional block 404 takes charge of the acknowledgement function of the bill of

contents, The content retrieval function part 423 which takes charge of the function to

search ready-mixed concrete TENTSU (source data), i.e., the contents before
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processing, from the contents database function part 419 of the database function
‘block 403, The content ID generation function part 424 which generates content ID,

and the contents key generation function part 425 which generates a contents key, The

contents service—condition generation function part 426 which generates a contents

service condition, The contents compression function part 427 which compresses

ready-mixed concrete TENTSU, i.e., the contents before processing, The preservation

function part 429 which takes charge of the function to save the contents processing

function part 428 which enciphers contents, and content ID, a contents key and a
service condition at the contents database function part 419 of the database function

block 403, The contents sending function part 430 which takes charge of the function

to send contents via the communication function block 401, and the contents receipt

acknowledgement function part 431 which takes charge of the function to check the

receipt of contents, Content ID, a contents key, and ID, key and service-condition
sending function part 432 that take charge of the function to send a service condition
via the communication function block 401, It consists of content ID, a contents key,

and ID, key and service-condition receipt acknowledgement function part 433 that

take charge of the function to check the receipt of a service condition.

[0299]The request-for—inforrnation document creation function part 434 which makes
out the bill of the data which use collection of money and the distribution frame block

405 for collection of money, The contents royalty receiving fiinction part 435 which

takes charge of the function to receive a contents royalty via the communication
function block 401, The contents use record receiving function part 436 which takes

charge of the function to receive contents use record via the communication function
block 401, The confirmation—of-receipt document creation function part 437 which

takes charge of the function which draws up the written confirmation of reception, It

consists of the calculation and the bill creation function part 438 which makes out the

bill which performs the calculation of the amount billed and the creation of a bill

which are charged to a user, calculation of the dividend at the time of distributing the

use gold collected by use to a right holder, and the calculation and the forrn—for-

payment creation function part 439 which perform creation of a form for payment.

[0300]next -- being concerned -— others -- the composition of user side 200

corresponding to the system of an embodiment is explained using drawing 38. This

drawing 38 expresses each function of said player 1 and the user terminal 50

collectively.

[0301]In this drawing 38, the composition of concerned user side 200, The
communication function block 451 which will take charge of the communication

function between the system management organization 330, the content exhibiting

distributing institution 310, and accounting information control machine Seki 320 if it

divides roughly, The contents acquisition functional block 452 which takes charge of

acquisition of contents, The royalty purchasing function block 453 which takes charge

of the purchase of royalties, such as point information, a contents key, a service
condition, A contents key, and the contents key and service-condition acquisition

functional block 454 which take charge of acquisition of a service condition, The

balancing account procedure functional block 455 which takes charge of balancing

account procedure, and the user subscription support functional block 456 which takes

charge of the function which supports subscription to a system, It consists of

appreciation of contents, the contents appreciation accounting function block 457
which takes charge of the function of fee collection, and the database function block
458.
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[O302]The above—mentioned contents acquisition functional block 452 consists of the
contents acquisition function part 461 which takes charge of the function which
actually obtains contents, and the contents preservation function part 462 which takes
charge of the function in which contents are made to save at a memory medium.
[0303]The purchase written request creation function part 463 in which the royalty
purchasing function block 453 draws up the purchase written request of a royalty, The
conclusion function part 464 which takes charge of the conclusion of the data of the

balance (point balance) of the royalty of a client (user), use record (point usage

information), etc., lt consists of the royalty installation function part 465 which takes

charge of the function which installs each information as a royalty, and the royalty
receipt document creation function part 467 which draws up a royalty receipt
document.

[O304]A contents key and the service—condition acquisition functional block 454, It
consists of a contents key, the acquisition written request creation function part 468

which draws up the acquisition written request of a service condition, a contents key
and the receiving function part 469 which takes charge of reception of a service
condition, and a contents key and the receipt document creation function part 470

which draws up the receipt document of a service condition.

[0305]The balancing account procedure functional block 455 consists of the
conclusion function part 471 which performs the conclusion of contents use record

(point usage information), and the completion document receiving function part 472
which takes charge of reception of the completion document of balancing account

procedure.

[03 06]The above—mentioned user subscription support functional block 456, It
consists of the subscription request creation function part 473 which takes charge of
creation of a subscription request, the client function installation function part 474

which takes charge of installation of a client function, i.e., initialization of a user's

player 1, and the registration information creation function part 475 which takes
charge of the function which creates registration information.

[03 07]The content retrieval function part 476 which takes charge of search of the
contents by which the contents appreciation accounting function block 457 was saved
at the memory medium, The royalty acknowledgement function part 477 which takes
charge of the check of a royalty, and the simple contents appreciation function part
478 which reproduces contents in [ when choosing contents, for example] simple,
The accounting function part 479 which manages accounting information (point
information), and the contents function decoding part 480 which decrypts the contents

enciphered, It consists of the contents extension function part 481 which elongates the
contents compressed, and the contents viewer function part 482 for enabling
recognition of the contents of the contents saved at the memory medium, for example.
[0308]The royalty database function part 483 where the database function block 458
saves the data of a royalty, It consists of a contents key, the contents key and service-

condition database function part 484 which save a service condition, the contents use

recording data base function part 485 which saves contents use record, and the user
information data base function part 486 which saves User Information.

[O309]Next, the player 1 of each embodiment which was mentioned above, and the
concrete using form of the user terminal 50 are explained using drawing 39 and

drawing 40.

[O3l0]As shown in drawing 39, the player 1 is arranged after said analog output
terminal 2, the interface terminal 3 for PC, and the I/O terminal 4 for memory media

have projected out of the case of the player 1, and the memory medium 61 is
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connected to the above-mentioned I/O terminal 4 for memory media. For example in

the case 60, these players 1 and the memory medium 61 are formed so that storage is

possible, and they are made as [ arrange / for example at the end side of this case 60 /
the analog output terminal 2 of the above-mentioned player 1 and the interface

terminal 3 for PC ].

[O31l}The case 60 where this player 1 and memory medium 61 were stored, From the

side by which the analog output terminal 2 of the above-mentioned player 1 and the

interface terminal 3 for PC are arranged, it is formed in the input/output port 53 of the

personal computer 50 as the above-mentioned user terminal 50 so that insertion

connecting may be possible.

[0312]Although the personal computer 50 concerned has the general composition

which equipped the computer body with the display device 52, the keyboard 54, and

the mouse 55, In the above-mentioned input/output port 53, the analog output terminal

2 of the above-mentioned player 1 and the interface terminal 3 for PC, and the

corresponding interface are formed. Therefore, only by inserting in the input/output

port 53 of the above-mentioned personal computer 50 the case 60 where the above-
mentioned player 1 and the memory medium 61 were stored, The analog output

terminal 2 of the above-mentioned player 1 and the interface terminal 3 for PC come

to be connected with the above-mentioned personal computer 50.

[0313]Although he is trying to form an interface [ in the input/output port 53 of the

personal computer 50 / terminal / 3 / for PC / the analog output terminal 2 of the
above-mentioned player 1, and / interface ] in the example of above~mentioned

drawing 39, For example, as shown in drawing 40, it is also possible to arrange the

adapter 62 which can respond to the interface of the general-purpose input/output port

of the personal computer 50 between the analog output terminal 2 of the above-

mentioned player 1 and the interface terminal 3 for PC.

[0314]ln the system of an embodiment of the invention since it has stated above,

Since digital contents are enciphered with the contents key which is a common key of

a system, If it is the user (player 1) who registered with the system of this

embodiment, if only it can copy these enciphered contents freely and a contents key

comes to hand, appreciation of these contents is also possible. Therefore, installation

to this contents memory medium (enciphered contents) can also be performed easily.

On the other hand, since the enciphered digital contents cannot be decoded, the right

of the copyright of contents or the right holder of the contents concerned is protected

by the terminal unit which is not based on this embodiment system.

[0315]an embodiment of the invention, while according to the system filling up point

information with a prepaid system (charge advance payment method) and reducing

point information at the time of contents appreciation, Since he is trying to collect the

usage information of the point, recovery of an appreciation price is possible for right

holders (owner of a copyright etc.), a contents selling store, etc. with the right about a

used point.

[0316]Since encryption is given in the case of an exchange of the data of point

information or point usage information as mentioned above, security nature is

improving. For example, since it shall trade after checking that use the random
number (security ID) which interlocked by the system and player side, and both are in

agreement, as mentioned above even if the completely same thing as the last data is

forged and it tries to steal the point information for fee collection, it is safe.

[0317]1 chip making of the main components of a player is carried out, and it is

difficult to take out key information and the decrypted digital contents outside. This
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player 1 equips player 1 the very thing with the tamper resistance function, in order to

prevent the data usurpation by destruction of the player 1 concerned.

[031 8}As mentioned above, according to the embodiment of the invention, the digital

contents distributing system with high security top intensity is built.

[0319}As above-mentioned digital contents, various kinds of things other than digital

audio information, such as a digital video data, can be mentioned. When dynamic-

image—data (audio information is also included) use is carried out as the above-

mentioned digital video data, as the technique of said compression, compression

methods, such as MPEG (Moving Picture Image CodingExperts Group), can be used,

for example. The above-mentioned MPEG, In WG(Working Group) 11 of SC(Sub

Committee) 29 of JTC(Joint Technical Committee)l of ISO (International

Organization for Standardization) and IEC (International Electrotechnical

Commission). It is a common name of the packed video coding mode, and there are

MPEG1, MPEG 2, MPEG4, etc.

[0320]As the technique of the above-mentioned encryption, as mentioned above, the

enciphering method currently called what is called DES (Data Encryption Standard)

can be used. DES is the standard cipher system (cryptographic algorithm) which

NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) in the U.S. announced in

1976. Data conversion is performed for every 64-bit data block, and, specifically, the

conversion using a function is repeated 16 times. The above-mentioned digital

contents, point information, etc. are enciphered with what is called a common key

system using the DES concerned. It is a method which becomes the same [ the key

(decode key data) for decrypting with the key data (encryption key data) for

enciphering] as that of the above-mentioned common key system.

[0321]What is called an EEPROM (electrically eliminable ROM) can be used for the

common key storage memory 22 of the player 1 of said drawing 1, the key storage

memory 21 for communication, the point usage information storing memory 29, and

point information storing memory 28 grade, for example.

[O322]As a memory medium, the memory medium ofrecording media, such as a hard

disk, a floppy disk, a magneto-optical disc, and a phase—change optical disk, or

semiconductor memory (IC card etc.) can be used for others, for example.

[O323]In addition, although selection, a check, etc. were performed in the above-

mentioned embodiment using the keyboard 54 of the user terminal 50, and the mouse

55 and the display device 52 on the occasions, such as content confirmation etc. of the

contents exhibited by selection and the virtual online shop 230 of contents, It is also
possible to simplify a function to these keyboards, or a mouse and a display device,

and to give the player 1. namely, . Like drawing 2, it is also possible to form the input

key part 6 and the indicator 7 in the player 1.

[0324]

[Effect of the Invention]The function to manage the accounting information to the

user-terminal device of a fixed area by the above explanation according to this

invention so that clearly, The function which exhibits digital contents and is

distributed, and processing of digital contents, The distribution of digital contents to

the above-mentioned digital content display distribution function processed [ above-

mentioned ], It consists of a function to perform the information gathering and profit

distribution from an accounting information controlling function, and the whole

security management distribution, and it becomes possible by carrying out

independently, respectively to raise a communicative response of the data
communications between a user-terminal device and each function.
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CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim l]A digital contents distribution managerial system which is provided with the

following and characterized by the above-mentioned accounting information

management tool, a content display distribution means, and a system management

means performing data communications between the above-mentioned user-terminal

devices independently, respectively.

An accounting information management tool which manages accounting information
to a user—terminal device of a fixed area.

A content display distribution means which exhibits digital contents and is distributed.

At least, it is processing of the above-mentioned digital contents.

A system management means which performs distribution of digital contents to the

above-mentioned content display distribution means processed [ above-mentioned ],

information gathering and profit distribution from the above-mentioned accounting

information management tool, and the whole security management distribution.

[Claim 2]A digital contents processing means which the above-mentioned system

management means enciphers digital contents using a contents key for every digital

contents concerned, and is compressed, A contents distribution means to distribute

digital contents which processed [ above-mentioned ] it to the above-mentioned

content display distribution means, The Cong Teng key transmitting means which

enciphers a contents key used for decryption of digital contents processed [ above-

mentioned ], and transmits to the above-mentioned user-terrninal device, A contents

usage information reception means which receives and decrypts enciphered contents

usage information which has been transmitted from a user-terrninal device, It has at

least an accounting information encoding means which enciphers accounting

information reduced whenever it decrypts digital contents processed [ above-

mentioned ], and transmits to the above-mentioned accounting information

management tool, An accounting information transmitting means which transmits

accounting information by which the above-mentioned accounting information

management tool was enciphered [ above-mentioned ] according to a demand from
the above-mentioned user-terminal device to the user-terminal device concerned,

Have at least a use gold dispensing means which distributes use gold collected based

on the aboVe~mentioned contents usage information to a right holder of the above-

mentioned digital contents, and the above-mentioned content display distribution

means according to a digital contents Request to Send from the aboVe—mentioned

user-terrninal device, The digital contents distribution managerial system according to

claim 1 which has at least a contents transmitting means which transmits digital

contents which processed [ above-mentioned ] it, and is characterized by things.

[Claim 3]The above-mentioned accounting information management tool, a content

display distribution means, and a system management means, The digital KONTEN

ivy distribution managerial system according to claim 2, wherein a cipher system or

an encryption key used when performing data communications between the above~
mentioned user-terrninal devices independently, respectively is original respectively.
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(54) DATA DISTRIBUTION METHOD AND DEVICE

(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To easily construct a system

with high security by recording additional data like individual 3

data, charging data of a user as well in a rewritable

recording medium used for rewriting of game software and

collating the additional data with a computer of a software
distributor.

SOLUTION: A user recording medium 13 to rewrite the

game software is purchased at a store 4 and a fixed amount

of cash data is deposited in the user recording medium 13.

In this case, intrinsic data of the user is also written in the

user recording medium 13. When the game software is

requested from a computer 24 of the store 4, data of the

user recording medium 13 is transmitted to software

distributors 1 to 3 by communication systems 5, 7, 9 and

collated with the past additional data recorded in computers

21 to 23 of the distributors. When the data of the user

recording medium 13 coincides with the past additional data,

the game software is distributed from the distributors to the

store 4 by using communication systems 6, 8, 10 and

recorded in the user recording medium 13. The additional data regarding the game software is

simultaneously recorded in the user recording medium 13 and the computers 21 to 23 of the
software distributors 1 to 3. ‘
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DATA DISTRIBUTION METHOD AND DEVICE

(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To easily

construct a system with high security by

recording additional data like individual data,

charging data of a user as well in a rewritable

recording medium used for rewriting of game

software and collating the additional data with

a computer of a software distributor.

SOLUTION: A user recording medium 13 to

rewrite the game software is purchased at a
store 4 and a fixed amount of cash data is

deposited in the user recording medium 13. In

this case, intrinsic data of the user is also

written in the user recording medium 13.

When the game software is requested from a

computer 24 of the store 4, data of the user

recording medium 13 is transmitted to

software distributors l to 3 by communication

systems 5, 7, 9 and collated with the past

additional data recorded in computers 21 to 23

of the distributors. When the data of the user recording medium 13 coincides with the

past additional data, the game software is distributed from the distributors to the store

4 by using communication systems 6, 8, 10 and recorded in the user recording

medium 13. The additional data regarding the game software is simultaneously

recorded in the user recording medium 13 and the computers 21 to 23 of the software
distributors 1 to 3.

‘I’ 32.r22»*.:.f,::'I.~2m:.-'q

  
TECHNICAL FIELD

[Field of the Invention]This invention relates to what starts a data distribution method

and a device, especially performs distribution and fee collection of data

simultaneously using a rewritable recording medium.

PRIOR ART

[Description of the Prior Art]As a typical card used instead of cash, there are a

prepaid card, a credit card, and an IC card.

[O0O3]A prepaid card is a kind of coupon ticket which wrote in required information

using magnetism instead of ink.

It is the structure it will become impossible to use if only the part of the purchased

amount currently recorded on the magnetic card can be used and it has used.

For example, there are a pachinko card, a telephone card, an 10 card, etc. The actual
condition is that there is no effective measure to an unauthorized use.

[00O4]A credit card can be used by the member's store which deals with this card,

carries out fixed time postponement of the payment and payment of a commodity

price, and settles a commodity price by automatic accounts transfer from a bank

account. Authorization is needed in order to prevent an unauthorized use. The

charging method of a system utilization charge for added value data and various

control data to come to hand using a wired telephone line, a radio telephone network,

satellite broadcasting, etc. has the common settlement of accounts by this credit card.
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[0OO5]An IC card provides the memory part and microprocessor part which are

memory storage in IC, and gives logical processing capabilities, such as data creation

and judgment, to the card itself. Electronic money etc. hit this. By IC embedded on
the card, the check function of truth or falsehood and the rewritable memory storage

function which stores the transmitted electronic money data occur. Since a rewritable

memory storage function occurs, an IC card can also be made to pay also from other
than a user.

EFFECT OF THE INVENTION

[Effect of the Invention]Since the attached data of the user recording medium is
recorded also on the computer of the information provider who cannot carry out direct

access from the (1) user side according to the invention according to claim 1, Since a

user recording medium is forged, or a user recording medium is rewritable, even if it

is rewritten by the kitchen, By comparing the attached data of a user recording

medium, and the attached data of an information provider's computer, the

unauthorized use can be prevented effectively and, as a result, software can be

distributed simply and safely.

[0071 ](2) It can register as a club member only by purchasing a user recording
medium, and since contract subscription is not needed like a credit card, a user's

expansion can be aimed at.

[0O72](3) Since the receptacle of software and the function of cash were given to it as
software and the attached data containing billing data could be recorded on the user

recording medium of one sheet, only by purchasing the user recording medium of one

sheet, the purchase of software is attained and simplification of a user's procedure can
be attained.

[O073](4) Since the information provider enabled it to manage the attached data

recorded on the user recording medium as the attached data of a user recording

medium was recorded also on the computer by the side of an information provider, If

the contents of software and billing data are included in attached data, sale/sales

management of the software distributed can be performed easily.

[0074]According to the invention according to claim 2, since a user recording
medium is rewritable, it can also supply a user with service from the information

provider side by not remaining for on the other hand reducing the value thru/or the
right of a user recording medium on a target, but paying a user recording medium, and

increasing.

[O075]According to the invention according to claim 3, if a magneto-optical disc is
used for a user recording medium, the existing personal computer can be used and a

system can be built cheaply.

[0076]According to the invention according to claim 4, an attached data field is
extended to the user recording medium on which the software which a user is going to

purchase is made to record, While making attached data, such as billing data and
software associated data, record on an attached data field, this attached data can be

made to be able to record also on the recording device by the side of an information

provider simultaneously, and a reliable data distribution system can be built with an
easy structure of managing both attached data.

TECHNICAL PROBLEM

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention}However, when it was going to distribute

software using these cards, the following problems were among the conventional card

systems mentioned above.
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[0007}(l) Since the prepaid card ** user's individual data was not being interlocked

with a management computer, it is weak to forgery of the prepaid card itself. It is

well~known that forgery is actually actualizing with the pachinko card.

[OO08]** Since readers, such as a card reader for exclusive use, are required,

miniaturization, power-saving, and low—pricing cannot be performed.

[OOO9]** When the cash data or frequency data in a card is exhausted, it becomes

impossible to reuse, since it cannot be re-filled up with data.

[001 0]** When purchasing software with the software vending machine currently
installed in the form of the vending machine, communication -- a game -— when

purchasing the communication use type software which acquires picture information
and music information using a game or communication, it is necessary to purchase a

prepaid card separately from those software, it sees from a user, and is dramatically
inconvenient.

[O01 l](2) Since a credit card ** user will be limited to the possessor of a credit card,

it becomes an obstacle in respect of a user's expansion.

[00l2]** For the Reasons of it being troublesome and being, the contract of the credit
card has been an obstacle in a user's expansion.

[001 3]** The communication system of a wire telephone network or a radio

telephone network is used for the sales situation of software, and since there is no
function which communicates with the computer of the contractor who distributes

software, sale/sales management cannot be performed.

[00l4](3) Since the IC card IC card has given logical processing capabilities, such as
data creation and judgment, there is no fault like the prepaid card and credit card

which were mentioned above. However, there is a problem the following point.

[0O15]** Since much data of versatility, such as personal data, which needs to be kept
secret is contained, in order to secure security, need advanced encoding technology

and anti-copying art.

[00l6]** A system becomes very large-scale, and also the structure of an IC card also

becomes complicated.

[0O17]** Since the storage capacity is small, it is difficult to make a mass program

like game software record.

[001 8]** It is still difficult to realize simply and cheaply by the experimental stage.

[0Ol9]It is (1) as it mentioned above especially, although distribution of software was

already begun through the network in the game industry. In the method of - (3), the

software distributed by the distribution contractor using cash data cannot be

distributed simply and safely.

[O020]In the data distribution art in which SUBJECT of this invention distributes
software to a user from an information provider according to a user's demand, It is in

providing the data distribution method and device which can be distributed simply
and safely, canceling the problem of the conventional technology mentioned above

and using a rewritable recording medium.

MEANS

[Means for Solving the Problem]ln a data distribution method with which software is
distributed to a user from an information provider according to a user's demand as for

the data distribution method according to claim 1, A rewritable user recording
medium with which attached data relevant to the above-mentioned software

containing data and billing data peculiar to a user is recorded is used, Attached data

applicable to user proper data of a user recording medium is searched from an
information provider's computer, Attached data memorized by an information
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provider's computer and attached data memorized by user recording medium are

compared, When attached data does not agree, stop message distribution processing,

and message distribution processing including accounting to software which a user

demands when attached data agrees is performed, While recording attached data about

software distributed to a user by this message distribution processing from an

information provider, and the above-mentioned software containing billing data which

carried out [ above-mentioned ] accounting on a user recording medium, From a user,

the above-mentioned attached data is recorded also on an information provider's

computer by which data management is carried out so that direct access cannot be

carried out. ‘

[O022]When a cause of the forged problem of a prepaid card does not manage any

billing data (usable frequency) in a prepaid card but fee collection (usable frequency)

in a prepaid card is only set to 0, it is having stopped at a point recognized that the

prepaid card is used. It is made for this invention to discover a forged rewritable

recording medium at the time of use by managing attached data as the technique of

solving this SUBJECT, rather than preventing forgery.

[0O23]According to this invention, when regular attached data is recorded on a user

recording medium which a user can rewrite, attached data of an identical content is

simultaneously recorded also on an information provider's computer. Therefore, when

data is unjustly written in a user recording medium or a user recording medium is

forged regardless of an information provider's computer. Since incorrect data thru/or

the same attached data as a user recording medium are not recorded on an information

provider's computer, data of the past recorded on a user recording medium and an

information provider's computer becomes inharrnonious. As a result, an unauthorized

use of a user recording medium with which forgery or data was altered can be

effectively prevented by comparing attached data.

[0024] Since attached data relevant to software written in a user recording medium is

recorded on a computer of an information provider who distributes software

simultaneously with the purchase of software and is accumulated, it can perform

sale/sales management of software. Since both sides of software, such as a game, and

attached data containing billing data were recorded on a user recording medium of

one sheet, It is not necessary to purchase separately a recording medium for software

wear, and a prepaid card for software purchase like before, and purchasing a user

recording medium of one sheet only serves the purpose.

[O025]Since anyone can receive data distribution service only by not needing contract

subscription like a credit card, but purchasing a user recording medium regularly if a

user recording medium which anyone can purchase is adopted, a user's expansion can
be aimed at.

[0O26]When a user fulfills service supply conditions in the above-mentioned

invention, in order to supply a user with service from an information provider, the

data distribution method according to claim 2, A user recording medium receives a

predetermined amount of money from an information provider's computer, and the

record is recorded also on an information provider's computer.

[0O27]Since a user only purchases products, such as software, when purchasing using

a prepaid card, a prepaid card is only reduced. However, in this invention that uses a

rewritable user recording medium, since it can access to an information provider's

computer to a user recording medium freely, a user recording medium can receive the

amount of money corresponding to the above-mentioned service, and billing data can
be increased.
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